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Abstract. In Private Set Intersection protocols (PSIs), a non-empty result always reveals something
about the private input sets of the parties. Moreover, in various variants of PSI, not all parties necessarily
receive or are interested in the result. Nevertheless, to date, the literature has assumed that those parties
who do not receive or are not interested in the result still contribute their private input sets to the PSI
for free, although doing so would cost them their privacy. In this work, for the first time, we propose
a multi-party PSI, called “Anesidora”, that rewards parties who contribute their private input sets to
the protocol. Anesidora is efficient; it mainly relies on symmetric key primitives and its computation
and communication complexities are linear with the number of parties and set cardinality. It remains
secure even if the majority of parties are corrupted by active colluding adversaries.

1 Introduction

Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) allows multiple mutually distrustful parties to jointly compute
a certain functionality on their private inputs without revealing anything beyond the result. Private Set
Intersection (PSI) is a subclass of MPC that aims to efficiently achieve the same security property as MPC
does. PSI has numerous applications. For instance, it has been used in Vertical Federated Learning (VFL)
[35], COVID-19 contact tracing schemes [20], remote diagnostics [11], and finding leaked credentials [43].

There exist two facts about PSIs: (i) a non-empty result always reveals something about the parties’
private input sets (i.e., the set elements that are in the intersection), and (ii) various variants of PSIs do not
output the result to all parties, even in those PSIs that do, not all of the parties are necessarily interested
in it. Given these facts, one may ask a natural question:

How can we incentivise the parties that do not receive the result or
are not interested in it to participate in a PSI?

To date, the literature has not answered the above question. The literature has assumed that all parties
will participate in a PSI for free and bear the privacy cost (in addition to computation and computation
overheads imposed by the PSI). In this work, we answer the above question for the first time. We present a
multi-party PSI, called “Anesidora”, that allows a buyer who initiates the PSI computation (and is interested
in the result) to pay other parties proportionate to the number of elements it learns about other parties’
private inputs.1 Anesidora is efficient and mainly relies on symmetric key primitives. Its computation and
communication complexities are linear with the number of parties and set cardinality. Anesidora remains
secure even if the majority of parties are corrupt by active adversaries which may collude with each other.

We develop Anesidora in a modular fashion. Specifically, we propose the formal notion of “PSI with
Fair Compensation” (PSIFC) and devise the first construction, called “Justitia”, that realises the notion.2

PSIFC ensures that either all parties get the result or if the protocol aborts in an unfair manner (where only
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1 Anesidora is in Greek and Roman mythology an epithet of several goddesses. It means sender of gifts. We call our

protocol which sends rewards (or gifts) to honest parties Anesidora.
2 Justitia is the ancient Roman personification of justice. We call our protocol which ensures that parties are treated

fairly Justitia.



dishonest parties learn the result), then honest parties will receive financial compensation, i.e., adversaries are
penalised. Next, we enhance PSIFC to the notion of “PSI with Fair Compensation and Reward” (PSIFCR)
and develop Anesidora that realises PSIFCR. The latter notion ensures that honest parties (a) are rewarded
regardless of whether all parties are honest, or a set of them aborts in an unfair manner and (b) are
compensated in the case of an unfair abort. We formally prove the two PSIs using the simulation-based
model. To devise efficient PSIs, we have developed a primitive, called “unforgeable polynomial” that might
be of independent interest.

A PSI, like Anesidora, that supports more than two parties and rewards set contributors can create
opportunities for much richer analytics and incentivise parties to participate. It can be used (1) by an
advertiser who wants to conduct advertisements targeted at certain customers by first finding their common
shopping patterns distributed across different e-commerce companies’ databases [27], (2) by a malware
detection service that allows a party to send a query to a collection of malware databases held by independent
antivirus companies to find out whether all of them consider a certain application as malware [42], or (3) by
a bank, like “WeBank”, that uses VFL and PSI to gather information about certain customers from various
partners (e.g., national electronic invoice and other financial institutions) to improve its risk management of
loans [13]. In all these cases, the set contributors will be rewarded by such a PSI.

We hope that our work initiates future research on developing reward mechanisms for participants of
generic MPC, as well. Such reward mechanisms have the potential to increase MPC’s real-world adoption.

Our Contributions Summary. In this work, we: (1) devise Anesidora, the first PSI that lets participants
receive a reward for contributing their set elements to the intersection, (2) develop Justitia, the first PSI
that lets either all parties receive the result or if the protocol aborts in an unfair manner, honest parties
receive compensation, and (3) propose formal definitions of the above constructions.

2 Related Work

Since their introduction in [21], various PSIs have been designed. PSIs can be divided into traditional and
delegated ones.

In traditional PSIs, data owners interactively compute the result using their local data. Very recently,
Raghuraman and Rindal [41] proposed two two-party PSIs, one secure against semi-honest/passive and the
other against malicious/active adversaries. To date, these two protocols are the fastest two-party PSIs. They
mainly rely on Oblivious Key-Value Stores (OKVS) data structure and Vector Oblivious Linear Evaluation
(VOLE). The protocols’ computation cost is O(c), where c is a set’s cardinality. They also impose O(c log c2 +
κ) and O(c · κ) communication costs in the semi-honest and malicious security models respectively, where l
is a set element’s bit-size, and κ is a security parameter. Also, researchers designed PSIs that allow multiple
(i.e., more than two) parties to efficiently compute the intersection. The multi-party PSIs in [26,34] are
secure against passive adversaries while those in [7,23,45,34,38] were designed to remain secure against
active ones. However, Abadi et al. [3] showed that the PSIs in [23] are susceptible to several attacks. To date,
the protocols in [34] and [38] are the most efficient multi-party PSIs designed to be secure against passive
and active adversaries respectively. These protocols are secure even if the majority of parties are corrupt.
The former relies on inexpensive symmetric key primitives such as Programmable Pseudorandom Function
(OPPRF) and Cuckoo Hashing, while the latter mainly uses OPPRF and OKVS.

The overall computation and communication complexities of the PSI in [34] are O(c · m2 + c · m) and
O(c · m2) respectively, as each client needs to interact with the rest (in the “Conditional Zero-Sharing”
phase), where m is the number of clients. Later, to achieve efficiency, Chandran et al. [12] proposed a multi-
party PSI that remains secure only if the minority of the parties is corrupt by a semi-honest adversary;
thus, it offers a weaker security guarantee than the one in [34] does. The PSI in [38] has a parameter t that
determines how many parties can collude with each other and must be set before the protocol’s execution,
where t ∈ {2,m}. The protocol divides the parties into three groups, clients: A1, ..Am−t−1, leader: Am−t,
and servers: Am−t+1, ..Am. Each client needs to send a set of messages to every server and the leader which
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jointly compute the final result. Hence, this protocol’s overall computation and communication complexities
are O(c · κ(m+ t2 − t(m+ 1))) and O(c ·m · κ) respectively.

Dong et al. proposed a “fair” two-party PSIs [17] that ensure either both parties receive the result or
neither does, even if a malicious party aborts prematurely during the protocol’s execution. The protocol relies
on homomorphic encryption, zero-knowledge proofs, and polynomial representation of sets. The protocol’s
computation and communication complexities are O(c2) and O(c) respectively. Since then, various fair two-
party PSIs have been proposed, e.g., in [14,16,15]. To date, the fair PSI in [15] is the most efficient one.
It mainly relies on a combination of ElGamal encryption, verifiable encryption, and zero-knowledge proofs,
which often impose a significant overhead. The protocol’s computation and communication cost is O(c). So
far, there exists no fair multi-party PSI in the literature. Our Justitia is the first fair multi-party PSI.

Delegated PSIs use cloud computing for computation and/or storage, while preserving the privacy of the
computation inputs and outputs from the cloud. They can be divided further into protocols that support
one-off and repeated delegation of PSI computation. The former like [28,30,46] cannot reuse their outsourced
encrypted data and require clients to re-encode their data locally for each computation. The most efficient
such protocol is [28], which has been designed for the two-party setting and its computation and commu-
nication complexity is O(c). In contrast, those protocols that support repeated PSI delegation let clients
outsource the storage of their encrypted data to the cloud only once, and then execute an unlimited number
of computations on the outsourced data. To date, the protocol in [1] is the most efficient PSI that supports re-
peated delegation in the semi-honest model. It relies on the polynomial representation of sets, pseudorandom
function, and hash table. Its overall communication and computation complexities are O(h · d2) and O(h · d)
respectively, where h is the total number of bins in the hash table, d is a bin’s capacity (often d = 100),
and h · d is linear with c. Recently, a multi-party PSI that supports repeated delegation and efficient updates
has been proposed in [2]. It allows a party to efficiently update its outsourced set securely. It is also in the
semi-honest model and uses a pseudorandom function, hash table, and Bloom filter. The protocol imposes
O(h ·d2 ·m) and O(h ·d ·m) computation and communication costs respectively, during the PSI computation.
It also imposes O(d2) computation and communication overheads, during the update phase.

3 Notations and Preliminaries

3.1 Notations

Table 1 summarises the main notations used in this paper.

3.2 Security Model

In this paper, we use the simulation-based paradigm of secure computation [25] to define and prove the
proposed protocols. Since both types of (static) active and passive adversaries are involved in our protocols,
we will provide formal definitions for both types. In this work, we consider a static adversary, we assume
there is an authenticated private (off-chain) channel between the clients and we consider a standard public
blockchain, e.g., Ethereum.

Two-party Computation. A two-party protocol Γ problem is captured by specifying a random process
that maps pairs of inputs to pairs of outputs, one for each party. Such process is referred to as a functionality
denoted by f : {0, 1}∗×{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗×{0, 1}∗, where f := (f1, f2). For every input pair (x, y), the output
pair is a random variable (f1(x, y), f2(x, y)), such that the party with input x wishes to obtain f1(x, y) while
the party with input y wishes to receive f2(x, y). When f is deterministic, then f1 = f2. In the setting where
f is asymmetric and only one party (say the first one) receives the result, f is defined as f := (f1(x, y),⊥).

Security in the Presence of Passive Adversaries. In the passive adversarial model, the party corrupted
by such an adversary correctly follows the protocol specification. Nonetheless, the adversary obtains the
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Table 1: Notation Table.
Setting Symbol Description

CL Set of all clients, {A1, ..., Am, D}
D Dealer client
Am Buyer client
m Total number of clients (excluding D)
p Large prime number
H Hash function
|S∩| Intersection size
Smin Smallest set’s size
Smax Largest set’s size
| Divisible
\ Set subtraction
c Set’s cardinality
h Total number of bins in a hash table
d A bin’s capacity
λ Security parameter
OLE Oblivious Linear Evaluation
OLE+ Advanced OLE
Com Commitment algorithm of commitment
Ver Verification algorithm of commitment

MT.genTree Tree construction algorithm of Merkle tree
MT.prove Proof generation algorithm of Merkle tree
MT.verify Verification algorithm of Merkle tree

CT Coin tossing protocol
VOPR Verifiable Oblivious Poly. Randomization
ZSPA Zero-sum Pseudorandom Values Agreement
ZSPA-A ZSPA with an External Auditor
PSIFC Multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation
PSIFCR Multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation and Reward

JUS Protocol that realises PSIFC
ANE Protocol that realises PSIFCR
PRF Pseudorandom function
PRP Pseudorandom permutation
gcd Greatest common divisor

G
e
n
e
ri

c

ε Negligible function

Setting Symbol Description
SCPC Prisoner’s Contract
SCCC Colluder’s Contract
SCTC Traitor’s Contract
c̈ Server’s cost for computing a task

c̈h Auditor’s cost for resolving disputes

d̈ Deposit a server pays to get the job
ẅ Amount a server receives for completing the task

C
o
u
n
te

r
C

o
ll

u
si

o
n

C
o
n
tr

a
c
ts

(pk, sk) SCJUS’s auditor’s public-private key pair
SCJUS JUS’s smart contract
ω,ω′,ρ Random poly. of degree d
γ, δ Random poly. of degree d+ 1

ν(C) Blinded poly. sent by each C to SCJUS
φ Blinded poly. encoding the intersection
χ Poly. sent to SCJUS to identify misbehaving parties
L̄ List of identified misbehaving parties

A portion of a party’s deposit into SCJUS
ÿ transferred to honest clients if it misbehaves
mk Master key of PRF
QInit Initiation predicate

QDel Delivery predicate
QUF-A UnFair-Abort predicate

J
u
st

it
ia

(J
U
S
)

QF-A Fair-Abort predicate
SCANE ANE’s smart contract

d̈′ Extractor’s deposit
ÿ′ Each client’s deposit into SCJUS
l̈ Reward a client earns for an intersection element
r̈ Extractor’s cost for extracting an intersection element

f̈ Shorthand for l̈(m− 1)
Price a buyer pays for an intersection element

v̈ v̈ = m · l̈ + 2r̈
mk′ Another master key of PRF
ctmk Encryption of mk under pk

QDel
R Delivery-with-Reward predicate

A
n
e
si

d
o
ra

(A
N
E
)

QUF-A
R UnFair-Abort-with-Reward predicate

internal state of the corrupted party, including the transcript of all the messages received, and tries to use
this to learn information that should remain private. Loosely speaking, a protocol is secure if whatever can
be computed by a party in the protocol can be computed using its input and output only. In the simulation-
based model, it is required that a party’s view in a protocol’s execution can be simulated given only its input
and output. This implies that the parties learn nothing from the protocol’s execution. More formally, party i’s
view (during the execution of Γ ) on input pair (x, y) is denoted by ViewΓi (x, y) and equals (w, ri,mi

1, ...,m
i
t),

where w ∈ {x, y} is the input of ith party, ri is the outcome of this party’s internal random coin tosses, and
mi
j represents the jth message this party receives. The output of the ith party during the execution of Γ on

(x, y) is denoted by OutputΓ1 (x, y) and can be generated from its own view of the execution. The joint output
of both parties is denoted by OutputΓ (x, y) := (OutputΓ1 (x, y),OutputΓ2 (x, y)).

Definition 1. Let f be the deterministic functionality defined above. Protocol Γ security computes f in the
presence of a static passive adversary if there exist polynomial-time algorithms (Sim1,Sim2) such that:

{Sim1(x, f1(x, y))}x,y
c≡ {ViewΓ1 (x, y)}x,y

{Sim2(x, f2(x, y))}x,y
c≡ {ViewΓ2 (x, y)}x,y

Security in the Presence of Active Adversaries. In this adversarial model, the corrupted party may
arbitrarily deviate from the protocol specification, to learn the private inputs of the other parties or to
influence the outcome of the computation. In this case, the adversary may not use the input provided.
Therefore, beyond the possibility that a corrupted party may learn more than it should, correctness is
also required. This means that a corrupted party must not be able to cause the output to be incorrectly
distributed. Moreover, we require independence of inputs meaning that a corrupted party cannot make its
input depend on the other party’s input. To capture the threats, the security of a protocol is analyzed by
comparing what an adversary can do in the real protocol to what it can do in an ideal scenario that is secure
by definition. This is formalized by considering an ideal computation involving an incorruptible Trusted
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Third Party (TTP) to whom the parties send their inputs and receive the output of the ideal functionality.
Below, we describe the executions in the ideal and real models.

First, we describe the execution in the ideal model. Let P1 and P2 be the parties participating in the
protocol, i ∈ {0, 1} be the index of the corrupted party, and A be a non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-
time adversary. Also, let z be an auxiliary input given to A while x and y be the input of party P1 and P2

respectively. The honest party, Pj, sends its received input to TTP. The corrupted party Pi may either abort
(by replacing the input with a special abort message Λi), send its received input or send some other input
of the same length to TTP. This decision is made by the adversary and may depend on the input value of
Pi and z. If TTP receives Λi, then it sends Λi to the honest party and the ideal execution terminates. Upon
obtaining an input pair (x, y), TTP computes f1(x, y) and f2(x, y). It first sends fi(x, y) to Pi which replies
with “continue” or Λi. In the former case, TTP sends fj(x, y) to Pj and in the latter it sends Λi to Pj.
The honest party always outputs the message that it obtained from TTP. A malicious party may output an
arbitrary function of its initial inputs and the message it has obtained from TTP. The ideal execution of f
on inputs (x, y) and z is denoted by IdealfA(z),i(x, y) and is defined as the output pair of the honest party and
A from the above ideal execution. In the real model, the real two-party protocol Γ is executed without the
involvement of TTP. In this setting, A sends all messages on behalf of the corrupted party and may follow
an arbitrary strategy. The honest party follows the instructions of Γ . The real execution of Γ is denoted by
RealΓA(z),i(x, y), it is defined as the joint output of the parties engaging in the real execution of Γ (on the
inputs), in the presence of A.

Next, we define security. At a high level, the definition states that a secure protocol in the real model
emulates the ideal model. This is formulated by stating that adversaries in the ideal model can simulate
executions of the protocol in the real model.

Definition 2. Let f be the two-party functionality defined above and Γ be a two-party protocol that computes
f . Protocol Γ securely computes f with abort in the presence of static active adversaries if for every non-
uniform probabilistic polynomial time adversary A for the real model, there exists a non-uniform probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary (or simulator) Sim for the ideal model, such that for every i ∈ {0, 1}, it holds
that:

{IdealfSim(z),i(x, y)}x,y,z
c≡ {RealΓA(z),i(x, y)}x,y,z

3.3 Smart Contracts

Cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin [37] and Ethereum [44], beyond offering a decentralised currency, support
computations on transactions. In this setting, often a certain computation logic is encoded in a computer
program, called a “smart contract”. To date, Ethereum is the most predominant cryptocurrency framework
that enables users to define arbitrary smart contracts. In this framework, contract code is stored on the
blockchain and executed by all parties (i.e., miners) maintaining the cryptocurrency, when the program
inputs are provided by transactions. The program execution’s correctness is guaranteed by the security
of the underlying blockchain components. To prevent a denial-of-service attack, the framework requires a
transaction creator to pay a fee, called “gas”, depending on the complexity of the contract running on it.

3.4 Counter Collusion Smart Contracts

In order to let a party, e.g., a client, efficiently delegate a computation to a couple of potentially colluding
third parties, e.g., servers, Dong et al. [18] proposed two main smart contracts; namely, “Prisoner’s Contract”
(SCPC) and “Traitor’s Contract” (SCTC). The Prisoner’s contract is signed by the client and the servers. This
contract tries to incentivize correct computation by using the following idea. It requires each server to pay
a deposit before the computation is delegated. It is equipped with an external auditor that is invoked to
detect a misbehaving server only when the servers provide non-equal results.

If a server behaves honestly, then it can withdraw its deposit. Nevertheless, if a cheating server is detected
by the auditor, then (a portion) of its deposit is transferred to the client. If one of the servers is honest and
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the other one cheats, then the honest server receives a reward taken from the cheating server’s deposit.
However, the dilemma, created by SCPC between the two servers, can be addressed if they can make an
enforceable promise, say via a “Colluder’s Contract” (SCCC), in which one party, called “ringleader”, would
pay its counterparty a bribe if both follow the collusion and provide an incorrect computation to SCPC. To
counter SCCC, Dong et al. proposed SCTC, which incentivises a colluding server to betray the other server and
report the collusion without being penalised by SCPC. In this work, we slightly adjust and use these contracts.
We have stated the related parameters of these tree contracts in Table 1. We refer readers to Appendix C
for the full description of the parameters and contracts.

3.5 Pseudorandom Function and Permutation

Informally, a pseudorandom function is a deterministic function that takes a key of length λ and an input; and
outputs a value indistinguishable from that of a truly random function. In this paper, we use pseudorandom
functions: PRF : {0, 1}λ×{0, 1}∗ → Fp, where |p| = λ is the security parameter. In practice, a pseudorandom
function can be obtained from an efficient block cipher [29].

The definition of a pseudorandom permutation, PRP : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}∗ → Fp, is very similar to that
of a pseudorandom function, with a difference; namely, it is required the keyed function PRP(k, .) to be
indistinguishable from a uniform permutation, instead of a uniform function. In cryptographic schemes that
involve PRP, sometimes honest parties may require to compute the inverse of pseudorandom permutation,
i.e., PRP−1(k, .), as well. In this case, it would require that PRP(k, .) be indistinguishable from a uniform
permutation even if the distinguisher is additionally given oracle access to the inverse of the permutation.

3.6 Commitment Scheme

A commitment scheme involves a sender and a receiver. It also involves two phases; namely, commit and
open. In the commit phase, the sender commits to a message: x as Com(x, r) = com, that involves a secret

value: r
$← {0, 1}λ. At the end of the commit phase, the commitment com is sent to the receiver. In the open

phase, the sender sends the opening x̂ := (x, r) to the receiver who verifies its correctness: Ver(com, x̂)
?
= 1

and accepts if the output is 1. A commitment scheme must satisfy two properties: (a) hiding : it is infeasible
for an adversary (i.e., the receiver) to learn any information about the committed message x, until the
commitment com is opened, and (b) binding : it is infeasible for an adversary (i.e., the sender) to open a
commitment com to different values x̂′ := (x′, r′) than that was used in the commit phase, i.e., infeasible
to find x̂′, s.t. Ver(com, x̂) = Ver(com, x̂′) = 1, where x̂ 6= x̂′. There exist efficient commitment schemes
both in (a) the standard model, e.g., Pedersen scheme [40], and (b) the random oracle model using the
well-known hash-based scheme such that committing is : H(x||r) = com and Ver(com, x̂) requires checking:

H(x||r) ?
= com, where H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ is a collision-resistant hash function, i.e., the probability to find

x and x′ such that H(x) = H(x′) is negligible in the security parameter λ.

3.7 Hash Tables

A hash table is an array of bins each of which can hold a set of elements. It is accompanied by a hash function.
To insert an element, we first compute the element’s hash, and then store the element in the bin whose index
is the element’s hash. In this paper, we set the table’s parameters appropriately to ensure the number of
elements in each bin does not exceed a predefined capacity. Given the maximum number of elements c and
the bin’s maximum size d, we can determine the number of bins, h, by analysing hash tables under the balls
into the bins model [8]. In Appendix A, we explain how the hash table parameters are set.

3.8 Merkle Tree

A Merkle tree is a data structure that supports a compact commitment of a set of values/blocks. As a
result, it includes two parties, prover P and verifier V. The Merkle tree scheme includes three algorithms
(MT.genTree, MT.prove, MT.verify), defined as follows:
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• The algorithm that constructs a Merkle tree, MT.genTree, is run by V. It takes blocks, u := u1, ..., un,
as input. Then, it groups the blocks in pairs. Next, a collision-resistant hash function, H(.), is used to
hash each pair. After that, the hash values are grouped in pairs and each pair is further hashed, and
this process is repeated until only a single hash value, called “root”, remains. This yields a tree with the
leaves corresponding to the input blocks and the root corresponding to the last remaining hash value. V
sends the root to P.
• The proving algorithm, MT.prove, is run by P. It takes a block index, i, and a tree as inputs. It outputs a

vector proof, of log2(n) elements. The proof asserts the membership of i-th block in the tree, and consists
of all the sibling nodes on a path from the i-th block to the root of the Merkle tree (including i-th block).
The proof is given to V.
• The verification algorithm, MT.verify, is run by V. It takes as an input i-th block, a proof, and the tree’s

root. It checks if the i-th block corresponds to the root. If the verification passes, it outputs 1; otherwise,
it outputs 0.

The Merkle tree-based scheme has two properties: correctness and security. Informally, the correctness
requires that if both parties run the algorithms correctly, then a proof is always accepted by V. The security
requires that a computationally bounded malicious P cannot convince V into accepting an incorrect proof,
e.g., proof for a non-member block. The security relies on the assumption that it is computationally infeasible
to find the hash function’s collision. Usually, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the number of
blocks, n, is a power of 2. The height of the tree, constructed on m blocks, is log2(n).

3.9 Polynomial Representation of Sets

The idea of using a polynomial to represent a set’s elements was proposed by Freedman et al. in [21]. Since
then, the idea has been widely used, e.g., in [4,5,24,33]. In this representation, set elements S = {s1, ..., sd}
are defined over Fp and set S is represented as a polynomial of form: p(x) =

d∏
i=1

(x− si), where p(x) ∈ Fp[X]

and Fp[X] is a polynomial ring. Often a polynomial, p(x), of degree d is represented in the “coefficient form”

as follows: p(x) = a0 +a1 ·x+...+ad ·xd. The form
d∏
i=1

(x−si) is a special case of the coefficient form. As shown

in [10,33], for two sets S(A) and S(B) represented by polynomials pA and pB respectively, their product, which
is polynomial pA ·pB, represents the set union, while their greatest common divisor, gcd(pA,pB), represents
the set intersection. For two polynomials pA and pB of degree d, and two random polynomials γA and γB of
degree d, it is proven in [10,33] that: θ = γA ·pA +γB ·pB = µ · gcd(pA,pB), where µ is a uniformly random
polynomial, and polynomial θ contains only information about the elements in S(A) ∩ S(B), and contains no
information about other elements in S(A) or S(B).

Given a polynomial θ that encodes sets intersection, one can find the set elements in the intersection
via one of the following approaches. First, via polynomial evaluation: the party who already has one of the
original input sets, say pA, evaluates θ at every element si of pA and considers si in the intersection if
pA(si) = 0. Second, via polynomial root extraction: the party who does not have one of the original input
sets, extracts the roots of θ, which contain the roots of (i) random polynomial µ and (ii) the polynomial
that represents the intersection, i.e., gcd(pA,pB). In this approach, to distinguish errors (i.e., roots of µ)
from the intersection, PSIs in [1,33] use the “hash-based padding technique”. In this technique, every element
ui in the set universe U , becomes si = ui||H(ui), where H is a cryptographic hash function with a sufficiently
large output size. Given a field’s arbitrary element, s ∈ Fp and H’s output size |H(.)|, we can parse s into
x1 and x2, such that s = x1||x2 and |x2| = |H(.)|. In a PSI that uses polynomial representation and this

padding technique, after we extract each root of θ, say s, we parse it into (x1, x2) and check x2

?
= H(x1). If

the equation holds, then we consider s as an element of the intersection.

3.10 Horner’s Method

Horner’s method [19] allows for efficiently evaluating polynomials at a given point, e.g., x0. Specifically, given
a polynomial of the form: τ(x) = a0 +a1 ·x+a2 ·x2 +...+an ·xn and a point: x0, one can efficiently evaluate the
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polynomial at x0 iteratively, in the following fashion: τ(x0) = a0 +x0(a1 +x0(a2 + ...+x0(an−1 +x0 ·an)...))).

Evaluating a polynomial of degree n naively requires n additions and (n2+n)
2 multiplications. However,

using Horner’s method the evaluation requires only n additions and n multiplications. We use this method
throughout the paper.

3.11 Oblivious Linear Function Evaluation

Oblivious Linear function Evaluation (OLE) is a two-party protocol that involves a sender and receiver. In
OLE, the sender has two inputs a, b ∈ Fp and the receiver has a single input, c ∈ Fp. The protocol allows
the receiver to learn only s = a · c + b ∈ Fp, while the sender learns nothing. Ghosh et al. [22] proposed
an efficient OLE that has O(1) overhead and involves mainly symmetric key operations. Later, in [23] an
enhanced OLE, called OLE+ was proposed. The latter ensures that the receiver cannot learn anything about
the sender’s inputs, even if it sets its input to 0. In this paper, we use OLE+. We refer readers to Appendix
B, for its construction.

3.12 Coin-Tossing Protocol

A Coin-Tossing protocol, CT, allows two mutually distrustful parties, say A and B, to jointly generate a single
random bit. Formally, CT computes the functionality fCT(inA, inB)→ (outA, outB), which takes inA and inB
as inputs of A and B respectively and outputs outA to A and outB to B, where outA = outB. A basic security
requirement of a CT is that the resulting bit is (computationally) indistinguishable from a truly random bit.

Blum proposed a simple CT in [9] that works as follows. Party A picks a random bit inA
$← {0, 1}, commits

to it and sends the commitment to B which sends its choice of random input, inB
$← {0, 1}, to A. Then, A

sends the opening of the commitment (including inA) to B, which checks whether the commitment matches
its opening. If so, each party computes the final random bit as inA ⊕ inB.

There have also been fair coin-tossing protocols, e.g., in [36], that ensure either both parties learn the
result or nobody does. These protocols can be generalised to multi-party coin-tossing protocols to generate
a random string (rather than a single bit), e.g., see [6,31]. The overall computation and communication
complexities of (fair) multi-party coin-tossing protocols are often linear with the number of participants. In
this paper, any secure multi-party CT that generates a random string can be used. For the sake of simplicity,
we let a multi-party fCT take m inputs and output a single value, i.e., fCT(in1, ..., inm)→ out.

4 Definition of Multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation

In this section, we present the notion of multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation (PSIFC) which allows
either all clients to get the result or the honest parties to be financially compensated if the protocol aborts
in an unfair manner, where only dishonest parties learn the result.

In a PSIMFC, three types of parties are involved; namely, (1) a set of clients {A1, ..., Am} potentially
malicious (i.e., active adversaries) and all but one may collude with each other, (2) a non-colluding dealer, D,
potentially semi-honest (i.e., a passive adversary) and has an input set, and (3) an auditor Aud potentially
semi-honest, where all parties except Aud have input set. For simplicity, we assume that given an address
one can determine whether it belongs to Aud.

The basic functionality that any multi-party PSI computes can be defined as fPSI(S1, ..., Sm+1) →
(S∩, ..., S∩)︸ ︷︷ ︸

m+1

, where S∩ = S1 ∩ S2, ...,∩ Sm+1. To formally define a PSIFC, we equip the above PSI func-

tionality with four predicates, Q := (QInit, QDel, QUF-A, QF-A), which ensure that certain financial conditions
are met. We borrow three of these predicates (i.e., QInit, QDel, QUF-A) from the “fair and robust multi-party
computation” initially proposed in [32]; nevertheless, we will (i) introduce an additional predicate QF-A and
(ii) provide more formal accurate definitions of these predicates.

Predicate QInit specifies under which condition a protocol that realises PSIFC should start executing, i.e.,
when all set owners have enough deposit. Predicate QDel determines in which situation parties receive their
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output, i.e., when honest parties receive their deposit back. Predicate QUF-A specifies under which condition
the simulator can force parties to abort if the adversary learns the output, i.e., when an honest party receives
its deposit back plus a predefined amount of compensation. Predicate QF-A specifies under which condition
the simulator can force parties to abort if the adversary receives no output, i.e., when honest parties receive
their deposits back. We observed that the latter predicate should have been defined in the generic framework
in [32] too; as the framework should have also captured the cases where an adversary may abort without
learning any output after the onset of the protocol. Intuitively, by requiring any protocol that realises PSIFC
to implement a wrapped version of fPSI that includes Q, we will ensure that an honest set owner only aborts
in an unfair manner if QUF-A returns 1, it only aborts in a fair manner if QF-A returns 1, and outputs a valid
value if QDel returns 1. Now, we formally define each of these predicates.

Definition 3 (QInit: Initiation predicate). Let G be a stable ledger, adrsc be smart contract sc’s address,
Adr be a set of m+1 distinct addresses, and ẍ be a fixed amount of coins. Then, predicate QInit(G, adrsc,m+
1, Adr, ẍ) returns 1 if every address in Adr has at least ẍ coins in sc; otherwise, it returns 0.

Definition 4 (QDel: Delivery predicate). Let pram := (G, adrsc, ẍ) be the parameters defined above, and
adri ∈ Adr be the address of an honest party. Then, predicate QDel(pram, adri) returns 1 if adri has sent ẍ
amount to sc and received ẍ amount from it; thus, its balance in sc is 0. Otherwise, it returns 0.

Definition 5 (QUF-A: UnFair-Abort predicate). Let pram := (G, adrsc, ẍ) be the parameters defined
above, and Adr′ ⊂ Adr be a set containing honest parties’ addresses, m′ = |Adr′|, and adri ∈ Adr′. Let also
G be a compensation function that takes as input three parameters ( ¨deps, adri,m

′), where ¨deps is the amount
of coins that all m+1 parties deposit. It returns the amount of compensation each honest party must receive,
i.e., G( ¨deps, ardi,m

′) → ẍi. Then, predicate QUnF-Abt is defined as QUF-A(pram,G, ¨deps,m′, adri) → (a, b),
where a = 1 if adri is an honest party’s address and adri has sent ẍ amount to sc and received ẍ+ ẍi from
it, and b = 1 if adri is Aud’s address and adri received ẍi from sc. Otherwise, a = b = 0.

Definition 6 (QF-A: Fair-Abort predicate). Let pram := (G, adrsc, ẍ) be the parameters defined above,
and Adr′ ⊂ Adr be a set containing honest parties’ addresses, m′ = |Adr′|, adri ∈ Adr′, and adrj be
Aud’s address. Let G be the compensation function, defined above and let G(deps, ardj,m

′) → ẍj be the
compensation that the auditor must receive. Then, predicate QF-A(pram,G, ¨deps,m′, adri, adrj) returns 1,
if adri (s.t. adri 6= adrj) has sent ẍ amount to sc and received ẍ from it, and adrj received ẍj from sc.
Otherwise, it returns 0.

Next, we present a formal definition of PSIFC.

Definition 7 (PSIFC). Let fPSI be the multi-party PSI functionality defined above. We say protocol Γ
realises fPSI with Q-fairness in the presence of m − 1 static active-adversary clients (i.e., Ajs) or a static
passive dealer D or passive auditor Aud, if for every non-uniform probabilistic polynomial time adversary A
for the real model, there exists a non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time adversary (or simulator) Sim for
the ideal model, such that for every I ∈ {A1, ..., Am, D,Aud}, it holds that:

{IdealW(fPSI,Q)

Sim(z),I (S1, ..., Sm+1)}S1,...,Sm+1,z

c≡ {RealΓA(z),I(S1, ..., Sm+1)}S1,...,Sm+1,z

where z is an auxiliary input given to A and W(fPSI, Q) is a functionality that wraps fPSI with predicates
Q := (QInit, QDel, QUF-A, QF-A).

5 Other Subroutines Used in Justitia

In this section, we present three subroutines and a primitive that we developed and are used in the instan-
tiation of PSIFC, i.e., Justitia.
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5.1 Verifiable Oblivious Polynomial Randomisation (VOPR)

In the VOPR, two parties are involved, (i) a sender which is potentially a passive adversary and (ii) a receiver
that is potentially an active adversary. The protocol allows the receiver with input polynomial β (of degree
e′) and the sender with input random polynomials ψ (of degree e) and α (of degree e + e′) to compute:
θ = ψ · β + α, such that (a) the receiver learns only θ and nothing about the sender’s input even if it sets
β = 0, (b) the sender learns nothing, and (c) the receiver’s misbehaviour is detected in the protocol. Thus,
the functionality that VOPR computes is defined as f VOPR((ψ,α),β) → (⊥,ψ · β + α). We will use VOPR in
Justitia for two main reasons: (a) to let a party re-randomise its counterparty’s polynomial (representing its
set) and (b) to impose a MAC-like structure to the randomised polynomial; such a structure will allow a
verifier to detect if VOPR’s output has been modified.

Now, we outline how we design VOPR without using any (expensive) zero-knowledge proofs.3 In the
setup phase, both parties represent their input polynomials in the regular coefficient form; therefore, the

sender’s polynomials are defined as ψ =
e∑
i=0

gi · xi and α =
e+e′∑
j=0

aj · xj and the receiver’s polynomial is

defined as β =
e′∑
i=0

bi · xi. However, the sender computes each coefficient aj (of polynomial α) as follows,

aj =

k=e′
t=e∑
t,k=0

at,k, where t + k = j and each at,k is a random value. For instance, if e = 4 and e′ = 3, then

a3 = a0,3 + a3,0 + a1,2 + a2,1. Shortly, we explain why polynomial α is constructed this way.
In the computation phase, to compute polynomial θ, the two parties interactively multiply and add the

related coefficients in a secure way using OLE+ (presented in Section 3.11). Specifically, for every j (where
0 ≤ j ≤ e′) the sender sends gi and ai,j to an instance of OLE+, while the receiver sends bj to the same instance,
which returns ci,j = gi · bj + ai,j to the receiver. This process is repeated for every i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ e. Then,
the receiver uses ci,j values to construct the resulting polynomial, θ.

The reason that the sender imposes the above structure to (the coefficients of) α in the setup, is to let
the parties securely compute θ via OLE+. Specifically, by imposing this structure (1) the sender can blind
each product gi · bj with random value ai,j which is a component of α’s coefficient and (2) the receiver can
construct a result polynomial of the form θ = ψ · β +α.

Now, we outline how the verification works. To check the result’s correctness, the sender picks and sends
a random value z to the receiver which computes θ(z) and β(z) and sends these two values to the sender.
The sender computes ψ(z) and α(z) and then checks if equation θ(z) = ψ(z) ·β(z) +α(z) holds. It accepts
the result if the check passes. Figure 1 describes VOPR in detail.

Theorem 1. Let f VOPR be the functionality defined above. If the enhanced OLE (i.e., OLE+) is secure against
malicious (or active) adversaries, then the Verifiable Oblivious Polynomial Randomisation (VOPR), presented
in Figure 1, securely computes f VOPR in the presence of (i) a semi-honest sender and honest receiver or (ii) a
malicious receiver and honest sender.

Proof. Before proving Theorem 1, we present Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 that will be used in the proof of
Theorem 1. Informally, Lemma 1 states that the evaluation of a random polynomial at a fixed value results
in a uniformly random value.

Lemma 1. Let xi be an element of a finite field Fp, picked uniformly at random and µ(x) be a random
polynomial of constant degree d and defined over Fp[X]. Then, the evaluation of µ(x) at xi is distributed
uniformly at random over the non-zero elements of the field, i.e., Pr[µ(xi) = y] = 1

p−1 , where y is arbitrary
elements of F∗p.

Proof. Let µ(x) = a0 +
d∑
j=1

ajx
j, where the coefficients are distributed uniformly at random over the field.

We know that if xi is a root of µ(x), then because the polynomial can have at most d roots, we have

3 Previously, Ghosh et al. [23] designed a protocol called Oblivious Polynomial Addition (OPA) to meet similar
security requirements that we laid out above. But, as shown in [3], OPA is susceptible to several serious attacks.
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• Input.
• Public Parameters: upper bound on input polynomials’ degree: e and e′.

• Sender Input : random polynomials: ψ =
e∑
i=0

gi · xi and α =
e+e′∑
j=0

aj · xj , where

gi
$← Fp. Each aj has the form: aj =

k=e′
t=e∑
t,k=0

at,k, such that t+ k = j and at,k
$← Fp.

• Receiver Input : polynomial β = β1 ·β2 =
e′∑
i=0

bi ·xi, where β1 is a random polynomial

of degree 1 and β2 is an arbitrary polynomial of degree e′ − 1.
• Output. The receiver gets θ = ψ · β +α.

1. Computation:

(a) Sender and receiver together for every j, 0 ≤ j ≤ e′, invoke e+ 1 instances of OLE+.
In particular, ∀j, 0 ≤ j ≤ e′: sender sends gi and ai,j while the receiver sends bj to
OLE+ that returns: ci,j = gi · bj + ai,j to the receiver (∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ e).

(b) The receiver sums component-wise values ci,j that results in polynomial:

θ = ψ · β +α =

i=e
j=e′∑
i,j=0

ci,j · xi+j

2. Verification:
(a) Sender: picks a random value z and sends it to the receiver.
(b) Receiver: sends θz = θ(z) and βz = β(z) to the sender.
(c) Sender: computes ψz = ψ(z) and αz = α(z) and checks if equation θz = ψz ·βz+αz

holds. If the equation holds, it concludes that the computation was performed
correctly. Otherwise, it aborts.

Fig. 1: Verifiable Oblivious Polynomial Randomization (VOPR)

Pr[µ(xi) = 0] = d
p . Next, we focus on the case where xi is not a root of the polynomial (thus y 6= 0).

For any choice of xi, a1, ..., ad, there exists exactly one value of a0 that makes µ(xi) = y, i.e., µ(xi) = y iff

a0 = y −
d∑
j=1

ajx
j
i . As a0 is picked uniformly at random, the probability that it equals a certain value that

makes µ(xi) = y is 1
p−1 . Thus, Pr[µ(xi) = y] = 1

p−1 , ∀y ∈ F∗p. 2

Informally, Theorem 2 states that the product of two arbitrary polynomials (in coefficient form) is a
polynomial whose roots are the union of the two original polynomials. Below, we formally state it. The
theorem has been taken from [3].

Theorem 2. Let p and q be two arbitrary non-constant polynomials of degree d and d′ respectively, such
that p,q ∈ Fp[X] and they are in coefficient form. Then, the product of the two polynomials is a polynomial
whose roots include precisely the two polynomials’ roots.

We refer readers to Appendix D for the proof of Theorem 2. Next, we prove the main theorem, i.e.,
Theorem 1, by considering the case where each party is corrupt, in turn.

Case 1: Corrupt sender. In the real execution, the sender’s view is defined as follows:

ViewVOPR

S

(
(ψ,α),β

)
= {ψ,α, rS,β(z),θ(z),ViewOLE+

S ,⊥}

where rS is the outcome of internal random coins of the sender and ViewOLE+

S refers to the sender’s real-model
view during the execution of OLE+. The simulator SimVOPR

S , which receives ψ and α, works as follows.
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1. generates an empty view. It appends to the view polynomials (ψ, α) and coins r′S chosen uniformly at
random.

2. computes polynomial β = β1 · β2, where β1 is a random polynomial of degree 1 and β2 is an arbitrary
polynomial of degree e′ − 1. Next, it constructs polynomial θ as follows: θ = ψ · β +α.

3. picks value z
$← Fp. Then, it evaluates polynomials β and θ at point z. This results in values βz and θz

respectively. It appends these two values to the view.
4. extracts the sender-side simulation of OLE+ from OLE+’s simulator. Let SimOLE+

S be this simulation. Note,

the latter simulation is guaranteed to exist, as OLE+ has been proven secure (in [23]). It appends SimOLE+

S

and ⊥ to its view.

Now, we are ready to show that the two views are computationally indistinguishable. The sender’s inputs
are identical in both models, so they have identical distributions. Since the real-model semi-honest adversary
samples its randomness according to the protocol’s description, the random coins in both models have
identical distributions. Next, we explain why values β(z) in the real model and βz in the ideal model are
(computationally) indistinguishable. In the real model, β(z) is the evaluation of polynomial β = β1 · β2 at
random point z, where β1 is a random polynomial. We know that β(z) = β1(z) · β2(z), for any (non-zero)
z. Moreover, by Lemma 1, we know that β1(z) is a uniformly random value. Therefore, β(z) = β1(z) ·β2(z)
is a uniformly random value as well. In the ideal world, polynomial β has the same structure as β has (i.e.,
β = β1 · β2, where β1 is a random polynomial). That means βz is a uniformly random value too. Thus,
β(z) and βz are computationally indistinguishable. Next, we turn our attention to values θ(z) in the real
model and θz in the ideal model. We know that θ(z) is a function of β1(z), as polynomial θ has been defined
as θ = ψ · (β1 · β2) + α. Similarly, θz is a function of βz. As we have already discussed, β(z) and βz are
computationally indistinguishable, so are their functions θ(z) and θz. Moreover, as OLE+ has been proven

secure, ViewOLE+

S and SimOLE+

S are computationally indistinguishable. It is also clear that ⊥ is identical in both
models. We conclude that the two views are computationally indistinguishable.

Case 2: Corrupt receiver. Let SimVOPR

R be the simulator, in this case, which uses a subroutine adversary,
AR. SimVOPR

R works as follows.

1. simulates OLE+ and receives AR’s input coefficients bj for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ e′, as we are in fOLE+ -hybrid
model.

2. reconstructs polynomial β, given the above coefficients.

3. simulates the honest sender’s inputs as follows. It picks two random polynomials: ψ =
e∑
i=0

gi · xi and

α =
e+e′∑
j=0

aj · xj, such that gi
$← Fp and every aj has the form: aj =

k=e′
t=e∑
t,k=0

at,k, where t + k = j and

at,k
$← Fp.

4. sends to OLE+’s functionality values gi and ai,j and receives ci,j from this functionality (for all i, j).
5. sends all ci,j to TTP and receives polynomial θ.
6. picks a random value z from Fp. Then, it computes ψz = ψ(z) and αz = α(z).
7. sends z and all ci,j to AR which sends back θz and βz to the simulator.
8. sends ψz and αz to AR.
9. checks if the following relation hold:

βz̄ = β(z) ∧ θz = θ(z) ∧ θ(z) = ψz · βz + αz (1)
If Relation 1 does not hold, it aborts (i.e., sends abort signal Λ to the sender) and still proceeds to the
next step.

10. outputs whatever AR outputs.

We first focus on the adversary’s output. Both values of z in the real and ideal models have been picked
uniformly at random from Fp; therefore, they have identical distributions. In the real model, values ψz and
αz are the result of the evaluations of two random polynomials at (random) point z. In the ideal model,
values ψz and αz are also the result of the evaluations of two random polynomials (i.e., ψ and α) at point z.
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By Lemma 1, we know that the evaluation of a random polynomial at an arbitrary value yields a uniformly
random value in Fp. Therefore, the distribution of pair (ψz, αz) in the real model is identical to that of
pair (ψz, αz) in the ideal model. Moreover, the final result (i.e., values ci,j) in the real model has the same
distribution as the final result (i.e., values ci,j) in the ideal model, as they are the outputs of the ideal calls
to fOLE+ , as we are in the fOLE+ -hybrid model.

Next, we turn our attention to the sender’s output. We will show that the output distributions of the
honest sender in the ideal and real models are statistically close. Our focus will be on the probability that
it aborts in each model, as it does not receive any other output. In the ideal model, SimVOPR

R is given the
honestly generated result polynomial θ (computed by TTP) and the adversary’s input polynomial β. SimVOPR

R

aborts with a probability of 1 if Relation 1 does not hold. However, in the real model, the honest sender
(in addition to its inputs) is given only βz and θz and is not given polynomials β and θ; it wants to check
if the following equation holds, θz = ψz · βz + αz. Note, polynomial θ = ψ · β + α (resulted from ci,j)
is well-structured, as it satisfies the following three conditions, regardless of the adversary’s input β to

OLE+, (i) deg(θ) = Max
(
deg(β) + deg(ψ), deg(α)

)
, as Fp[X] is an integral domain and (ψ,α) are random

polynomials, (ii) the roots of the product polynomial ν = ψ · β contains exactly both polynomials’ roots,
by Theorem 2, and (iii) the roots of ν + α is the intersection of the roots of ν and α, as shown in [33].
Furthermore, polynomial θ reveals no information (about ψ and α except their degrees) to the adversary
and the pair (ψz, αz) is given to the adversary after it sends the pair (θz, βz) to the sender. There are exactly
four cases where pair (θz, βz) can be constructed by the real-model adversary. Below, we state each case and

the probability that the adversary is detected in that case during the verification, i.e., θz
?
= ψz · βz + αz.

1. θz = θ(z) ∧ βz = β(z). This is a trivial non-interesting case, as the adversary has behaved honestly, so
it can always pass the verification.

2. θz 6= θ(z) ∧ βz = β(z). In this case, the adversary is detected with a probability of 1.
3. θz = θ(z) ∧ βz 6= β(z). In this case, the adversary is also detected with a probability of 1.
4. θz 6= θ(z) ∧ βz 6= β(z). In this case, the adversary is detected with an overwhelming probability, i.e.,

1− 1
22λ .

As we illustrated above, in the real model, the lowest probability that the honest sender would abort in
case of adversarial behaviour is 1− 1

22λ . Thus, the honest sender’s output distributions in the ideal and real

models are statistically close, i.e., 1 vs 1− 1
22λ .

We conclude that the distribution of the joint outputs of the honest sender and adversary in the real and
ideal models are computationally indistinguishable. 2

5.2 Zero-sum Pseudorandom Values Agreement Protocol (ZSPA)

The ZSPA allows m parties (the majority of which is potentially malicious) to efficiently agree on (a set of
vectors, where each vector has) m pseudorandom values such that their sum equals zero. At a high level,
the parties first sign a smart contract and then run a coin-tossing protocol CT to agree on a key: k. Next,
one of the parties generates m − 1 pseudorandom values zj (where 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1) using key k and PRF.

It sets the last value as the additive inverse of the sum of the values generated, i.e. zm = −
m−1∑
j=1

zj. Then, it

constructs a Merkel tree on top of the pseudorandom values and stores only the tree’s root g and the key’s
hash value q in the smart contract. Then, each party (using the key) locally checks if the values (on the
contract) have been constructed correctly; if so, then it sends a signed “approved” message to the contract.
Hence, the functionality that ZSPA computes is defined as f ZSPA (⊥, ...,⊥)︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

→ ((k, g, q), ..., (k, g, q))︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

, where g is

the Markle tree’s root built on the pseudorandom values zi,j, q is the hash value of the key used to generate
the pseudorandom values, and m ≥ 2. Figure 2 presents ZSPA in detail.

Briefly, ZSPA will be used in Justitia to allow clients {A1, ..., Am} to provably agree on a set of pseudo-
random polynomials whose sum is zero. Each of these polynomials will be used by a client to blind/encrypt
the messages it sends to the smart contract, to protect the privacy of the plaintext message (from Aud, D,
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and the public). To compute the sum of the plaintext messages, one can easily sum the blinded messages,
which removes the blinding polynomials.

• Parties. A set of clients {A1, ..., Am}.
• Input. m: the total number of participants, adr: a deployed smart contract’s address,

and b: the total number of vectors. Let b′ = b− 1.
• Output. k: a secret key that generates b vectors [z0,1, ..., z0,m], ..., [zb′,1, ..., zb′,m] of pseu-

dorandom values, h: hash of the key, g: a Merkle tree’s root, and a vector of signed
messages.

1. Coin-tossing. CT(in1, ..., inm)→ k.
All participants run a coin-tossing protocol to agree on PRF’s key, k.

2. Encoding. Encode(k,m)→ (g, q).
One of the parties takes the following steps:
(a) for every i (where 0 ≤ i ≤ b′), generates m pseudorandom values as follows.

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 : zi,j = PRF(k, i||j), zi,m = −
m−1∑
j=1

zi,j

(b) constructs a Merkel tree on top of all pseudorandom values,
MT.genTree(z0,1, ..., zb′,m)→ g.

(c) sends the Merkel tree’s root: g, and the key’s hash: q = H(k) to adr.
3. Verification. Verify(k, g, q,m)→ (a, s).

Each party checks if, all zi,j values, the root g, and key’s hash q have been correctly
generated, by retaking step 2. If the checks pass, it sets a = 1, sets s to a singed
“approved” message, and sends s to adr. Otherwise, it aborts by returning a = 0 and
s = ⊥.

Fig. 2: Zero-sum Pseudorandom Values Agreement (ZSPA)

Theorem 3. Let f ZSPA be the functionality defined above. If CT is secure against a malicious adversary and the
correctness of PRF, H, and Merkle tree holds, then ZSPA, in Figure 2, securely computes f ZSPA in the presence
of m− 1 malicious adversaries.

Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume the sender, which generates the result, sends the result
directly to the rest of the parties, i.e., receivers, instead of sending it to a smart contract. We first consider
the case in which the sender is corrupt.

Case 1: Corrupt sender. Let SimZSPA

S be the simulator using a subroutine adversary, AS. SimZSPA

S works as
follows.

1. simulates CT and receives the output value k from fCT, as we are in fCT-hybrid model.
2. sends k to TTP and receives back from it m pairs, where each pair is of the form (g, q).
3. sends k to AS and receives back from it m pairs where each pair is of the form (g′, q′).
4. checks whether the following equations hold (for each pair): g = g′ ∧ q = q′. If the two equations do

not hold, then it aborts (i.e., sends abort signal Λ to the receiver) and proceeds to the next step.
5. outputs whatever AS outputs.

We first focus on the adversary’s output. In the real model, the only messages that the adversary receives
are those messages it receives as the result of the ideal call to fCT. These messages have identical distribution
to the distribution of the messages in the ideal model, as the CT is secure. Now, we move on to the receiver’s
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output. We will show that the output distributions of the honest receiver in the ideal and real models
are computationally indistinguishable. In the real model, each element of pair (g, p) is the output of a
deterministic function on the output of fCT. We know the output of fCT in the real and ideal models have an
identical distribution, and so do the evaluations of deterministic functions (i.e., Merkle tree, H, and PRF) on
them, as long as these three functions’ correctness holds. Therefore, each pair (g, q) in the real model has an
identical distribution to pair (g, q) in the ideal model. For the same reasons, the honest receiver in the real
model aborts with the same probability as SimZSPA

S does in the ideal model. We conclude that the distributions
of the joint outputs of the adversary and honest receiver in the real and ideal models are (computationally)
indistinguishable.

Case 2: Corrupt receiver. Let SimZSPA

R be the simulator that uses subroutine adversary AR. SimZSPA

R works
as follows.

1. simulates CT and receives the output value k from fCT.
2. sends k to TTP and receives back m pairs of the form (g, q) from TTP.
3. sends (k, g, q) to AR and outputs whatever AR outputs.

In the real model, the adversary receives two sets of messages, the first set includes the transcripts
(including k) it receives when it makes an ideal call to fCT and the second set includes pair (g, q). As we
already discussed above (because we are in the fCT-hybrid model) the distributions of the messages it receives
from fCT in the real and ideal models are identical. Moreover, the distribution of fCT’s output (i.e., k̄ and k) in
both models is identical; therefore, the honest sender’s output distribution in both models is identical. As we
already discussed, the evaluations of deterministic functions (i.e., Merkle tree, H, and PRF) on fCT’s outputs
have an identical distribution. Therefore, each pair (g, q) in the real model has an identical distribution to
the pair (g, q) in the ideal model. Hence, the distribution of the joint outputs of the adversary and honest
receiver in the real and ideal models is indistinguishable. 2

In addition to the security guarantee (i.e., computation’s correctness against malicious sender or receiver)
stated by Theorem 3, ZSPA offers (a) privacy against the public, and (b) non-refutability. Informally, privacy
here means that given the state of the contract (i.e., g and q), an external party cannot learn any information
about any of the pseudorandom values, zj; while non-refutability means that if a party sends “approved”
then in future cannot deny the knowledge of the values whose representation is stored in the contract.

Theorem 4. If H is preimage resistance, PRF is secure, the signature scheme used in the smart contract is
secure (i.e., existentially unforgeable under chosen message attacks), and the blockchain is secure (i.e., offers
liveness property and the hash power of the adversary is lower than those of honest miners) then ZSPA offers
(i) privacy against the public and (ii) non-refutability.

Proof. First, we focus on privacy. Since key k, for PRF, has been picked uniformly at random and H is preimage
resistance, the probability that given g the adversary can find k is negligible in the security parameter, i.e.,
ε(λ). Furthermore, because PRF is secure (i.e., its outputs are indistinguishable from random values) and H is
preimage resistance, given the Merkle tree’s root g, the probability that the adversary can find a leaf node,
which is the output of PRF, is ε(λ) too. 2

5.3 ZSPA’s Extension: ZSPA with an External Auditor (ZSPA-A)

In this section, we present an extension of ZSPA, called ZSPA-A which lets a (trusted) third-party auditor,
Aud, help identify misbehaving clients in the ZSPA and generate a vector of random polynomials. Informally,
ZSPA-A requires that misbehaving parties are always detected, except with a negligible probability. Aud of
this protocol will be invoked by Justitia when Justitia’s smart contract detects that a combination of the
messages sent by the clients is not well-formed. Later, in Justitia’s proof, we will show that even a semi-
honest Aud who observes all messages that clients send to Justitia’s smart contracts, cannot learn anything
about their set elements. We present ZSPA-A in Figure 3.
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• Parties. A set of clients {A1, ..., Am} and an external auditor, Aud.
• Input. m: the total number of participants (excluding the auditor), ζ: a random poly-

nomial of degree 1, b: the total number of vectors, and adr: a deployed smart contract’s
address. Let b′ = b− 1.

• Output of each Aj . k: a secret key that generates b vectors
[z0,1, ..., z0,m], ..., [zb′,1, ..., zb′,m] of pseudorandom values, h: hash of the key, g: a
Merkle tree’s root, and a vector of signed messages.

• Output of Aud. L: a list of misbehaving parties’ indices, and #»µ : a vector of random
polynomials.

1. ZSPA invocation. ZSPA(⊥, ...,⊥)→
(

(k, g, q), ..., (k, g, q)
)

.

All parties in {A1, ..., Am} call the same instance of ZSPA, which results in
(k, g, q), ..., (k, g, q).

2. Auditor computation. Audit(
#»

k , q, ζ, b, g)→ (L, #»µ).
Aud takes the below steps. Note, each kj ∈

#»

k is given by Aj . An honest party’s input,
kj , equals k, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

(a) runs the checks in the verification phase (i.e., Phase 3) of ZSPA for every j, i.e.,
Verify(kj , g, q,m)→ (aj , s).

(b) appends j to L, if any checks fails, i.e., if aj = 0. In this case, it skips the next two
steps for the current j.

(c) For every i (where 0 ≤ i ≤ b′), it recomputes m pseudorandom values: ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤

m− 1 : zi,j = PRF(k, i||j), zi,m = −
m−1∑
j=1

zi,j .

(d) generates polynomial µ(j) as follows: µ(j) = ζ · ξ(j) − τ (j), where ξ(j) is a random

polynomial of degree b′ − 1 and τ (j) =
b′∑
i=0

zi,j · xi. By the end of this step, a vector

#»µ containing at most m polynomials is generated.
(e) returns list L and #»µ .

Fig. 3: ZSPA with an external auditor (ZSPA-A)

Theorem 5. If ZSPA is secure, H is second-preimage resistant, and the correctness of PRF, H, and Merkle
tree holds, then ZSPA-A securely computes f ZSPA-A in the presence of m− 1 malicious adversaries.

Proof. First, we consider the case where a sender, who (may collude with m−2 senders and) generates pairs
(g, q), is corrupt.

Case 1: Corrupt sender. Let SimZSPA-A

S be the simulator using a subroutine adversary, AS. Below, we explain
how SimZSPA-A

S works.

1. simulates CT and receives the output value k from fCT.
2. sends k to TTP and receives back from it m pairs, where each pair is of the form (g, q).
3. sends k to AS and receives back from it m pairs where each pair is of the form (g′, q′).
4. constructs an empty vector L. SimZSPA-A

S checks whether the following equations hold for each j-th pair:
g = g′ ∧ q = q′. If these two equations do not hold, it sends an abort message Λ to other receiver
clients, appends the index of the pair (i.e., j) to L, and proceeds to the next step for the valid pairs. In
the case where there are no valid pairs, it moves on to step 9.

5. picks a random polynomial ζ of degree 1. Moreover, for every j /∈ L, SimZSPA-A

S picks a random polynomial
ξ(j) of degree b′ − 1, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

6. computes m pseudorandom values for every i, j′, where 0 ≤ i ≤ b′ and j′ /∈ L as follows.

∀j′, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ m− 1 : zi,j = PRF(k, i||j′) and zi,m = −
m−1∑
j′=1

zi,j
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7. generates polynomial µ(j), for every j /∈ L, as follows: µ(j) = ζ · ξ(j) − τ (j), where τ (j) =
b′∑
i=0

zi,j · xi.
8. sends the above ζ, ξ(j), and µ(j) to all parties (i.e., AS and the receivers), for every j /∈ L.
9. outputs whatever AS outputs.

Now, we focus on the adversary’s output. In the real model, the messages that the adversary receives
include those messages it receives as the result of the ideal call to fCT and (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)), where j /∈ L and
1 ≤ j ≤ m. Those messages yielded from the ideal calls have identical distribution to the distribution of the
messages in the ideal model, as CT is secure. The distribution of each µ(j) depends on the distribution of its
components; namely, ζ, ξ(j), and τ j. As we are in the fCT-hybrid model, the distributions of τ (j) in the real
model and τ (j) in the ideal model are identical, as they were derived from the output of fCT. Furthermore, in
the real model, each polynomial ζ and ξ(j) has been picked uniformly at random and they are independent
of the clients’ and the adversary’s inputs. The same arguments hold for (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)) in the ideal model.
Therefore, (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)) in the real model and (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)) in the ideal model have identical distributions.

Next, we turn our attention to the receiver’s output. We will show that the output distributions of an
honest receiver and the auditor in the ideal and real models are computationally indistinguishable. In the
real model, each element of the pair (g, p) is the output of a deterministic function on the output of fCT. We
know the outputs of fCT in the real and ideal models have an identical distribution, and so do the evaluations
of deterministic functions (namely Merkle tree, H, and PRF) on them. Therefore, each pair (g, q) in the real
model has an identical distribution to the pair (g, q) in the ideal model. For the same reasons, the honest
receiver in the real model aborts with the same probability as SimZSPA-A

S does in the ideal model. The same
argument holds for the arbiter’s output, as it performs the same checks that an honest receiver does. Thus,
the distribution of the joint outputs of the adversary, honest receiver, and honest in the real and ideal models
is computationally indistinguishable.

Case 2: Corrupt receiver. Let SimZSPA-A

R be the simulator that uses subroutine adversary AR. Below, we
explain how SimZSPA-A

R works.

1. simulates ZSPA and receives the m output pairs of the form (k, g, q) from f ZSPA.
2. sends (k, g, q) to AR and receives m keys, k′j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
3. generates an empty vector L. Next, for every j, SimZSPA-A

R computes q′j as H(k′j) = qj. It generates gj as
follows.

(a) for every i (where 0 ≤ i ≤ b′), generates m pseudorandom values as below.

∀j, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ m− 1 : zi,j = PRF(k′j, i||j′), zi,m = −
m−1∑
j=1

zi,j

(b) constructs a Merkel tree on top of all pseudorandom values, MT.genTree(z0,1, ..., zb′,m)→ g′j.
4. checks if the following equations hold for each j-th pair: (k = k′j) ∧ (g = g′j) ∧ (q = q′j).
5. If these equations do not hold for j-th value, it appends j to L and proceeds to the next step for the

valid value. In the case where there is no valid value, it moves on to step 9.
6. picks a random polynomial ζ of degree 1. Also, for every j /∈ L, it picks a random polynomial ξ(j) of

degree b′ − 1, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

7. generates polynomial µ(j), for every j /∈ L, as follows: µ(j) = ζ · ξ(j) − τ (j), where τ (j) =
b′∑
i=0

zi,j · xi, and

values zi,j were generated in step 3a.
8. sends the above ζ, ξ(j), and µ(j) to AR, for every j /∈ L and 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
9. outputs whatever AR outputs.

In the real model, the adversary receives two sets of messages, the first set includes the transcripts
(including k, g, q) it receives when it makes an ideal call to f ZSPA and the second set includes pairs (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)),
for every j /∈ L and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since we are in the f ZSPA-hybrid model and (based on our assumption) there is
at least one honest party participated in ZSPA (i.e., there are at most m− 1 malicious participants of ZSPA),
the distribution of the messages it receives from f ZSPA in the real and ideal models is identical. Furthermore,
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as we discussed in Case 1, (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)) in the real model and (ζ, ξ(j),µ(j)) in the ideal model have identical
distribution. The honest sender’s output distribution in both models is identical, as the distribution of fCT’s
output (i.e., k) in both models is identical.

Now we show that the probability that the auditor aborts in the ideal and real models are statistically
close. In the ideal model, SimZSPA-A

R is given the ideal functionality’s output that includes key k. Therefore, it

can check whether the key that AR sends to it equals k, i.e., k
?
= k′j. Thus, it aborts with the probability 1.

However, in the real model, an honest auditor is not given the output of CT (say key k) and it can only check
whether the key is consistent with the hash value q and the Merkle tree’s root g stored on the blockchain.
This means the adversary can distinguish the two models if in the real model it sends a key k̈, such that
k̈ 6= k and still passes the checks. Specifically, it sends the invalid key k̈ that can generate valid pair (g, q),
as follows: H(k̈) = q and MT.genTree(z′0,1, ..., z

′
b′,m) → g, where each z′i,j is derived from k̈ using the same

technique described in step 3 above. Nevertheless, this means that the adversary breaks the second preimage
resistance property of H; however, H is the second-preimage resistance and the probability that the adversary
succeeds in finding the second preimage is negligible in the security parameter, i.e., ε(λ) where λ is the hash
function’s security parameter. Therefore, in the real model, the auditor aborts if an invalid key is provided
with a probability 1−ε(λ) which is statically close to the probability that SimZSPA-A

R aborts in the same situation
in the ideal model, i.e., 1 − ε(λ) vs 1. Hence, the distribution of the joint outputs of the adversary, honest
sender, and honest auditor in the real and ideal models is indistinguishable. 2

5.4 Unforgeable Polynomials

In this section, we introduce the notion of “unforgeable polynomials”. Informally, an unforgeable polynomial
has a secret factor. To ensure that an unforgeable polynomial has not been tampered with, a verifier can
check whether the polynomial is divisible by the secret factor.

To turn an arbitrary polynomial π of degree d into an unforgeable polynomial θ, one can (i) pick three
secret random polynomials (ζ,ω,γ) and (ii) compute θ = ζ ·ω ·π+γ mod p, where deg(ζ) = 1, deg(ω) = d,
and deg(γ) = 2d+ 1.

To verify whether θ has been tampered with, a verifier (given θ,γ, and ζ) can check if θ− γ is divisible
by ζ. Informally, the security of an unforgeable polynomial states that an adversary (who does not know the
three secret random polynomials) cannot tamper with an unforgeable polynomial without being detected,
except with a negligible probability, in the security parameter. Below, we formally state it.

Theorem 6 (Unforgeable Polynomial). Let polynomials ζ, ω, and γ be three secret uniformly random

polynomials (i.e., ζ,ω,γ
$← Fp[x]), GCD(ζ,γ) = 1, polynomial π be an arbitrary polynomial, deg(ζ) =

1, deg(ω) = d, deg(γ) = 2d+1, deg(π) = d, and p be a λ-bit prime number. Also, let polynomial θ be defined
as θ = ζ · ω · π + γ mod p. Given (θ,π), the probability that an adversary (which does not know ζ,ω, and
γ) can forge θ to an arbitrary polynomial δ such that δ 6= θ, deg(δ) = const(λ), and ζ divides δ − γ is
negligible in the security parameter λ, i.e.,

Pr[ζ | (δ − γ)] ≤ ε(λ)

Proof. Let τ = δ − γ and ζ = a · x + b. Since γ is a random polynomial of degree 2d + 1 and unknown
to the adversary, given (θ,π), the adversary cannot learn anything about the factor ζ; as from its point of
view every polynomial of degree 1 in Fp[X] is equally likely to be ζ. Moreover, polynomial τ has at most
Max

(
deg(δ), 2d + 1

)
irreducible non-constant factors. For ζ to divide τ , one of the factors of τ must be

equal to ζ. We also know that ζ has been picked uniformly at random (i.e., a, b
$← Fp) and by definition

GCD(ζ,γ) = 1. Thus, the probability that ζ divides τ is negligible in the security parameter, λ. Specifically,

Pr[ζ | (δ − γ)] ≤ Max
(
deg(δ), 2d+ 1

)
22λ

= ε(λ)

2
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An interesting feature of an unforgeable polynomial is that the verifier can perform the check without
needing to know the original polynomial π. Another appealing feature of the unforgeable polynomial is that it
supports linear combination and accordingly batch verification. Specifically, to turn n arbitrary polynomials
[π1, ...,πn] into unforgeable polynomials, one can construct θi = ζ · ωi · πi + γi mod p, where ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

To check whether all polynomials [θ1, ...,θn] are intact, a verifier can (i) compute their sum χ =
n∑
i=1

θi

and (ii) check whether χ−
n∑
i=1

γi is divisible by ζ. Informally, the security of an unforgeable polynomial states

that an adversary (who does not know the three secret random polynomials for each θi) cannot tamper with
any subset of the unforgeable polynomials without being detected, except with a negligible probability. We
formally state it, below.

Theorem 7 (Unforgeable Polynomials’ Linear Combination). Let polynomial ζ be a secret polyno-
mial picked uniformly at random; also, let #»ω = [ω1, ...,ωn] and #»γ = [γ1, ...,γn] be two vectors of secret

uniformly random polynomials (i.e., ζ,ωi,γi
$← Fp[x]), GCD(ζ,γi) = 1, #»π = [π1, ...,πn] be a vector of

arbitrary polynomials, deg(ζ) = 1, deg(ωi) = d, deg(γi) = 2d + 1, deg(πi) = d, p be a λ-bit prime number,

and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, let polynomial θi be defined as θi = ζ · ωi · πi + γi mod p, and
#»

θ = [θ1, ...,θn].

Given (
#»

θ , #»π), the probability that an adversary (which does not know ζ, #»ω, and #»γ ) can forge t polynomi-

als, without loss of generality, say θ1, ...,θt ∈
#»

θ to arbitrary polynomials δ1, ..., δt such that
t∑
j=1

δj 6=
t∑
j=1

θj,

deg(δj) = const(λ), and ζ divides (
t∑
j=1

δj +
n∑

j=t+1

θj −
n∑
j=1

γj) is negligible in the security parameter λ, i.e.,

Pr[ζ | (

t∑
j=1

δj +

n∑
j=t+1

θj −
n∑
j=1

γj)] ≤ ε(λ)

Proof. This proof is a generalisation of that of Theorem 6. Let τj = δj − γj and ζ = a · x + b. Since every

γj is a random polynomial of degree 2d + 1 and unknown to the adversary, given (
#»

θ , #»π), the adversary
cannot learn anything about the factor ζ. Each polynomial τj has at most Max

(
deg(δj), 2d+ 1

)
irreducible

non-constant factors. We know that ζ has been picked uniformly at random (i.e., a, b
$← Fp), by definition

GCD(ζ,γj) = 1, and ζ does divide every θj. Therefore, the probability that ζ divides
t∑
j=1

δj +
n∑

j=t+1

θj−
n∑
j=1

γj

equals the probability that ζ equals to one of the factors of every τj, that is negligible in the security
parameter. Concretely,

Pr[ζ | (

t∑
j=1

δj +

n∑
j=t+1

θj −
n∑
j=1

γj)] ≤

t∏
j=1

Max
(
deg(δj), 2d+ 1

)
22λt

= ε(λ)

2

It is not hard to see that, Theorem 7 is a generalisation of Theorem 6. Briefly, in Justitia, we will use
unforgeable polynomials (and their linear combinations) to allow a smart contract to efficiently check whether
the polynomials that the clients send to it are intact, i.e., they are VOPR’s outputs.

6 Justitia: A Concrete Construction of PSIFC

6.1 Main Challenges to Overcome

We need to address several key challenges, to design an efficient scheme that realises PSIFC. Below, we
outline these challenges.
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Keeping Overall Complexities Low. In general, in multi-party PSIs, each client needs to send messages
to the rest of the clients and/or engage in secure computation with them, e.g., in [26,34], which would result
in communication and/or computation quadratic with the number of clients. To address this challenge, we
(a) allow one of the clients as a dealer to interact with the rest of the clients,4 and (b) we use a smart contract,
which acts as a bulletin board to which most messages are sent and also performs lightweight computation
on the clients’ messages. The combination of these approaches will keep the overall communication and
computation linear with the number of clients (and sets’ cardinality).

Securely Randomising Input Polynomials. In multi-party PSIs that rely on the polynomial represen-
tation, it is essential that an input polynomial of a client be randomised by another client [3]. To do that
securely and efficiently, we require the dealer and each client together to engage in an instance of VOPR, which
we developed in Section 5.

Preserving the Privacy of Outgoing Messages. Although the use of regular public smart contracts
(e.g., Ethereum) will help keep overall complexity low, it introduces another challenge; namely, if clients do
not protect the privacy of the messages they send to the smart contracts, then other clients (e.g., dealer) and
non-participants of PSI (i.e., the public) can learn the clients’ set elements and/or the intersection. Because
standard smart contracts do not automatically preserve messages’ privacy. To efficiently protect the privacy
of each client’s messages (sent to the contracts) from the dealer, we require the clients (except the dealer) to
engage in ZSPA-A which lets each of them generate a pseudorandom polynomial with which it can blind its
message. To protect the privacy of the intersection from the public, we require all clients to run a coin-tossing
protocol to agree on a blinding polynomial, with which the final result that encodes the intersection on the
smart contract will be blinded.

Ensuring the Correctness of Subroutine Protocols’ Outputs. In general, any MPC that must remain
secure against an active adversary is equipped with a verification mechanism that ensures an adversary is
detected if it deviates from the protocol and affects messages’ integrity, during the protocol’s execution.
This is the case for the subroutine protocols that we use, i.e., VOPR and ZSPA-A. Nevertheless, this type of
verification itself is not always sufficient. Because in certain cases, the output of an MPC protocol may be fed
as input to another MPC and we need to ensure that the actual/intact output of the first MPC is fed to the
second one. This is the case in our PSI’s subroutines as well. To address this challenge, we use unforgeable
polynomials; specifically, the output of VOPR is an unforgeable polynomial (that encodes the actual output);
if the adversary tampers with the VOPR’s output and uses it later, then a verifier can detect it. We will have
the same integrity guarantee for the output of ZSPA-A for free. Because (i) VOPR is called before ZSPA-A, and
(ii) if clients use intact outputs of ZSPA-A, then the final result (i.e., the sum of all clients’ messages) will not
contain any output of ZSPA-A, as they would cancel out each other. Thus, by checking the correctness of the
final result, one can ensure the correctness of the outputs of VOPR and ZSPA-A, in one go.

6.2 Description of Justitia (JUS)

An overview. At a high level, Justitia (JUS) works as follows. First, each client encodes its set elements into
a polynomial. All clients sign a smart contract and deposit a predefined amount of coins into it. Next, one of
the clients as a dealer, D, randomises the rest of the clients’ polynomials and imposes a certain structure to
their polynomials. The clients also randomise D’s polynomials. The randomised polynomials reveal nothing
about the clients’ original polynomials representing their set elements. Then, all clients send their randomised
polynomials to the smart contract. The contract combines all polynomials and checks whether the resulting
polynomial still has the structure imposed by D. If the contract concludes that the resulting polynomial does
not have the structure, then it invokes an auditor, Aud, to identify misbehaving clients and penalise them.

4 This approach has similarity with the non-secure PSIs in [23].
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Nevertheless, if the resulting polynomial has the structure, then the contract outputs an encoded polynomial
and refunds the clients’ deposits. In this case, all clients can use the resulting polynomial (output by the
contract) to locally find the intersection. Figure 4 outlines the interaction between parties.

VOPR
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(
C

m
,D

)

VOPR

VOPR

VOPR

VOPR

VOPR

<latexit sha1_base64="ExMeriuQtTcg8Pwu/eKrT0CkfB8=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ4q7p0E2wLrkpS8LIsduOygr1AG8pkOmmHTmbCzKRQQp5B3OpzuBO3PoOP4Rs4bbPQ1h8GPv7/HIbzBzGjSrvul7WxubW9s1vYs/cPDo+OiyenbSUSiUkLCyZkN0CKMMpJS1PNSDeWBEUBI51g0pjnnSmRigr+qGcx8SM04jSkGGljdcqNQepl5UGx5FbdhZx18HIoQa7moPjdHwqcRIRrzJBSPc+NtZ8iqSlmJLMrK7GQdEqwnzLGscrsfqJIjPAEjUjPIEcRUX66uCZzKsYZOqGQ5nHtLNzfGymKlJpFgZmMkB6r1Wxu/pf1Eh3e+inlcaIJx8uPwoQ5WjjzapwhlQRrNjOAsKTmFAePkURYmwJt05G32sg6tGtV77p69VAr1e/ytgpwDhdwCR7cQB3uoQktwDCBZ3iBV+vJerPerY/l6IaV75zBH1mfP9R5m+k=</latexit>

C1

<latexit sha1_base64="b9SjdmsolteEz8Gj0Xt0ZWw3Br0=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSTbAtuCpJxcuy2I3LCvYCbSiT6Uk7dDITZiaFEvIM4lafw5249Rl8DN/AaZuFtv4w8PH/5zCc348YVdpxvqzcxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aSsRSwItIpiQXR8rYJRDS1PNoBtJwKHPoONPGvO8MwWpqOCPehaBF+IRpwElWBurU24Mksu0PCiWnKqzkL0ObgYllKk5KH73h4LEIXBNGFaq5zqR9hIsNSUM0kJlJRaSToF4CWOcqLTQjxVEmEzwCHoGOQ5BecnimtSuGGdoB0Kax7W9cH9vJDhUahb6ZjLEeqxWs7n5X9aLdXDrJZRHsQZOlh8FMbO1sOfV2EMqgWg2M4CJpOYUm4yxxESbAgumI3e1kXVo16rudfXqoVaq32Vt5dEZOkcXyEU3qI7uURO1EEET9Ixe0Kv1ZL1Z79bHcjRnZTun6I+szx/Xw5vr</latexit>

C3

VOPR

<latexit sha1_base64="lVGlnIsiBkpegHB0uiKfDQajUuI=">AAACDXicbZDLSgMxGIUzXut4q7p0E2wLrspMwcuy2I3LCvYC7VAyaaYNzWVIMoUyzDOIW30Od+LWZ/AxfAPTdhbaeiDwcc7/E/4Txoxq43lfzsbm1vbObmHP3T84PDounpy2tUwUJi0smVTdEGnCqCAtQw0j3VgRxENGOuGkMc87U6I0leLRzGIScDQSNKIYGWt1yo1ByrPyoFjyqt5CcB38HEogV3NQ/O4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihnJ3MpKLBWdEhykjAmsM7efaBIjPEEj0rMoECc6SBfXZLBinSGMpLJPGLhwf2+kiGs946Gd5MiM9Wo2N//LeomJboOUijgxRODlR1HCoJFwXg0cUkWwYTMLCCtqT4F4jBTCxhbo2o781UbWoV2r+tfVq4daqX6Xt1UA5+ACXAIf3IA6uAdN0AIYTMAzeAGvzpPz5rw7H8vRDSffOQN/5Hz+ADc0nCU=</latexit>

Cm

<latexit sha1_base64="bt1yOscE/AX1Ir2TdafQA0H0whU=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdlURcuK9oLtKFMppN26GQmzEwKJfQJxK0+hztx61P4GL6B0zYLbf1h4OP/z2E4fxAzqrTrflm5tfWNza38tr2zu7d/UDg8aiqRSEwaWDAh2wFShFFOGppqRtqxJCgKGGkFo5tZ3hoTqajgj3oSEz9CA05DipE21kPpttQrFN2KO5ezCl4GRchU7xW+u32Bk4hwjRlSquO5sfZTJDXFjEzt8lIsJB0T7KeMcaymdjdRJEZ4hAakY5CjiCg/nV8ydcrG6TuhkOZx7czd3xspipSaRIGZjJAequVsZv6XdRIdXvkp5XGiCceLj8KEOVo4s1qcPpUEazYxgLCk5hQHD5FEWJvybNORt9zIKjSrFe+icn5fLdaus7bycAKncAYeXEIN7qAODcAwgGd4gVfryXqz3q2PxWjOynaO4Y+szx+6yJo6</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="ZQlNSsWnn5d2vp67Je2rdU6Fshs=">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</latexit>

⇣ · !(D,C1)
<latexit sha1_base64="mFmqMiPMj85e0pXM7b74xLLiD0w=">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</latexit>

�(D,C1)

<latexit sha1_base64="mPIEEbWou3yzp1f98jTYc1jz+gg=">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</latexit>

⇣ · !(D,C2)
<latexit sha1_base64="HOoMtrX5qpY2bWGKztRpQRffZEg=">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</latexit>

�(D,C2)
<latexit sha1_base64="HhK9LVAXOdAk70PaxxjD7nybqH4=">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</latexit>

⇣ · !(D,C3)
<latexit sha1_base64="OOlH1WZsi/3hxTuuj2MoRy1JhGY=">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</latexit>

�(D,C3)

<latexit sha1_base64="c7O7vWqfwWNAX37xgLONDZsqEUA=">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</latexit>

⇣ · !(D,Cm)
<latexit sha1_base64="0rF18f1sONyYZda+/yxq9l/INVo=">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</latexit>

�(D,Cm)

<latexit sha1_base64="luR5Ukh4oQX8h11zjHEUVuIR0QQ=">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</latexit>

✓C3
2

VOPR

<latexit sha1_base64="6j06OOcMZuobfs+oJwQM+1iSYpk=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ4q7p0E2wLrkpS8LIsduOygr1AG8pkOmmHTmbCzKRQQp5B3OpzuBO3PoOP4Rs4bbPQ1h8GPv7/HIbzBzGjSrvul7WxubW9s1vYs/cPDo+OiyenbSUSiUkLCyZkN0CKMMpJS1PNSDeWBEUBI51g0pjnnSmRigr+qGcx8SM04jSkGGljdcqNQVrLyoNiya26Cznr4OVQglzNQfG7PxQ4iQjXmCGlep4baz9FUlPMSGZXVmIh6ZRgP2WMY5XZ/USRGOEJGpGeQY4iovx0cU3mVIwzdEIhzePaWbi/N1IUKTWLAjMZIT1Wq9nc/C/rJTq89VPK40QTjpcfhQlztHDm1ThDKgnWbGYAYUnNKQ4eI4mwNgXapiNvtZF1aNeq3nX16qFWqt/lbRXgHC7gEjy4gTrcQxNagGECz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0Q0r3zmDP7I+fwDWHpvq</latexit>

C2

<latexit sha1_base64="sPDGCJdjoXn1HjqwTGUY8G4cWK4=">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</latexit>

✓C1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="wqsmOZCtoz6c6vo+J3xXlqYDf5E=">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</latexit>

✓C1
1

<latexit sha1_base64="7XqCc9mbDN/H+5xrHTjF97CbA0Q=">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</latexit>

✓C2
1

<latexit sha1_base64="qH42bJNV41J8kRq9X437IYDzWv8=">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</latexit>

✓C3
1

<latexit sha1_base64="U1MhEeXWNDb3w5qGhQLp4X8Y/GQ=">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</latexit>

✓Cm
1

<latexit sha1_base64="f0UNu9a85Tga8C6ypKqMs6Ysqfg=">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</latexit>

⇣ · ⇢(D,Cm) · ⇡(D)
<latexit sha1_base64="algMXuArcW3CHIe/AhzbpA0FSBk=">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</latexit>

⇣ · ⇢(D,C1) · ⇡(D) <latexit sha1_base64="nbuFNHZsfgdSXyz2pYHLzn1sPCU=">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</latexit>

�(D,C1)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZajPKhg4Q9yMQysbHrcLRu6WxTU=">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</latexit>

�(D,Cm)

<latexit sha1_base64="+HpaOh4LRhy1wrDE4phM0XW9fs8=">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</latexit>

✓C2
2

<latexit sha1_base64="HEXM+zUFnYeleJ5mpsIMI/Cwu3o=">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</latexit>!
(
C

m
,D

)·⇡
(
C

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="kFPqKAd6BT0hE45AvF9UHr4pglA=">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</latexit>

⇢
(C

1
,D

)

<latexit sha1_base64="1EzBMqpJXCZwIZVoGkpUIy39yJk=">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</latexit>

⇢
(C

2
,D

) <latexit sha1_base64="p1L6iNuVmHRMLOE5JT5zPALr8t8=">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</latexit>

⇢
(
C

3
,D

)

<latexit sha1_base64="NPQO8kL9APNR372Mt+PWiaYuxC4=">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</latexit>

⌫(D)

<latexit sha1_base64="ms+5fI2g6e9CZowx2c6AmsBb8QY=">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</latexit>

⇣

<latexit sha1_base64="oX9BC1AXhH2q/xmikpvHRxzgD3o=">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</latexit>

⌫(C1)
<latexit sha1_base64="/lthn42andXcQ9HRLrXTla5DsAI=">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</latexit>

⌫(Cm)

<latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="MkoiqjqRnDPKpsNvRsHmG9snVTc=">AAACJXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqksRgm3BVUkKPpbFbsRVpfYBbSiT6bQdOpmEmZtCCVn5MeJWv8OdCK78Bv/ASduFth4YOHPOvVzO8ULOFNj2p5FZW9/Y3Mpumzu7e/sHucOjpgoiSWiDBDyQbQ8rypmgDWDAaTuUFPsepy1vXE391oRKxQLxANOQuj4eCjZgBIOWernTQtfHMCKYx/Vq0otnP4D4rlFPkkIvl7dL9gzWKnEWJI8WqPVy391+QCKfCiAcK9Vx7BDcGEtghNPELC7ZgWQTStyYc0FUYnYjRUNMxnhIO5oK7FPlxrOUiVXUSt8aBFI/AdZM/b0RY1+pqe/pyTSEWvZS8T+vE8Hg2o2ZCCOggswPDSJuQWCllVl9JikBPtUEE8l0FIuMsMQEdLGm7shZbmSVNMsl57J0cV/OV24WbWXRCTpD58hBV6iCblENNRBBj+gZvaBX48l4M96Nj/loxljsHKM/ML5+ABZEph4=</latexit>SCJUS

<latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="Z8YSIPOr5oRy0mNI+QnMZDF/aOU=">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</latexit>

⌫(C2)

<latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="TiU/+4l1YlRs7T4P8vb/9WyRq1Y=">AAADHXicfVLLbtNAFB2bAsU82sKSzYgkUpFQFBfxWFaUBcsikbZSbKLx5CYZZR7WzHWlYPkj2MKCr2GH2CL+holtIppGXGmsM/eeM8c+niyXwuFg8DsIb+zcvHV790509979B3v7Bw/PnCkshyE30tiLjDmQQsMQBUq4yC0wlUk4zxYnq/n5JVgnjP6AyxxSxWZaTAVn6Fvjg2AnirpJphJdfCxp4rgVObZPXEqgJaXl4cn4+dOqolU3ino1O58Lj9vNSrpF2UjfemHVpVFEG/InQLY+xs7NVmlrqp416r90o2DG/uO1ViR8YpDWLyq289eC2mC83xn0B3XR6yBuQYe0depzI8nE8EKBRi6Zc6N4kGNaMouCS6ii3sbYWHEJPC2l1NxVUVI4yBlfsBmMPNRMgUvL+ndWtOc7Ezo11i+NtO7+qyiZcm6pMs9UDOduc7ZqbpuNCpy+Tkuh8wJB88ZoWkiKhq7uBp0ICxzl0gPmw/KfQvmcWcbR36ArLpmqfGbxZkLXwdlRP37Zf/H+qHP8pk1vlzwmT8ghickrckzekVMyJDxYBJ+DL8HX8Fv4PfwR/myoYdBqHpErFf76A7Di+M4=</latexit>

⌫(C3)

<latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">AAADPHicfVLLbtQwFHXCq4RHW1iysZiMVCQ0SirxWFaUBcsimLbSJIwcj2fGqh+RfVNpsPIDfA1bWPAf7NmhbrvGM0mrzkNcydbRvef4+h67KAW3kCS/g/DW7Tt3723djx48fPR4e2f3ybHVlaGsT7XQ5rQglgmuWB84CHZaGkZkIdhJcXY4r5+cM2O5Vp9hVrJckoniY04J+NRwN+hE8aehyyw1vIR2h5lgGSVlHUdR1I2zQmaq+uLwOgs7jN3e4VC+qGs8pzfscsqXpRuUjfS9F9YxjiLckL8yINfHmKneKL1q+rJRX9G1ZBPyn17XioyONODFRflm/s256ni400l6ySLwOkhb0EFtHHlbUTbStJJMARXE2kGalJA7YoBTweqou1LWhp8zmjshFLV1lFWWlYSekQkbeKiIZDZ3i9eucddnRnisjV8K8CJ7U+GItHYmC8+UBKZ2tTZPbqoNKhi/zR1XZQVM0abRuBIYNJ5/HTzihlEQMw+IN8uPgumUGELBf7ClLoWsvWfpqkPr4Hi/l77uvfq43zl417q3hZ6h52gPpegNOkAf0BHqIxp8C74HP4Kf4a/wT/g3vGioYdBqnqKlCC//AawoBb8=</latexit>

S\
<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\

CT

ZSPA-A

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk
<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk
<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="7hQfl5Uhs31Gmap1hTp8lMqxPdo=">AAACD3icbZDLTgIxGIU7eEO8oS7dNAKJC0JmSLwsiW5cYiIXAxPSKR1o6GVsOyRkwkMYt/oc7oxbH8HH8A0sMAsFT9Lkyzn/n+Y/QcSoNq775WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRU8tYYdLAkknVDpAmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxgpBWMbmZ5a0yUplLcm0lEfI4GgoYUI2Oth+KoDB/LcFDs5QtuxZ0LroKXQgGkqvfy392+xDEnwmCGtO54bmT8BClDMSPTXGkploqOCfYTxgTW01w31iRCeIQGpGNRIE60n8zvmcKSdfowlMo+YeDc/b2RIK71hAd2kiMz1MvZzPwv68QmvPITKqLYEIEXH4Uxg0bCWTmwTxXBhk0sIKyoPQXiIVIIG1thznbkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9VC7XrtK0sOAGn4Ax44BLUwC2ogwbAgINn8AJenSfnzXl3PhajGSfdOQZ/5Hz+ADuJnA0=</latexit>

k, q, g

<latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="7hQfl5Uhs31Gmap1hTp8lMqxPdo=">AAACD3icbZDLTgIxGIU7eEO8oS7dNAKJC0JmSLwsiW5cYiIXAxPSKR1o6GVsOyRkwkMYt/oc7oxbH8HH8A0sMAsFT9Lkyzn/n+Y/QcSoNq775WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRU8tYYdLAkknVDpAmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxgpBWMbmZ5a0yUplLcm0lEfI4GgoYUI2Oth+KoDB/LcFDs5QtuxZ0LroKXQgGkqvfy392+xDEnwmCGtO54bmT8BClDMSPTXGkploqOCfYTxgTW01w31iRCeIQGpGNRIE60n8zvmcKSdfowlMo+YeDc/b2RIK71hAd2kiMz1MvZzPwv68QmvPITKqLYEIEXH4Uxg0bCWTmwTxXBhk0sIKyoPQXiIVIIG1thznbkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9VC7XrtK0sOAGn4Ax44BLUwC2ogwbAgINn8AJenSfnzXl3PhajGSfdOQZ/5Hz+ADuJnA0=</latexit>

k, q, g
<latexit sha1_base64="7hQfl5Uhs31Gmap1hTp8lMqxPdo=">AAACD3icbZDLTgIxGIU7eEO8oS7dNAKJC0JmSLwsiW5cYiIXAxPSKR1o6GVsOyRkwkMYt/oc7oxbH8HH8A0sMAsFT9Lkyzn/n+Y/QcSoNq775WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRU8tYYdLAkknVDpAmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxgpBWMbmZ5a0yUplLcm0lEfI4GgoYUI2Oth+KoDB/LcFDs5QtuxZ0LroKXQgGkqvfy392+xDEnwmCGtO54bmT8BClDMSPTXGkploqOCfYTxgTW01w31iRCeIQGpGNRIE60n8zvmcKSdfowlMo+YeDc/b2RIK71hAd2kiMz1MvZzPwv68QmvPITKqLYEIEXH4Uxg0bCWTmwTxXBhk0sIKyoPQXiIVIIG1thznbkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9VC7XrtK0sOAGn4Ax44BLUwC2ogwbAgINn8AJenSfnzXl3PhajGSfdOQZ/5Hz+ADuJnA0=</latexit>

k,
q,

g

<latexit sha1_base64="7hQfl5Uhs31Gmap1hTp8lMqxPdo=">AAACD3icbZDLTgIxGIU7eEO8oS7dNAKJC0JmSLwsiW5cYiIXAxPSKR1o6GVsOyRkwkMYt/oc7oxbH8HH8A0sMAsFT9Lkyzn/n+Y/QcSoNq775WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRU8tYYdLAkknVDpAmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxgpBWMbmZ5a0yUplLcm0lEfI4GgoYUI2Oth+KoDB/LcFDs5QtuxZ0LroKXQgGkqvfy392+xDEnwmCGtO54bmT8BClDMSPTXGkploqOCfYTxgTW01w31iRCeIQGpGNRIE60n8zvmcKSdfowlMo+YeDc/b2RIK71hAd2kiMz1MvZzPwv68QmvPITKqLYEIEXH4Uxg0bCWTmwTxXBhk0sIKyoPQXiIVIIG1thznbkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9VC7XrtK0sOAGn4Ax44BLUwC2ogwbAgINn8AJenSfnzXl3PhajGSfdOQZ/5Hz+ADuJnA0=</latexit>

k,
q,

g

,
,

,
<latexit sha1_base64="OMl0MZRmFglOn7xAxSe8V7UxKA0=">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</latexit>

�(D,C2),
<latexit sha1_base64="B2mK77jZxgmZfiuyqvTKN/3pi5M=">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</latexit>

⇣ · ⇢(D,C2) · ⇡(D)

(7)

(8)

(1)

(1) (1) (1)(1)(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(3) (3)
,
,
,(3) (3)

(4) (4)

<latexit sha1_base64="lXWXkuQJPDNOs2rXN6sYVgOdOSo=">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</latexit>!
(
C

2
,D

)·
⇡

(
C

2
)

<latexit sha1_base64="uVscv/GHk09UiVAbb7sqSwovzag=">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</latexit>!
(
C

3
,D

)·
⇡

(
C

3
)

(5)

(5)

(4)

(5)

(4)

(5)

(6) (6)

(6)

<latexit sha1_base64="Q2rJrKg87B+IgdavnjY1KUvY8dg=">AAADxHichVJbb9MwFHYbLiNctsELEi8WXaUNoaot4vI4UYQQT0Oj26SmqxzntLVmx5F9MqlY4U/w6/grPOGkhV62aUdJdOzv+84tJ86ksNhu/67Vgzt3793fehA+fPT4yfbO7tMTq3PDoc+11OYsZhakSKGPAiWcZQaYiiWcxhe9Ej+9BGOFTr/jLIOhYpNUjAVn6K9Gu7VfYXMvilX0A5BFPNHoDzQyU33uIsuNyHDxxZkESqnzz/6n172ROiiKolLQUp+Jc/cPLZE9GnqjVewEJLLb4r2pVKWoydJkLpwwpSohLon/aeFK5XRZiFYwuSHZeu1VhbS5nuhW0TIvTuGGrjy3GF0HdFcqVwynnEl33Cu55QnRfe0f+xyjnUa71a6MXnU6C6dBFnbkf+PzKNE8V5Ail8zaQaed4dAxg4JLKMLmBqyNuAQ+dFKm3BZhlFvIGL9gExh4N2UK7NBV21XQpr9J6Fgb/6ZIq9tVhWPK2pmKPbPswq5hVV9ay/UkLlbFZoiSeV2IQY7jD0Mn0ixHSPm8nnEuKWpabjRNhAGOcuYd5mftO6Z8ygzj6Pc+9LPsbE7uqnPSbXXetd5+6zYOPy6mukVekJdkn3TIe3JIvpAj0ie89qdO6wf1V8HnQAY2yOfUem2heUbWLPj5FwAALy8=</latexit>

�(D,C3) ,
<latexit sha1_base64="0Y+J9t6gGvvYcYrP1y7k2ZI44e8=">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</latexit>

⇣ · ⇢(D,C3) · ⇡(D)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(9) (9)

(9)

(10)

(12)

(12) (12)

(12) (12)

<latexit sha1_base64="8WzqHy3tjOGaI8LgzAome2Cf4Ns=">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</latexit> !
(
C

1
,D

)
·⇡

(
C

1
)

(11)

(13)

(13) (13)

(13)

(13)
<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">AAADPHicfVLLbtQwFHXCq4RHW1iysZiMVCQ0SirxWFaUBcsimLbSJIwcj2fGqh+RfVNpsPIDfA1bWPAf7NmhbrvGM0mrzkNcydbRvef4+h67KAW3kCS/g/DW7Tt3723djx48fPR4e2f3ybHVlaGsT7XQ5rQglgmuWB84CHZaGkZkIdhJcXY4r5+cM2O5Vp9hVrJckoniY04J+NRwN+hE8aehyyw1vIR2h5lgGSVlHUdR1I2zQmaq+uLwOgs7jN3e4VC+qGs8pzfscsqXpRuUjfS9F9YxjiLckL8yINfHmKneKL1q+rJRX9G1ZBPyn17XioyONODFRflm/s256ni400l6ySLwOkhb0EFtHHlbUTbStJJMARXE2kGalJA7YoBTweqou1LWhp8zmjshFLV1lFWWlYSekQkbeKiIZDZ3i9eucddnRnisjV8K8CJ7U+GItHYmC8+UBKZ2tTZPbqoNKhi/zR1XZQVM0abRuBIYNJ5/HTzihlEQMw+IN8uPgumUGELBf7ClLoWsvWfpqkPr4Hi/l77uvfq43zl417q3hZ6h52gPpegNOkAf0BHqIxp8C74HP4Kf4a/wT/g3vGioYdBqnqKlCC//AawoBb8=</latexit>

S\

…

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit> A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit> A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>A
<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="HjUyaeHVxgxVj6licow+f8vTCrc=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2BbcFWSgpdl1Y3LivYCbSiT6aQdOpkJM5NCCX0CcavP4U7c+hQ+hm/gtM1CW38Y+Pj/cxjOH8SMKu26X1ZubX1jcyu/be/s7u0fFA6PmkokEpMGFkzIdoAUYZSThqaakXYsCYoCRlrB6HaWt8ZEKir4o57ExI/QgNOQYqSN9VC6LvUKRbfizuWsgpdBETLVe4Xvbl/gJCJcY4aU6nhurP0USU0xI1O7vBQLSccE+yljHKup3U0UiREeoQHpGOQoIspP55dMnbJx+k4opHlcO3P390aKIqUmUWAmI6SHajmbmf9lnUSHV35KeZxowvHiozBhjhbOrBanTyXBmk0MICypOcXBQyQR1qY823TkLTeyCs1qxbuonN9Xi7WbrK08nMApnIEHl1CDO6hDAzAM4Ble4NV6st6sd+tjMZqzsp1j+CPr8we13Jo3</latexit>
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Fig. 4: Outline of the interactions between parties in Justitia

One of the novelties of JUS is a lightweight verification mechanism which allows a smart contract to
efficiently verify the correctness of the clients’ messages without being able to learn/reveal the clients’ set
elements. To achieve this, D randomises each client’s polynomials and constructs unforgeable polynomials on
the randomised polynomials (in one go). If any client modifies an unforgeable polynomial that it receives and
sends the modified polynomial to the smart contract, then the smart contract would detect it, by checking
whether the sum of all clients’ (unforgeable) polynomials is divisible by a certain polynomial of degree 1. The
verification is lightweight because: (i) it does not use any public key cryptography (often computationally
expensive), (ii) it needs to perform only polynomial division, and (iii) it can perform batch verification, i.e.,
it sums all clients randomised polynomials and then checks the result’s correctness.

Now, we describe JUS in more detail. First, all clients sign and deploy a smart contract, SCJUS. Each
of them put a certain amount of deposit into it. Then, they together run CT to agree on a key, mk, that
will be used to generate a set of blinding polynomials to hide the final result from the public. Next, each
client locally maps its set elements to a hash table and represents the content of each hash table’s bin as a
polynomial, π. After that, for each bin, the following steps are taken. All clients, except D, engage in ZSPA-A
to agree on a set of pseudorandom blinding factors such that their sum is zero.

Then, D randomises and constructs an unforgeable polynomial on each client’s polynomial, π. To do that,
D and every other client engage in VOPR that returns to the client a polynomial. D and every other client
invoke VOPR again to randomise D’s polynomial. VOPR returns to the client another unforgeable polynomial.
Note that the output of VOPR reveals nothing about any client’s original polynomial π, as this polynomial
has been blinded/encrypted with another secret random polynomial by D, during the execution of VOPR.
Each client sums the two polynomials, blinds the result (using the output of ZSPA-A), and sends it to SCJUS.

After all of the clients send their input polynomials to SCJUS, D sends to SCJUS a switching polynomial
that will allow SCJUS to obliviously switch the secret blinding polynomials used by D (during the execution
of VOPR) to blind each client’s original polynomial π to another blinding polynomial that all clients can
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generate themselves, by using key mk. The switching polynomial is constructed in a way that does not affect
the verification of unforgeable polynomials.

Next, D sends to SCJUS a secret polynomial, ζ, that will allow SCJUS to check unforgeable polynomials’
correctness. Then, SCJUS sums all clients’ polynomials and checks if ζ can divide the sum. SCJUS accepts
the clients’ inputs if the polynomial divides the sum; otherwise, it invokes Aud to identify misbehaving
parties. In this case, all honest parties’ deposit is refunded to them and the deposit of misbehaving parties
is distributed among the honest ones as well. If all clients behave honestly, then each client can locally find
the intersection. To do that, it uses mk to locally remove the blinding polynomial from the sum (that the
contract generated), then evaluates the unblinded polynomial at each of its set elements and considers an
element in the intersection when the evaluation equals zero.

Detailed Description of JUS. Below, we elaborate on how JUS exactly works (see Table 1 for description
of the main notations used).

1. All clients in CL = {A1, ..., Am, D} sign a smart contract: SCJUS and deploy it to a blockchain. All clients
get the deployed contract’s address. Also, all clients engage in CT to agree on a secret master key, mk.

2. Each client in CL builds a hash table, HT, and inserts the set elements into it, i.e., ∀i : H(si) = indx, then
si → HTindx. It pads every bin with random dummy elements to d elements (if needed). Then, for every

bin, it constructs a polynomial whose roots are the bin’s content: π =
d∏
i=1

(x − s′i), where s′i is either si

or a random value.
3. Every client C in CL \D, for every bin, agree on b = 3d+ 3 vectors of pseudorandom blinding factors:

zi,j, such that the sum of each vector elements is zero, i.e.,
m∑
j=1

zi,j = 0, where 0 ≤ i ≤ b− 1. To do that,

they participate in step 1 of ZSPA-A. By the end of this step, for each bin, they agree on a secret key k
(that will be used to generate the zero-sum values) as well as two values stored in SCJUS, i.e., q: the key’s
hash value and g: a Merkle tree’s root. After time t1, D ensures that all other clients have agreed on the
vectors (i.e., all provided “approved” to the contract). If the check fails, it halts.

4. Each client in CL deposits ÿ + c̈h amount to SCJUS. After time t2, every client ensures that in total
(ÿ + c̈h) · (m+ 1) amount has been deposited. Otherwise, it halts and the clients’ deposit is refunded.

5. D picks a random polynomial ζ
$← Fp[X] of degree 1, for each bin. It, for each client C, allocates to

each bin two random polynomials: ω(D,C),ρ(D,C) $← Fp[X] of degree d, and two random polynomials:
γ(D,C), δ(D,C) ← Fp[X] of degree 3d+ 1. Also, each client C, for each bin, picks two random polynomials:

ω(C,D),ρ(C,D) $← Fp[X] of degree d.
6. D randomises other clients’ polynomials. To do so, for every bin, it invokes an instance of VOPR (presented

in Fig. 1) with each client C; where D sends ζ · ω(D,C) and γ(D,C), while client C sends ω(C,D) · π(C) to
VOPR. Each client C, for every bin, receives a blind polynomial of the following form:

θ(C)
1 = ζ · ω(D,C) · ω(C,D) · π(C) + γ(D,C)

from VOPR. If any party aborts, the deposit would be refunded to all parties.
7. Each client C randomises D’s polynomial. To do that, each client C, for each bin, invokes an instance of

VOPR with D, where each client C sends ρ(C,D), while D sends ζ · ρ(D,C) ·π(D) and δ(D,C) to VOPR. Every
client C, for each bin, receives a blind polynomial of the following form:

θ(C)
2 = ζ · ρ(D,C) · ρ(C,D) · π(D) + δ(D,C)

from VOPR. If any party aborts, the deposit would be refunded to all parties.
8. Each client C, for every bin, masks the sum of polynomials θ(C)

1 and θ(C)
2 using the blinding factors: zi,c,

generated in step 3. Specifically, it computes the following blind polynomial (for every bin):

ν(C) = θ(C)

1 + θ(C)

2 + τ (C)
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where τ (C) =
3d+2∑
i=0

zi,c · xi. Next, it sends all ν(C) to SCJUS. If any party aborts, the deposit would be

refunded to all parties.
9. D ensures all clients sent their inputs to SCJUS. If the check fails, it halts and the deposit would be

refunded to all parties. It allocates a fresh pseudorandom polynomial γ′ of degree 3d, to each bin. To
do so, it uses mk to derive a key for each bin: kindx = PRF(mk, indx) and then uses the derived key to
generate 3d+ 1 pseudorandom coefficients gj,indx = PRF(kindx, j) where 0 ≤ j ≤ 3d. Also, for each bin, it
allocates a fresh random polynomial: ω′(D) of degree d.

10. D, for every bin, computes a polynomial of the form:

ν(D) = ζ · ω′(D) · π(D) −
Am∑
C=A1

(γ(D,C) + δ(D,C)) + ζ · γ′

It sends to SCJUS polynomials ν(D) and ζ, for each bin.
11. SCJUS takes the following steps:

(a) for every bin, sums all related polynomials provided by all clients in P̄ :

φ = ν(D) +

Am∑
C=A1

ν(C)

= ζ ·
(
ω′(D) · π(D) +

Am∑
C=A1

(ω(D,C) · ω(C,D) · π(C)) + π(D) ·
Am∑
C=A1

(ρ(D,C) · ρ(C,D)) + γ′
)

(b) checks whether, for every bin, ζ divides φ. If the check passes, it sets Flag = True. Otherwise, it
sets Flag = False.

12. If the above check passes (i.e., Flag = True), then the following steps are taken:

(a) SCJUS sends back each party’s deposit, i.e., ÿ + c̈h amount.
(b) each client (given ζ and mk) finds the elements in the intersection as follows.

i. derives a bin’s pseudorandom polynomial, γ′, from mk.
ii. removes the blinding polynomial from each bin’s polynomial:

φ′ = φ− ζ · γ′

iii. evaluates each bin’s unblinded polynomial at every element si belonging to that bin and considers
the element in the intersection if the evaluation is zero: i.e., φ′(si) = 0.

13. If the check does not pass (i.e., Flag = False), then the following steps are taken.

(a) Aud asks every client C to send to it the PRF’s key (generated in step 3), for every bin. It inserts

the keys to
#»

k . It generates a list L̄ initially empty. Then, for every bin, Aud takes step 2 of ZSPA-A,
i.e., invokes Audit(

#»

k , q, ζ, 3d+ 3, g)→ (L, #»µ). Every time it invokes Audit, it appends the elements
of returned L to L̄. Aud for each bin sends #»µ to SCJUS. It also sends to SCJUS the list L̄ of all
misbehaving clients detected so far.

(b) to help identify further misbehaving clients, D takes the following steps, for each bin of client C
whose ID is not in L̄.

i. computes polynomial χ(D,C) as follows.

χ(D,C) = ζ · η(D,C) − (γ(D,C) + δ(D,C))

where η(D,C) is a fresh random polynomial of degree 3d+ 1.
ii. sends polynomial χ(D,C) to SCJUS.

Note, if L̄ contains all clients’ IDs, then D does not need to take the above steps 13(b)i and 13(b)ii.
(c) SCJUS, takes the following steps to check if the client misbehaved, for each bin of client C whose ID

is not in L̄.
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i. computes polynomial ι(C) as follows:

ι(C) = χ(D,C) + ν(C) + µ(C)

= ζ · (η(D,C) + ω(D,C) · ω(C,D) · π(C) + ρ(D,C) · ρ(C,D) · π(D) + ξ(C))
where µ(C) ∈ #»µ generated and sent to SCJUS by Aud in step 13a.

ii. checks if ζ divides ι(C). If the check fails, it appends the client’s ID to a list L′.
If L̄ contains all clients’ IDs, then SCJUS does not take the above two steps.

(d) SCJUS refunds the honest parties’ deposit. Also, it retrieves the total amount of c̈h from the deposit
of dishonest clients (i.e., those clients whose IDs are in L̄ or L′) and sends it to Aud. It also splits
the remaining deposit of the misbehaving parties among the honest ones. Thus, each honest client

receives ÿ+ c̈h+ m′·(ÿ+c̈h)−c̈h
m−m′ amount in total, where m′ is the total number of misbehaving parties.

One may be tempted to replace Justitia with a scheme in which all clients send their encrypted sets to
a server (potentially semi-honest and plays Aud’s role) which computes the result in a privacy-preserving
manner. We highlight that the main difference is that in this (hypothetical) scheme the server is always
involved ; whereas, in our protocol, Aud remains offline as long as the clients behave honestly and it is
invoked only when the contract detects misbehaviours.

Next, we present a theorem that formally states the security of JUS.

Theorem 8. Let polynomials ζ, ω, and γ be three secret uniformly random polynomials. If θ = ζ · ω · π +
γ mod p is an unforgeable polynomial (w.r.t. Theorem 6), ZSPA-A, VOPR, PRF, and smart contracts are secure,
then JUS securely realises fPSI with Q-fairness (w.r.t. Definition 7) in the presence of m− 1 active-adversary
clients (i.e., Ajs) or a passive dealer client, passive auditor, or passive public.

6.3 Proof of JUS

In this section, we prove Theorem 8, i.e., the security of JUS.

Proof. We prove Theorem 8 by considering the case where each party is corrupt, at a time.

Case 1: Corrupt m − 1 clients in {A1, ..., Am}. Let P ′ be a set of at most m − 1 corrupt clients, where
P ′ ⊂ {A1, ..., Am}. Let set P̂ be defined as follows: P̂ = {A1, ..., Am} \ P ′. Also, let SimJUS

A be the simulator,
which uses a subroutine adversary, A. Below, we explain how SimJUS

A (which receives the input sets of honest
dealer D and honest client(s) in P̂ ) works.

1. constructs and deploys a smart contract. It sends the contract’s address to A.
2. simulates CT and receives the output value, mk, from its functionality, fCT.
3. simulates ZSPA-A for each bin and receives the output value, (k, g, q), from its functionality, f ZSPA-A.
4. deposits in the contract the total amount of (ÿ + c̈h) · (m − |P ′| + 1) coins on behalf of D and honest

client(s) in P̂ . It sends to A the amount deposited in the contract.
5. checks if A has deposited (ÿ + c̈h) · |P ′| amount. If the check fails, it instructs the ledger to refund the

coins that every party deposited and sends message abort1 to TTP (and accordingly to all parties); it
outputs whatever A outputs and then halts.

6. picks a random polynomial ζ of degree 1, for each bin. Also, SimJUS

A , for each client C ∈ {A1, ..., Am}
allocates to each bin two random polynomials: (ω(D,C),ρ(D,C)) of degree d and two random polynomials:
(γ(D,C), δ(D,C)) of degree 3d+ 1. Moreover, SimJUS

A for every honest client C ′ ∈ P̂ , for each bin, picks two
random polynomials: (ω(C′,D), ρ(C′,D)) of degree d.

7. simulates VOPR using inputs ζ ·ω(D,C) and γ(D,C) for each bin. Accordingly, it receives the inputs of clients
C ′′ ∈ P ′, i.e., ω(C′′,D) · π(C′′), from its functionality f VOPR, for each bin.

8. extracts the roots of polynomial ω(C′′,D) ·π(C′′) for each bin and appends those roots that are in the sets
universe to a new set S(C′′).

9. simulates VOPR again using inputs ζ · ρ(D,C) · π(D) and δ(D,C), for each bin.
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10. sends to TTP the input sets of all parties; namely, (i) client D’s input set: S(D), (ii) honest clients’ input
sets: S(C′) for all C ′ in P̂ , and (iii) A’s input sets: S(C′′), for all C ′′ in P ′. For each bin, it receives the
intersection set, S∩, from TTP.

11. represents the intersection set for each bin as a polynomial, π, as follows: π =
|S∩|∏
i=1

(x−si), where si ∈ S∩.

12. constructs polynomials θ(C′)
1 = ζ ·ω(D,C′) ·ω(C′,D) ·π+γ(D,C′),θ(C′)

2 = ζ ·ρ(D,C′) ·ρ(C′,D) ·π+ δ(D,C′), and

ν(C′) = θ(C′)
1 + θ(C′)

2 + τ (C′), for each bin and each honest client C ′ ∈ P̂ , where τ (C) =
3d+2∑
i=0

zi,c · xi and

each zi,c is derived from k.
13. sends to A polynomial ν(C′) for each bin and each client C ′.
14. receives ν(C′′) from A, for each bin and each client C ′′ ∈ P ′. It ensures that the output for every C ′′ has

been provided. Otherwise, it halts.
15. if there is any abort within steps 7–14, then it sends abort2 to TTP and instructs the ledger to refund

the coins that every party deposited. It outputs whatever A outputs and then halts.

16. constructs polynomial ν(D) = ζ · ω′(D) · π −
Am∑
C=A1

(γ(D,C) + δ(D,C)) + ζ · γ′ for each bin, where ω′(D)
is a

fresh random polynomial of degree d and γ′ is a pseudorandom polynomial derived from mk.
17. sends to A polynomials ν(D) and ζ for each bin.
18. given each ν(C′′), computes polynomial φ′ as follows φ′ =

∑
∀C′′∈P ′

ν(C′′) − ∑
∀C′′∈P ′

(γ(D,C′′) + δ(D,C′′)), for

every bin. Then, SimJUS

A checks whether ζ divides φ′, for every bin. If the check passes, it sets Flag = True.
Otherwise, it sets Flag = False.

19. if Flag = True:

(a) instructs the ledger to send back each party’s deposit, i.e., ÿ+ c̈h amount. It sends a message deliver
to TTP.

(b) outputs whatever A outputs and then halts.

20. if Flag = False:
(a) receives |P ′| keys of the PRF from A, i.e.,

#»

k ′ = [k′1, ..., k
′
|P ′|], for every bin.

(b) checks whether the following equation holds: k′j = k, for every k′j ∈
#»

k ′. Note that k is the output of
f ZSPA-A generated in step 3. It constructs an empty list L′ and appends to it the indices (e.g., j) of the
keys that do not pass the above check.

(c) simulates ZSPA-A and receives from f ZSPA-A the output that contains a vector of random polynomials,
#»µ ′, for each valid key.

(d) sends to A, the list L′ and vector #»µ ′, for every bin.
(e) for each bin of client C whose index (or ID) is not in L′ computes polynomial χ(D,C) as follows:

χ(D,C) = ζ · η(D,C) − (γ(D,C) + δ(D,C)), where η(D,C) is a fresh random polynomial of degree 3d + 1.
Note, C includes both honest and corrupt clients, except those clients whose index is in L′. SimJUS

A

sends every polynomial χ(D,C) to A.
(f) given each ν(C′′) (by A in step 14), computes polynomial φ′(C

′′)
as follows: φ′(C

′′)
= ν(C′′)−γ(D,C′′)−

δ(D,C′′), for every bin. Then, SimJUS

A checks whether ζ divides φ′(C
′′)

, for every bin. It appends the
index of those clients that did not pass the above check to a new list, L′′. Note that L′ ∩ L′′ = ⊥.

(g) if L′ or L′′ is not empty, then it instructs the ledger: (i) to refund the coins of those parties whose
index is not in L′ and L′′, (ii) to retrieve c̈h amount from the adversary (i.e., one of the parties
whose index is in one of the lists) and send the c̈h amount to the auditor, and (iii) to compensate

each honest party (whose index is not in the two lists) m′·(ÿ+c̈h)−c̈h
m−m′ amount, where m′ = |L′|+ |L′′|.

Then, it sends message abort3 to TTP.
(h) outputs whatever A outputs and halts.

Next, we show that the real and ideal models are computationally indistinguishable. We first focus on
the adversary’s output. In the real and ideal models, the adversary sees the transcripts of ideal calls to fCT as
well as this functionality outputs, i.e., mk. Due to the security of CT (as we are in the fCT-hybrid world), the
transcripts of fCT in both models have identical distribution, so have the random output of fCT, i.e., mk. The
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same holds for (the transcripts and) outputs (i.e., (k, g, q)) of f ZSPA-A that the adversary observes in the two
models. Also, the deposit amount is identical in both models. Thus, in the case where abort1 is disseminated
at this point; the adversary’s output distribution in both models is identical.

The adversary also observes (the transcripts and) outputs of ideal calls to f VOPR in both models, i.e.,
output (θ(C′′)

1 = ζ · ω(D,C′′) · ω(C′′,D) · π(C′′) + γ(D,C′′),θ(C′′)
2 = ζ · ρ(D,C′′) · ρ(C′′,D) · π(D) + δ(D,C′′)) for each

corrupted client C ′′. However, due to the security of VOPR, the A’s view, regarding VOPR, in both models
have identical distribution. In the real model, the adversary observes the polynomial ν(C) that each honest
client C stores in the smart contract. Nevertheless, this is a blinded polynomial comprising of two uniformly
random blinding polynomials (i.e., γ(D,C) and δ(D,C)) unknown to the adversary. In the ideal model, A is
given polynomial ν(C′) for each honest client C ′. This polynomial has also been blinded via two uniformly
random polynomials (i.e., γ(D,C′) and δ(D,C′)) unknown to A. Thus, ν(C) in the real model and ν(C) in the
ideal model have identical distributions. As a result, in the case where abort2 is disseminated at this point;
the adversary’s output distribution in both models is identical.

Furthermore, in the real world, the adversary observes polynomials ζ and ν(D) that D stores in the
smart contract. Nevertheless, ζ is a uniformly random polynomial, also polynomial ν(D) has been blinded;
its blinding factors are the additive inverse of the sum of the random polynomials γ(D,C) and δ(D,C) unknown
to the adversary, for every client C ∈ {A1, ..., Am} and D. In the ideal model, A is given ζ and ν(D), where
the former is a random polynomial and the latter is a blinded polynomial that has been blinded with the
additive inverse of the sum of random polynomials γ(D,C) and δ(D,C) unknown to it, for all client C. Therefore,
(ζ,ν(D)) in the real model and (ζ,ν(D)) in the ideal model component-wise have identical distribution.

Also, the sum of less than m+ 1 blinded polynomials ν(A1), ...,ν(Am),ν(D) in the real model has identical
distribution to the sum of less than m + 1 blinded polynomials ν(A1), ...,ν(Am),ν(D) in the ideal model,
as such a combination would still be blinded by a set of random blinding polynomials unknown to the
adversary. Now we discuss why the two polynomials φ

ζ − γ′ in the real model and φ
ζ − γ′ in the ideal model

are indistinguishable. Note that we divide and then subtract polynomials φ because the adversary already
knows (and must know) polynomials (ζ,γ′). In the real model, polynomial φζ − γ′ has the following form:

φ

ζ
−γ′ = ω′(D) ·π(D)+

Am∑
C=A1

(ω(D,C) ·ω(C,D) ·π(C))+π(D) ·
Am∑
C=A1

(ρ(D,C) ·ρ(C,D)) = µ·gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)) (2)

In Equation 2, every element of [ω′(D), ...,ω(D,C),ρ(D,C)] is a uniformly random polynomial for every client
C ∈ {A1, ..., Am} (including corrupt ones) and client D; because it has been picked by (in this case honest)
client D. Thus, as shown in Section 3.9, φζ − γ′ has the form µ · gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)), where µ is a

uniformly random polynomial and gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)) represents the intersection of the input sets.

In the ideal model, A can construct polynomial φ using its (well-formed) inputs ν(C′′) and polynomials
ν(C′) that the simulator has sent to it, for all C ′ ∈ P̂ and all C ′′ ∈ P ′. Thus, in the ideal model, polynomial
φ
ζ − γ′ has the following form:

φ

ζ
− γ′ = π ·

( ∑
∀C′∈P̂

(ω(D,C′) · ω(C′,D)) +
∑
∀C′∈P̂

(ρ(D,C′) · ρ(C′,D))
)

+

+
( ∑
∀C′′∈P ′

(ω(D,C′′) · ω(C′′,D) · π(C′′)) + π(D) ·
∑
∀C′′∈P ′

(ρ(D,C′′) · ρ(C′′,D))
)

= µ · gcd(π,π(D),π(C′′))

(3)

In Equation 3, every element of the vector [ω(D,C′),ω(D,C′′),ρ(D,C′),ρ(D,C′′)] is a uniformly random poly-
nomial for all C ′ ∈ P̂ and all C ′′ ∈ P ′, as they have been picked by SimJUS

A . Therefore, φ
ζ − γ′ equals

µ · gcd(π,π(D),π(C′′)), such that µ is a uniformly random polynomial and gcd(π,π(D),π(C′′)) represents the
intersection of the input sets. We know that gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)) = gcd(π,π(D),π(C′′)), as π includes
the intersection of all clients’ sets. Also, µ has identical distribution in the two models, because they are
uniformly random polynomials. Thus, φζ − γ′ in the real model and φ

ζ − γ′ in the ideal model are indistin-
guishable.

Now we focus on the case where Flag = False. In the real model, the adversary observes the output of
Audit(.) which is a list of indices L and a vector of random polynomials #»µ picked by an honest auditor. In
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the ideal model, A is given a list L′ of indices and a vector of random polynomials #»µ ′ picked by the simulator.
Thus, the pair (L, #»µ) in the real model has identical distribution to the pair (L′, #»µ ′) in the ideal model.
Moreover, in the real model, the adversary observes each polynomial χ(D,C) = ζ · η(D,C) − (γ(D,C) + δ(D,C))
that D stores in the contract, for each bin and each client C whose index is not in L. This is a blinded
polynomial with blinding factor η(D,C) which itself is a uniformly random polynomial picked by D. In the
ideal model, A is given a polynomial of the form χ(D,C) = ζ ·η(D,C)− (γ(D,C) + δ(D,C)), for each bin and each
client C whose index is not in L′. This is also a blinded polynomial whose blinding factor is η(D,C) which
itself is a random polynomial picked by the simulator. Therefore, χ(D,C) in the real model has identical
distribution to χ(D,C) in the ideal model. In the real model, the adversary observes polynomial ι(C) =
ζ · (η(D,C) +ω(D,C) ·ω(C,D) · π(C) + ρ(D,C) · ρ(C,D) · π(D) + ξ(C)) which is a blinded polynomial whose blinding
factor is the sum of the above random polynomials, i.e., η(D,C) + ξ(C). In the ideal model, A already has
polynomials χ(D,C),ν(C), and µ(C), where µ(C) ∈ #»µ ′; this lets A compute ι(C) = χ(D,C) + ν(C) + µ(C) =
ζ · (η(D,C) +ω(D,C′) ·ω(C′,D) ·π+ρ(D,C′) ·ρ(C′,D) ·π+ξ(C)), where ξ(C) is a random blinding polynomial used in
µ(C). Nevertheless, ι(C) itself is a blinded polynomial whose blinding factor is the sum of random polynomials,
i.e., η(D,C) + ξ(C). Hence, the distribution of polynomial ι(C) in the real model and ι(C) in the ideal model

are identical. Moreover, the integer ÿ + c̈h+ m′·(ÿ+c̈h)−c̈h
m−m′ has identical distribution in both models.

Next, we show that the honest party aborts with the same probability in the real and ideal models. Due
to the security of CT, an honest party (during the execution of CT) aborts with the same probability in both
models; in this case, the adversary learns nothing about the parties’ input set and the sets’ intersection as
the parties have not sent out any encoded input set yet. The same holds for the probability that honest
parties abort during the execution of ZSPA-A. In this case, an aborting adversary also learns nothing about
the parties’ input set and the sets’ intersection. Since all parties’ deposit is public, an honest party can
look up and detect if not all parties have deposited a sufficient amount with the same probability in both
models. If parties halt because of insufficient deposit, no one learns about the parties’ input set and the sets’
intersection because the inputs (representation) have not been sent out at this point.

Due to the security of VOPR, honest parties abort with the same probability in both models. In the case
of an abort during VOPR execution, the adversary would learn nothing (i) about its counter party’ input set
due to the security of VOPR, and (ii) about the rest of the honest parties’ input sets and the intersection
as the other parties’ input sets are still blinded by random blinding factors known only to D. In the real
model, D can check if all parties provided their encoded inputs, by reading from the smart contract. The
simulator also can do the same check to ensure A has provided the encoded inputs of all corrupt parties.
Therefore, in both models, an honest party with the same probability would detect the violation of such
a requirement, i.e., providing all encoded inputs. Even in this case, if an adversary aborts (by not proving
its encoded inputs), then it learns nothing about the honest parties’ input sets and the intersection for the
reason explained above.

In the real model, the smart contract sums every client C’s polynomial ν(C) with each other and with D’s
polynomial ν(D), which removes the blinding factors that D initially inserted (during the execution of VOPR),
and then checks whether the result is divisible by ζ. Due to (a) Theorem 7 (i.e., unforgeable polynomials’
linear combination), (b) the fact that the smart contract is given the random polynomial ζ in plaintext, (c)
no party (except honest client D) knew anything about ζ before they send their input to the contract, and
(d) the security of the contract (i.e., the adversary cannot influence the correctness of the above verification
performed by the contract), the contract can detect if a set of outputs of VOPR has been tampered with,
with a probability at least 1 − ε(λ). In the ideal model, SimJUS

A also can remove the blinding factors and it
knows the random polynomial ζ, unlike the adversary who does not know ζ when it sends the outputs of
VOPR to SimJUS

A . So, SimJUS

A can detect when A modifies a set of the outputs of VOPR that were sent to SimJUS

A

with a probability at least 1− ε(λ), due to Theorem 7. Hence, the smart contract in the real model and the
simulator in the ideal model would abort with a similar probability.

Moreover, due to the security of ZSPA-A, the probability that an invalid key ki ∈
#»

k is added to the list L

in the real world is similar to the probability that SimJUS

A detects an invalid key k′i ∈
#»

k′ in the ideal world. In
the real model, when Flag = False, the smart contract can identify each ill-structured output of VOPR (i.e.,
ν(C)) with a probability of at least 1− ε(λ) by checking whether ζ divides ι(C), due to (a) Theorem 6 (i.e.,
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unforgeable polynomial), (b) the fact that the smart contract is given ζ in plaintext, (c) no party (except
honest client D) knew anything about ζ before they send their input to the contract, and (d) the security
of the contract. In the ideal model, when Flag = False, given each ν(C′′), SimJUS

A can remove its blinding

factors from ν(C′′) which results in φ′(C
′′)

and then check if ζ divides φ′(C
′′)

. The simulator can also detect
an ill-structured ν(C′′) with a probability of at least 1− ε(λ), due to Theorem 6, the fact that the simulator
is given ζ in plaintext, and the adversary is not given any knowledge about ζ before it sends to the simulator
the outputs of VOPR. Hence, the smart contract in the real model and SimJUS

A in the ideal model would detect
an ill-structured input of an adversary with the same probability.

Now, we analyse the output of the predicates (QInit, QDel, QUF-A, QF-A) in the real and ideal models. In
the real model, all clients proceed to prepare their input set only if the predefined amount of coins has been
deposited by the parties; otherwise, they will be refunded and the protocol halts. In the ideal model also the
simulator proceeds to prepare its inputs only if a sufficient amount of deposit has been put in the contract;
otherwise, it would send message abort1 to TTP. Thus, in both models, the parties proceed to prepare their
inputs only if QInit(.) → 1. In the real model, if there is an abort after the parties ensure there is enough
deposit and before client D provides its encoded input to the contract, then all parties would be able to
retrieve their deposit in full; in this case, the aborting adversary would not be able to learn anything about
honest parties input sets, because the parties’ input sets are still blinded by random blinding polynomials
known only to client D. In the ideal model, if there is any abort during steps 7–14, then the simulator sends
abort2 to TTP and instructs the ledger to refund the coins that every party deposited. Also, in the case of an
abort (within the above two points of time), the auditor is not involved. Thus, in both models, in the case
of an abort within the above points of time, we would have QF-A(.)→ 1. In the real model, if Flag = True,
then all parties would be able to learn the intersection and the smart contract refunds all parties, i.e., sends
each party ÿ + c̈h amount which is the amount each party initially deposited.

In the ideal model, when Flag = True, then SimJUS

A can extract the intersection (by summing the output
of VOPR provided by all parties and removing the blinding polynomials) and sends back each party’s deposit,
i.e., ÿ + c̈h amount. Hence, in both models in the case of Flag = True, when all of the parties receive the
result, we would have QDel(.) → 1. In the real model, when Flag = False, only the adversary which might
corrupt m′ clients would be able to learn the result; in this case, the contract sends (i) c̈h amount to the

auditor, and (ii) m′·(ÿ+c̈h)−c̈h
m−m′ amount as a compensation, to each honest party, in addition to each party’s

deposit ÿ+ c̈h. In the ideal model, when Flag = False, SimJUS

A sends abort3 to TTP and instructs the ledger
to distribute the same amount among the auditor (e.g., with address adrj) and every honest party (e.g., with
address adri) as the contract does in the real model. Thus, in both models when Flag = False, we would
have QUF-A(., ., ., ., adri)→ (a = 1, .) and QUF-A(., ., ., ., adrj)→ (., b = 1).

We conclude that the distributions of the joint outputs of the honest client C ∈ P̂ , client D, Aud, and
the adversary in the real and ideal models are computationally indistinguishable.

Case 2: Corrupt dealer D. In the real execution, the dealer’s view is defined as follows:

ViewJUS

D

(
S(D), (S(1), ..., S(m))

)
=

{S(D), adrsc,m · (ÿ + c̈h), rD,View
CT

D, k, g, q,View
VOPR

D ,ν(A1), ...,ν(Am), S∩}
where ViewCT

D and ViewVOPR

D refer to the dealer’s real-model view during the execution of CT and VOPR respec-
tively. Also, rD is the outcome of internal random coins of client D and adrsc is the address of contract SCJUS.
The simulator SimJUS

D , which receives all parties’ input sets, works as follows.

1. receives from the subroutine adversary polynomials ζ, (γ(A1), δ(A1)), ..., (γ(Am), δ(Am)), (ω′(A1),ρ′(A1)), ...,
(ω′(Am),ρ′(Am)), where deg(γ(C)) = deg(δ(C)) = 3d + 1, deg(ω′(C)) = deg(ρ′(C)) = d, and deg(ζ) = 1,
where C ∈ {A1, ..., Am}.

2. generates an empty view. It appends to the view, the input set S(D). It constructs and deploys a smart
contract. Let adrsc be the contract’s address. It appends adrsc to the view.

3. appends to the view integer m · (ÿ + c̈h) and coins r′D chosen uniformly at random.
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4. extracts the simulation of CT from CT’s simulator for client D. Let SimCT

D be the simulation. It appends
SimCT

D to the view.
5. picks a random key, k′, and derives pseudorandom values z′i,j from the key (the same way is done in

Figure 2). It constructs a Merkle tree on top of all values z′i,j. Let g′ be the root of the resulting tree. It
appends k′, g′, and q′ = H(k′) to the view.

6. invokes VOPR’s functionality twice and extracts the simulation of VOPR from VOPR’s simulator for client
D. Let SimVOPR

D be the simulation. It appends SimVOPR

D to the view.
7. given the parties’ input sets, computes a polynomial π that represents the intersection of the sets.
8. picks m random polynomials τ (A1), ..., τ (Am) of degree 3d+ 1 such that their sum is 0.
9. picks m pairs of random polynomials (ω(A1),ρ(A1)), ..., (ω(Am),ρ(Am)), where each polynomial is of degree
d. Then, SimJUS

D for each client C ∈ {A1, ..., Am} computes polynomial ν(C) = ζ · π · (ω(C) · ω′(C) + ρ(C) ·
ρ′(C)) + δ(C) + γ(C) + τ (C).

10. appends ν(A1), ...,ν(Am) and the intersection of the sets S′∩ to the view.

Next, we will show that the two views are computationally indistinguishable. D’s input S(D) is identi-
cal in both models; therefore, they have identical distributions. Also, the contract’s address has the same
distribution in both views, and so has the integer m · (ÿ + c̈h). Since the real-model semi-honest adversary
samples its randomness according to the protocol’s description, the random coins in both models (i.e., rD
and r′D) have identical distributions. Moreover, due to the security of CT, ViewCT

D and SimCT

D have identical
distributions. Keys k and k′ have identical distributions, as both have been picked uniformly at random from
the same domain. In the real model, each element of the pair (g, p) is the output of a deterministic function
on a random value k. We know that k in the real model has identical distribution to k′ in the ideal model,
so do the evaluations of deterministic functions (i.e., Merkle tree, H, and PRF) on them. Therefore, each pair
(g, q) in the real model component-wise has an identical distribution to each pair (g′, q′) in the ideal model.
Furthermore, due to the security of the VOPR, ViewVOPR

D and SimVOPR

D have identical distributions.
In the real model, each ν(C) has been blinded by a pseudorandom polynomial (i.e., derived from PRF’s

output) unknown to clientD. In the ideal model, however, each ν(C) has been blinded by a random polynomial
unknown to client D. Due to the security of PRF, its outputs are computationally indistinguishable from
truly random values. Therefore, ν(C) in the real model and ν(C) in the ideal model are computationally
indistinguishable. Now we focus on the sum of all ν(C) in the real model and the sum of all ν(C) in the
ideal model, as adding them together would remove the above blinding polynomials that are unknown to
client D. Specifically, in the real model, after client D sums all ν(C) and removes the blinding factors and

ζ that it initially imposed, it would get a polynomial of the form φ̂ =

Am∑
C=A1

ν(C)−
Am∑
C=A1

(γ(D,C)+δ(D,C))

ζ =
Am∑
C=A1

(ω(D,C) · ω(C,D) · π(C)) + π(D) ·
Am∑
C=A1

(ρ(D,C) · ρ(C,D)), where ω(C,D) and ρ(C,D) are random polynomials

unknown to client D. In the ideal model, after summing all ν(C) and removing the random polynomials

that it already knows, it would get a polynomial of the following form: φ̂′ =

Am∑
C=A1

ν(C)−
Am∑
C=A1

(γ(C)+δ(C))

ζ =

π ·
Am∑
C=A1

(ω′(C) · ω(C)) + (ρ′(C) · ρ(C)).

As shown in Section 3.9, polynomial φ̂ has the form µ · gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)), where µ is a uniformly
random polynomial and gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)) represents the intersection of the input sets. Moreover, it
is evident that φ̂′ has the form µ ·π, where µ is a random polynomial and π represents the intersection. We
know that both gcd(π(D),π(A1), ...,π(Am)) and π represent the same intersection, also µ in the real model
and µ in the ideal model have identical distribution as they are uniformly random polynomials. Thus, two
polynomials φ̂ and φ̂′ are indistinguishable. Also, the output S∩ is identical in both views. We conclude that
the two views are computationally indistinguishable.

Case 3: Corrupt auditor. In this case, by using the proof that we have already provided for Case 1 (i.e.,
m − 1 client Ajs are corrupt), we can easily construct a simulator that generates a view computationally
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distinguishable from the real-model semi-honest auditor. The reason is that, in the worst-case scenario
where m − 1 malicious client Ajs reveal their input sets and randomness to the auditor, the auditor’s view
would be similar to the view of these corrupt clients, which we have shown to be indistinguishable. The
only extra messages the auditor generates, that a corrupt client Aj would not see in plaintext, are random
blinding polynomials (ξ(A1), ..., ξ(Am)) generated during the execution of Audit(.) of ZSPA-A; however, these
polynomials are picked uniformly at random and independent of the parties’ input sets. Thus, if the smart
contract detects misbehaviour and invokes the auditor, even if m − 1 corrupt client Aj reveals their input
sets, then the auditor cannot learn anything about honest parties’ input sets.

Case 4: Corrupt public. In the real model, the view of the public (i.e., non-participants of the protocol)
is defined as below:

ViewJUS

Pub

(
⊥, S(D), (S(A1), ..., S(Am))

)
=

{⊥, adrsc, (m+ 1) · (ÿ + c̈h), k, g, q,ν(A1), ...,ν(Am),ν(D)}
Now, we describe how the simulator SimJUS

Pub works.

1. generates an empty view and appends to it an empty symbol, ⊥. It constructs and deploys a smart
contract. It appends the contract’s address, adrsc and integer (m+ 1) · (ÿ + c̈h) to the view.

2. picks a random key, k′, and derives pseudorandom values z′i,j from the key, in the same way, done in
Figure 2. It constructs a Merkle tree on top of the z′i,j values. Let g′ be the root of the resulting tree. It
appends k′, g′, and q′ = H(k′) to the view.

3. for each client C ∈ {A1, ..., Am} and client D generates a random polynomial of degree 3d+ 1 (for each
bin), i.e., ν(A1), ...,ν(Am),ν(D).

Next, we will show that the two views are computationally indistinguishable. In both views, ⊥ is identical.
Also, the contract’s addresses (i.e., adrsc) has the same distribution in both views, and so has the integer
(m+ 1) · (ÿ+ c̈h). Keys k and k′ have identical distributions as well, because both of them have been picked
uniformly at random from the same domain. In the real model, each element of pair (g, p) is the output of a
deterministic function on the random key k. We know that k in the real model has identical distribution to
k′ in the ideal model, and so do the evaluations of deterministic functions on them. Hence, each pair (g, q)
in the real model component-wise has an identical distribution to each pair (g′, q′) in the ideal model. In
the real model, each polynomial ν(C) is a blinded polynomial comprising of two uniformly random blinding
polynomials (i.e., γ(D,C) and δ(D,C)) unknown to the adversary. In the ideal model, each polynomial ν(C)

is a random polynomial; thus, polynomials ν(A1), ...,ν(Am) in the real model have identical distribution to
polynomials ν(A1), ...,ν(Am) in the ideal model. Similarly, polynomial ν(D) has been blinded in the real model;
its blinding factors are the additive inverse of the sum of the random polynomials γ(D,C) and δ(D,C) unknown
to the adversary. In the ideal model, polynomial ν(D) is a uniformly random polynomial; thus, ν(D) in the
real model and ν(D) in the ideal model have identical distributions. Moreover, in the real model even though
the sum φ of polynomials ν(A1), ...,ν(Am),ν(D) would remove some of the blinding random polynomials, it
is still a blinded polynomial with a pseudorandom blinding factor γ′ (derived from the output of PRF),
unknown to the adversary. In the ideal model, the sum of polynomials ν(A1), ...,ν(Am),ν(D) is also a random
polynomial. Thus, the sum of the above polynomials in the real model is computationally indistinguishable
from the sum of those polynomials in the ideal model. We conclude that the two views are computationally
indistinguishable. 2

7 Definition of Multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation and Reward

In this section, we upgrade PSIFC to “multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation and Reward” (PSIFCR),
which (in addition to offering the features of PSIFC) allows honest clients who contribute their set to receive
a reward by a buyer who initiates the PSI computation and is interested in the result.
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In PSIFCR, there are (1) a set of clients {A1, ..., Am} a subset of which is potentially active adversaries
and may collude with each other, (2) a non-colluding dealer, D, potentially semi-honest, and (3) an auditor
Aud potentially semi-honest, where all clients (except Aud) have input set. Furthermore, in PSIFCR there
are two “extractor” clients, say A1 and A2, where (A1, A2) ∈ {A1, ..., Am}. These extractor clients volunteer
to extract the (encoded) elements of the intersection and send them to a public bulletin board, i.e., a smart
contract. In return, they will be paid. We assume these two extractors act rationally only when they want
to carry out the paid task of extracting the intersection and reporting it to the smart contract, so they can
maximise their profit.5 For simplicity, we let client Am be the buyer, i.e., the party which initiates the PSI
computation and is interested in the result.

The formal definition of PSIFCR is built upon the definition of PSIFC (presented in Section 4); neverthe-
less, in PSIFCR, we ensure that honest non-buyer clients receive a reward for participating in the protocol
and revealing a portion of their inputs deduced from the result. We: (i) upgrade the predicate QDel to QDel

R

to ensure that when honest clients receive the result, then an honest non-buyer client receives its deposit
back plus a reward and a buyer client receives its deposit back minus the paid reward, and (ii) upgrade the
predicate QUF-A to QUF-A

R to ensure when an adversary aborts in an unfair manner (i.e., aborts but learns the
result) then an honest party receives its deposit back plus a predefined amount of compensation plus a re-
ward. The other two predicates (i.e., QInit and QF-A) remain unchanged. Given the above changes, we denote
the four predicates as Q̄ := (QInit, QDel

R , QUF-A
R , QF-A). Below, we present the formal definition of predicates

QDel
R and QUF-A

R .

Definition 8 (QDel
R : Delivery-with-Reward predicate). Let G be a stable ledger, adrsc be smart contract

sc’s address, adri ∈ Adr be the address of an honest party, ẍ be a fixed amount of coins, and pram :=
(G, adrsc, ẍ). Let R be a reward function that takes as input the computation result: res, a party’s address:
adri, a reward a party should receive for each unit of revealed information: l̈, and input size: inSize. Then
R is defined as follows, if adri belongs to a non-buyer, then it returns the total amount that adri should be
rewarded and if adri belongs to a buyer client, then it returns the reward’s leftover that the buyer can collect,
i.e., R(res, adri, l̈, inSize) → ¨rewi. Then, the delivery with reward predicate QDel

R (pram, adri, res, l̈, inSize)
returns 1 if adri has sent ẍ amount to sc and received at least ẍ+ ¨rewi amount from it. Else, it returns 0.

Definition 9 (QUF-A
R : UnFair-Abort-with-Reward predicate). Let pram := (G, adrsc, ẍ) be the param-

eters defined above, and Adr′ ⊂ Adr be a set containing honest parties’ addresses, m′ = |Adr′|, and adri ∈
Adr′. Let also G be a compensation function that takes as input three parameters ( ¨deps, adri,m

′), where ¨deps
is the amount of coins that all m + 1 parties deposit, adri is an honest party’s address, and m′ = |Adr′|;
it returns the amount of compensation each honest party must receive, i.e., G( ¨deps, ardi,m

′) → ẍi. Let R
be the reward function defined above, i.e., R(res, adri, l̈, inSize) → ¨rewi, and let ˆpram := (res, l̈, inSize).
Then, predicate QUF-A

R is defined as QUF-A
R (pram, ˆpram,G,R, ¨deps,m′, adri) → (a, b), where a = 1 if adri is

an honest party’s address which has sent ẍ amount to sc and received ẍ + ẍi + ¨rewi from it, and b = 1 if
adri is an auditor’s address which received ẍi from sc. Otherwise, a = b = 0.

Next, we present the formal definition of multi-party PSI with Fair Compensation and Reward, PSIFCR.

Definition 10 (PSIFCR). Let fPSI be the multi-party PSI functionality defined in Section 4. We say protocol
Γ realises fPSI with Q̄-fairness-and-reward in the presence of m−3 static active-adversary clients Ajs and two
rational clients Ais or a static passive dealer D or passive auditor Aud, if for every non-uniform probabilistic
polynomial time adversary A for the real model, there exists a non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary (or simulator) Sim for the ideal model, such that for every I ∈ {A1, ..., Am, D,Aud}, it holds that:

{IdealW(fPSI,Q̄)

Sim(z),I (S1, ..., Sm+1)}S1,...,Sm+1,z

c≡ {RealΓA(z),I(S1, ..., Sm+1)}S1,...,Sm+1,z

where z is an auxiliary input given to A and W(fPSI, Q̄) is a functionality that wraps fPSI with predicates
Q̄ := (QInit, QDel

R , QUF-A
R , QF-A).

5 Thus, similar to any Ai in PSIFC, these extractors might be corrupted by an active adversary during the PSI
computation.
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8 Anesidora: A Concrete Construction of PSIFCR

8.1 Main Challenges to Overcome

Rewarding Clients Proportionate to the Intersection Cardinality. In PSIs, the main private infor-
mation about the clients which is revealed to a result recipient is the private set elements that the clients
have in common. Thus, honest clients must receive a reward proportionate to the intersection cardinality,
from a buyer. To receive the reward, the clients need to reach a consensus on the intersection cardinality.
The naive way to do that is to let every client find the intersection and declare it to the smart contract.
Under the assumption that the majority of clients are honest, then the smart contract can reward the honest
result recipient (from the buyer’s deposit). Nevertheless, the honest majority assumption is strong in the
context of multi-party PSI. Moreover, this approach requires all clients to extract the intersection, which
would increase the overall costs. Some clients may not even be interested in or available to do so. This task
could also be conducted by a single entity, such as the dealer; but this approach would introduce a single
point of failure and all clients have to depend on this entity. To address these challenges, we allow any two
clients to become extractors. Each of them finds and sends to the contract the (encrypted) elements in the
intersection. It is paid by the contract if the contract concludes that it is honest. This allows us to avoid (i)
the honest majority assumption, (ii) requiring all clients to find the intersection, and (iii) relying on a single
trusted/semi-honest party to complete the task.

Dealing with Extractors’ Collusion. Using two extractors itself introduces another challenge; namely,
they may collude with each other (and with the buyer) to provide a consistent but incorrect result, e.g.,
both may declare that only s1 is in the intersection while the actual intersection contains 100 set elements,
including s1. This behaviour will not be detected by a verifier unless the verifier always conducts the delegated
task itself too, which would defeat the purpose of delegation. To efficiently address this issue, we use the
counter-collusion smart contracts (outlined in Section 3.4) which creates distrust between the two extractors
and incentivises them to act honestly.

8.2 Description of Anesidora (ANE)

An Overview. To construct ANE, we mainly use JUS, deterministic encryption, “double-layered” commit-
ments, the hash-based padding technique (from Section 3.9), and the counter-collusion smart contracts. At
a high level, ANE works as follows. First, all clients run step 1 of JUS to agree on a set of parameters and
JUS’s smart contract. They deploy another smart contract, say SCANE. They also agree on a secret key, mk′.
Next, the buyer places a certain deposit into SCANE. This deposit will be distributed among honest clients as
a reward. The extractors and D deploy one of the counter-collusion smart contracts, i.e., SCPC. These three
parties deposit a certain amount on this contract. Each honest extractor will receive a portion of D’s deposit
for carrying out its task honestly and each dishonest extractor will lose a portion of its deposit for acting
maliciously. Then, each client encrypts its set elements (under mk′ using deterministic encryption) and then
represents the encrypted elements as a polynomial. The reason each client encrypts its set elements is to
ensure that the privacy of the plaintext elements in the intersection will be preserved from the public.

Next, the extractors commit to the encryption of their set elements and publish the commitments. All
clients (including D) take the rest of the steps in JUS using their input polynomials. This results in a blinded
polynomial, whose correctness is checked by JUS’s smart contact.

If JUS’s smart contact approves the result’s correctness, then all parties receive the money that they
deposited in JUS’s contract. In this case, each extractor finds the set elements in the intersection. Each
extractor proves to SCANE that the encryptions of the elements in the intersection are among the commitments
that the extractor previously published. If SCANE accepts both extractors’ proofs, then it pays each client
(except the buyer) a reward, where the reward is taken from the buyer’s deposit. The extractors receive their
deposits back and are paid for carrying out the task honestly. Nevertheless, if SCANE does not accept one of
the extractors’ proofs (or one extractor betrays the other), then it invokes the auditor in the counter-collusion
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contracts to identify the misbehaving extractor. Then, SCANE pays each honest client (except the buyer) a
reward, taken from the misbehaving extractor. SCANE also refunds the buyer’s deposit.

If JUS’s smart contact does not approve the result’s correctness and Aud identified misbehaving clients,
then honest clients will receive (1) their deposit back from JUS’s contract, and (2) compensation and reward,
taken from misbehaving clients. Moreover, the buyer and extractors receive their deposit back from SCANE.
Figure 5 outlines the interaction between parties.
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<latexit sha1_base64="aQijfnt4IwBgR7LSkbw3Zba1WFk=">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</latexit>commk

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="9mKKQNWT6+P75crqjxnnkiusHqQ=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbHW9Wlm2BbcFVmCl6WRTcuK9gLtEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0DcQt/oc7sStL+Fj+AZm2llo64HAxzn/T/hPGDOqjed9OYWNza3tneKuu7d/cHhUOj5pa5koTFpYMqm6IdKEUUFahhpGurEiiIeMdMLJXZZ3pkRpKsWjmcUk4GgkaEQxMplV4ZPKoFT2at5CcB38HMogV3NQ+u4PJU44EQYzpHXP92ITpEgZihmZu9WVWCo6JThIGRNYz91+okmM8ASNSM+iQJzoIF2cModV6wxhJJV9wsCF+3sjRVzrGQ/tJEdmrFezzPwv6yUmuglSKuLEEIGXH0UJg0bCrBc4pIpgw2YWEFbUngLxGCmEjW3PtR35q42sQ7te869qlw/1cuM2b6sIzsA5uAA+uAYNcA+aoAUwGINn8AJenSfnzXl3PpajBSffOQV/5Hz+ANM/mtg=</latexit>

mk

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">AAADPHicfVLLbtQwFHXCq4RHW1iysZiMVCQ0SirxWFaUBcsimLbSJIwcj2fGqh+RfVNpsPIDfA1bWPAf7NmhbrvGM0mrzkNcydbRvef4+h67KAW3kCS/g/DW7Tt3723djx48fPR4e2f3ybHVlaGsT7XQ5rQglgmuWB84CHZaGkZkIdhJcXY4r5+cM2O5Vp9hVrJckoniY04J+NRwN+hE8aehyyw1vIR2h5lgGSVlHUdR1I2zQmaq+uLwOgs7jN3e4VC+qGs8pzfscsqXpRuUjfS9F9YxjiLckL8yINfHmKneKL1q+rJRX9G1ZBPyn17XioyONODFRflm/s256ni400l6ySLwOkhb0EFtHHlbUTbStJJMARXE2kGalJA7YoBTweqou1LWhp8zmjshFLV1lFWWlYSekQkbeKiIZDZ3i9eucddnRnisjV8K8CJ7U+GItHYmC8+UBKZ2tTZPbqoNKhi/zR1XZQVM0abRuBIYNJ5/HTzihlEQMw+IN8uPgumUGELBf7ClLoWsvWfpqkPr4Hi/l77uvfq43zl417q3hZ6h52gPpegNOkAf0BHqIxp8C74HP4Kf4a/wT/g3vGioYdBqnqKlCC//AawoBb8=</latexit>

S\

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\
<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\

<latexit sha1_base64="VPdLmxTT1TtGhuqFPTzgBCB8Lt4=">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</latexit>

S\

(4)
<latexit sha1_base64="H7PVn6GEqH3fYb4HKLWGWamaeSw=">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</latexit>g

(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="6e6NWfMbNJrftfWqdw/4VLtKr0k=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxGIUzXut4q7p0E2yLrspMwcuy6MZlBacttEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0EcQt/oc7sStD+Fj+Aam7Sy09UDg45z/J/wnShjVxvO+nLX1jc2t7cKOu7u3f3BYPDpuapkqTAIsmVTtCGnCqCCBoYaRdqII4hEjrWh0N8tbY6I0leLRTBIScjQQNKYYGWsFZT46L/eKJa/qzQVXwc+hBHI1esXvbl/ilBNhMENad3wvMWGGlKGYkalbWYqlomOCw4wxgfXU7aaaJAiP0IB0LArEiQ6z+S1TWLFOH8ZS2ScMnLu/NzLEtZ7wyE5yZIZ6OZuZ/2Wd1MQ3YUZFkhoi8OKjOGXQSDgrBvapItiwiQWEFbWnQDxECmFj63NtR/5yI6vQrFX9q+rlQ61Uv83bKoBTcAYugA+uQR3cgwYIAAYUPIMX8Oo8OW/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T8EfO5w85T5sJ</latexit>

mk
0

<latexit sha1_base64="6e6NWfMbNJrftfWqdw/4VLtKr0k=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxGIUzXut4q7p0E2yLrspMwcuy6MZlBacttEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0EcQt/oc7sStD+Fj+Aam7Sy09UDg45z/J/wnShjVxvO+nLX1jc2t7cKOu7u3f3BYPDpuapkqTAIsmVTtCGnCqCCBoYaRdqII4hEjrWh0N8tbY6I0leLRTBIScjQQNKYYGWsFZT46L/eKJa/qzQVXwc+hBHI1esXvbl/ilBNhMENad3wvMWGGlKGYkalbWYqlomOCw4wxgfXU7aaaJAiP0IB0LArEiQ6z+S1TWLFOH8ZS2ScMnLu/NzLEtZ7wyE5yZIZ6OZuZ/2Wd1MQ3YUZFkhoi8OKjOGXQSDgrBvapItiwiQWEFbWnQDxECmFj63NtR/5yI6vQrFX9q+rlQ61Uv83bKoBTcAYugA+uQR3cgwYIAAYUPIMX8Oo8OW/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T8EfO5w85T5sJ</latexit>

mk
0

<latexit sha1_base64="6e6NWfMbNJrftfWqdw/4VLtKr0k=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxGIUzXut4q7p0E2yLrspMwcuy6MZlBacttEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0EcQt/oc7sStD+Fj+Aam7Sy09UDg45z/J/wnShjVxvO+nLX1jc2t7cKOu7u3f3BYPDpuapkqTAIsmVTtCGnCqCCBoYaRdqII4hEjrWh0N8tbY6I0leLRTBIScjQQNKYYGWsFZT46L/eKJa/qzQVXwc+hBHI1esXvbl/ilBNhMENad3wvMWGGlKGYkalbWYqlomOCw4wxgfXU7aaaJAiP0IB0LArEiQ6z+S1TWLFOH8ZS2ScMnLu/NzLEtZ7wyE5yZIZ6OZuZ/2Wd1MQ3YUZFkhoi8OKjOGXQSDgrBvapItiwiQWEFbWnQDxECmFj63NtR/5yI6vQrFX9q+rlQ61Uv83bKoBTcAYugA+uQR3cgwYIAAYUPIMX8Oo8OW/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T8EfO5w85T5sJ</latexit>

mk 0

<latexit sha1_base64="6e6NWfMbNJrftfWqdw/4VLtKr0k=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxGIUzXut4q7p0E2yLrspMwcuy6MZlBacttEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0EcQt/oc7sStD+Fj+Aam7Sy09UDg45z/J/wnShjVxvO+nLX1jc2t7cKOu7u3f3BYPDpuapkqTAIsmVTtCGnCqCCBoYaRdqII4hEjrWh0N8tbY6I0leLRTBIScjQQNKYYGWsFZT46L/eKJa/qzQVXwc+hBHI1esXvbl/ilBNhMENad3wvMWGGlKGYkalbWYqlomOCw4wxgfXU7aaaJAiP0IB0LArEiQ6z+S1TWLFOH8ZS2ScMnLu/NzLEtZ7wyE5yZIZ6OZuZ/2Wd1MQ3YUZFkhoi8OKjOGXQSDgrBvapItiwiQWEFbWnQDxECmFj63NtR/5yI6vQrFX9q+rlQ61Uv83bKoBTcAYugA+uQR3cgwYIAAYUPIMX8Oo8OW/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T8EfO5w85T5sJ</latexit>

mk 0

<latexit sha1_base64="H7PVn6GEqH3fYb4HKLWGWamaeSw=">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</latexit>g

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(6)

<latexit sha1_base64="hb3tSBDx0LVxbbJZiWZEMvnlPOw=">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</latexit>

A1

<latexit sha1_base64="9v1xHK5it0SHVyzlbHB5nh97eG4=">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</latexit>

A2

<latexit sha1_base64="PM/k+XiVcB2Xl/lRHjsFVK/TY6I=">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</latexit>

A3

<latexit sha1_base64="RrsVSGcF0SXTIGowb1KsQFgza4c=">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</latexit>

Am(7)

(5)

(5) <latexit sha1_base64="M0dpF3/gylMY4qbJ4vn7WbUuXmc=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="jnCAVmEBKKpHWTtSAJ31SHyoa40=">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</latexit>SCANE

<latexit sha1_base64="GFBgdPviRe1EMA52ZlSh+T2YeNQ=">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</latexit>SCPC

<latexit sha1_base64="hss56y/pdhEAIQxkTztojY8P4/k=">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</latexit>SCTC
<latexit sha1_base64="MkoiqjqRnDPKpsNvRsHmG9snVTc=">AAACJXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqksRgm3BVUkKPpbFbsRVpfYBbSiT6bQdOpmEmZtCCVn5MeJWv8OdCK78Bv/ASduFth4YOHPOvVzO8ULOFNj2p5FZW9/Y3Mpumzu7e/sHucOjpgoiSWiDBDyQbQ8rypmgDWDAaTuUFPsepy1vXE391oRKxQLxANOQuj4eCjZgBIOWernTQtfHMCKYx/Vq0otnP4D4rlFPkkIvl7dL9gzWKnEWJI8WqPVy391+QCKfCiAcK9Vx7BDcGEtghNPELC7ZgWQTStyYc0FUYnYjRUNMxnhIO5oK7FPlxrOUiVXUSt8aBFI/AdZM/b0RY1+pqe/pyTSEWvZS8T+vE8Hg2o2ZCCOggswPDSJuQWCllVl9JikBPtUEE8l0FIuMsMQEdLGm7shZbmSVNMsl57J0cV/OV24WbWXRCTpD58hBV6iCblENNRBBj+gZvaBX48l4M96Nj/loxljsHKM/ML5+ABZEph4=</latexit>SCJUS

(4)
(6)

(3)

<latexit sha1_base64="6e6NWfMbNJrftfWqdw/4VLtKr0k=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxGIUzXut4q7p0E2yLrspMwcuy6MZlBacttEPJpJk2NJchyRTK0EcQt/oc7sStD+Fj+Aam7Sy09UDg45z/J/wnShjVxvO+nLX1jc2t7cKOu7u3f3BYPDpuapkqTAIsmVTtCGnCqCCBoYaRdqII4hEjrWh0N8tbY6I0leLRTBIScjQQNKYYGWsFZT46L/eKJa/qzQVXwc+hBHI1esXvbl/ilBNhMENad3wvMWGGlKGYkalbWYqlomOCw4wxgfXU7aaaJAiP0IB0LArEiQ6z+S1TWLFOH8ZS2ScMnLu/NzLEtZ7wyE5yZIZ6OZuZ/2Wd1MQ3YUZFkhoi8OKjOGXQSDgrBvapItiwiQWEFbWnQDxECmFj63NtR/5yI6vQrFX9q+rlQ61Uv83bKoBTcAYugA+uQR3cgwYIAAYUPIMX8Oo8OW/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T8EfO5w85T5sJ</latexit>

m
k 0

<latexit sha1_base64="W8nIoGguYMQgase+ze4NWtTOKGE=">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</latexit>comi,j

<latexit sha1_base64="00vYc6BXa0wrQZCECZCMx5pDAaU=">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</latexit>

hi

<latexit sha1_base64="f5VKaKPLtTce6vx/yArCz9FxpZs=">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</latexit>

x̂
<latexit sha1_base64="3vAOEk2cEjFVeMKXzfDCp0+kmCM=">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</latexit>

x̂0 := (ēi, qi), , ,

<latexit sha1_base64="W8nIoGguYMQgase+ze4NWtTOKGE=">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</latexit>comi,j

<latexit sha1_base64="00vYc6BXa0wrQZCECZCMx5pDAaU=">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</latexit>

hi

<latexit sha1_base64="f5VKaKPLtTce6vx/yArCz9FxpZs=">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</latexit>

x̂
<latexit sha1_base64="3vAOEk2cEjFVeMKXzfDCp0+kmCM=">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</latexit>

x̂0 := (ēi, qi), , ,

Ex
tra

ct
or

Ex
tra

ct
or

<latexit sha1_base64="bDM+HEkw/ipnYPMRKJpEncqYnRM=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 5: Outline of the interactions between parties in Anesidora

Detailed Description of ANE. Next, we describe the protocol in more detail (Table 1 summarises the main
notations used).

1. All clients in CL = {A1, ..., Am, D} together run step 1 of JUS (in Section 6.2) to deploy JUS’s contract
SCJUS and agree on a master key, mk.

2. All clients in CL deploy a new smart contract, SCANE. The address of SCANE is given to all clients.
3. The buyer, client Am, before time t1 deposits Smin · v̈ amount to SCANE.
4. All clients after time t2 > t1 ensure that the buyer has deposited Smin · v̈ amount on SCANE. Otherwise,

they abort.
5. D signs SCPC with the extractors. SCANE transfers Smin · r̈ amount (from the buyer deposit) to SCPC for

each extractor. This is the maximum amount to be paid to an honest extractor for honestly declaring
the elements of the intersection. Each extractor deposits d̈′ = d̈ + Smin · f̈ amount in SCPC at time t3.
At time t4 all clients ensure that the extractors deposited enough coins; otherwise, they withdraw their
deposit and abort.

6. D encrypts mk under the public key of the dispute resolver (in SCPC); let ctmk be the resulting ciphertext.
It also generates a commitment of mk as follows: z′ = PRF(mk, 0), commk = Com(mk, z′). It stores ctmk
and commk in SCANE.

7. All clients in CL engage in CT to agree on another key, mk′.
8. Each client in CL maps the elements of its set S : {s1, ..., sc} to random values by encrypting them as:
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ c : ei = PRP(mk′, si). Then, it encodes its encrypted set element as ēi = ei||H(ei). After
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that, it constructs a hash table HT and inserts the encoded elements into the table. ∀i : H(ēi) = j, then
ēi → HTj. It pads every bin with random dummy elements to d elements (if needed). Then, for every

bin, it builds a polynomial whose roots are the bin’s content: π(I) =
d∏
i=1

(x− e′i), where e′i is either ēi, or

a dummy value.
9. Every extractor in {A1, A2}:

(a) for each j-th bin, commits to the bin’s elements: comi,j = Com(e′i, qi), where qi is a fresh randomness
used for the commitment and e′i is either ēi, or a dummy value of the bin.

(b) constructs a Merkel tree on top of all committed values: MT.genTree(com1,1, ..., comd,h)→ g.
(c) stores the Merkel tree’s root g on SCANE.

10. All clients in CL run steps 3–11 of JUS, where each client now deposits (in the SCJUS) ÿ′ amount where
ÿ′ > Smin · v̈ + c̈h. Recall, at the end of step 11 of JUS for each j-th bin (i) a random polynomial ζ has
been registered in SCJUS, (ii) a polynomial φ (blinded by a random polynomial γ′) has been extracted
by SCJUS, and (iii) SCJUS has checked this polynomial’s correctness. If the latter check:

• passes (i.e., Flag = True): all parties run step 12 of JUS (with a minor difference, see Section 8.3).
In this case, each party receives ÿ′ amount it deposited in SCJUS. They proceed to step 11 below.

• fails (i.e., Flag = False): all parties run step 13 of JUS. In this case, (as in JUS) Aud is paid c̈h
amount, and each honest party receives back its deposit, i.e., ÿ′ amount. Also, from the misbehaving

parties’ deposit m′·ÿ′−c̈h
m−m′ amount is sent to each honest client, to reward and compensate the client

Smin · l̈ and m′·ÿ′−c̈h
m−m′ − Smin · l̈ amounts respectively, where m′ is the total number of misbehaving

parties. Moreover, SCANE returns to the buyer its deposit (i.e., Smin · v̈ amount paid to SCANE), and
returns to each extractor its deposit, i.e., d̈′ amount paid to SCPC. Then, the protocol halts.

11. Every extractor client:
(a) finds the elements in the intersection. To do so, it first encodes each of its set elements to get ēi, as

explained in step 8. Then, it determines to which bin the encrypted value belongs, i.e., j = H(ēi).
Next, it evaluates the resulting polynomial (for that bin) at the encrypted element. It considers the
element in the intersection if the evaluation is zero, i.e., φ(ēi)− ζ(ēi) · γ′(ēi) = 0. If the extractor is
a traitor, by this point it should have signed SCTC with D and provided all the inputs (e.g., correct
result) to SCTC.

(b) proves that every element in the intersection is among the elements it has committed to. Specifically,
for each element in the intersection, say ēi, it sends to SCANE:
• commitment comi,j (generated in step 9a, for ēi) and its opening x̂′ := (ēi, qi).
• proof hi that asserts comi,j is a leaf node of a Merkel tree with root g.

(c) sends the opening of commitment commk, i.e., pair x̂ := (mk, z′), to SCANE. This is done only once
for all elements in the intersection.

12. Contract SCANE:
(a) verifies the opening of the commitment for mk, i.e., Ver(commk, x̂) = 1. If the verification passes,

it generates the index of the bin to which ēi belongs, i.e., j = H(ēi). It uses mk to derive the
pseudorandom polynomial γ′ for j-th bin.

(b) checks whether (i) the opening of commitment is valid, (ii) the Merkle tree proof is valid, and (iii)
the encrypted element is the resulting polynomial’s root. Specifically, it ensures that the following
relation holds:(

Ver(comi,j, x̂
′) = 1

)
∧
(
MT.verify(hi, g) = 1

)
∧
(
φ(ēi)− ζ(ēi) · γ′(ēi) = 0

)
13. The parties are paid as follows.

• if all proofs of both extractors are valid, both extractors provided identical elements of the intersec-
tions (for each bin), and there is no traitor, then SCANE:
(a) takes |S∩| ·m · l̈ amount from the buyer’s deposit (in SCANE) and distributes it among all clients,

except the buyer.
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(b) calls SCPC which returns the extractors’ deposit (i.e., d̈′ amount each) and pays each extractor
|S∩| · r̈ amount, for doing their job correctly.

(c) checks if |S∩| < Smin. If the check passes, then it returns (Smin − |S∩|) · v̈ amount to the buyer.

• if both extractors failed to deliver any result, then SCANE:
(a) refunds the buyer, by sending Smin · v̈ amount (deposited in SCANE) back to the buyer.
(b) retrieves each extractor’s deposit (i.e., d̈ amount) from the SCPC and distributes it among the

rest of the clients (except the buyer and extractors).

• Otherwise (e.g., if some proofs are invalid, if an extractor’s result is inconsistent with the other
extractor’s result, or there is a traitor), SCANE invokes (steps 8.c and 9 of) SCPC and its auditor to
identify the misbehaving extractor, with the help of ctmk after decrypting it. Then, SCANE asks SCPC

to pay the auditor the total amount of c̈h taken from the deposit of the extractor(s) who provided
incorrect result to SCANE. Moreover,

(a) if both extractors cheated:

i. if there is no traitor, then SCANE refunds the buyer, by sending Smin · v̈ amount (deposited in
SCANE) back to the buyer. It also distributes 2 · d̈′ − c̈h amount (taken from the extractors’
deposit in SCPC) among the rest of clients (except the buyer and extractors).

ii. if there is a traitor, then:

A. if the traitor delivered a correct result in SCTC, SCANE retrieves d̈′ − d̈ amount from the
other dishonest extractor’s deposit (in SCPC) and distributes it among the rest of the clients
(except the buyer and dishonest extractor). Also, it asks SCPC to send |S∩| · r̈+ d̈′+ d̈− c̈h
amount to the traitor (via SCTC). SCTC refunds the traitor’s deposit, i.e., c̈h amount. It
refunds the buyer, by sending Smin · v̈ − |S∩| · r̈ amount (deposited in SCANE) back to it.

B. if the traitor delivered an incorrect result in SCTC, SCANE pays the buyer and rest of clients
in the same way it does in step 13(a)i. SCTC refunds the traitor, i.e., c̈h amount.

(b) if one of the extractors cheated:

i. if there is no traitor, then SCANE calls SCPC that (a) returns the honest extractor’s deposit
(i.e., d̈′ amount), (b) pays this extractor |S∩| · r̈ amount, for doing its job honestly, and (c)
pays this extractor d̈ − c̈h amount taken from the dishonest extractor’s deposit. SCANE pays
the buyer and the rest of the clients in the same way it does in step 13(a)iiA.

ii. if there is a traitor

A. if the traitor delivered a correct result in SCTC (but it cheated in SCANE), then SCANE calls
SCPC that (a) returns the other honest extractor’s deposit (i.e., d̈′ amount), (b) pays the
honest extractor |S∩| · r̈ amount taken from the buyer’s deposit, for doing its job honestly,
(c) pays the honest extractor d̈−c̈h amount taken from the traitor’s deposit, (d) pays to the
traitor |S∩| · r̈ amount taken from the buyer’s deposit (via the SCTC), and (e) refunds the
traitor d̈′− d̈ amount taken from its own deposit. SCTC refunds the traitor’s deposit (i.e., c̈h
amount). SCANE takes |S∩| ·m · l̈ amount from the buyer’s deposit (in SCANE) and distributes
it among all clients, except the buyer. If |S∩| < Smin, then SCANE returns (Smin − |S∩|) · v̈
amount (deposited in SCANE) back to the buyer.

B. if the traitor delivered an incorrect result in SCTC (and it cheated in SCANE), then SCANE pays
the honest extractor in the same way it does in step 13(b)iiA. SCTC refunds the traitor’s
deposit, i.e., c̈h amount. Also, SCANE pays the buyer and the rest of the clients in the same
way it does in step 13(a)iiA.

Theorem 9. If PRP, PRF, the commitment scheme, smart contracts, the Merkle tree scheme, JUS and the
counter-collusion contracts are secure and the public key encryption is semantically secure, then ANE realises
fPSI with Q̄-fairness-and-reward (w.r.t. Definition 10) in the presence of m−3 static active-adversary clients
Ajs and two rational clients Ais or a static passive dealer D or passive auditor Aud, or passive public which
sees the intersection cardinality.

Before we prove Theorem 9 in Section 8.4, we present several remarks on the ANE.
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8.3 Further Discussion on Anesidora

There is a simpler but costlier approach to finding the intersection without involving the extractors; that
is the smart contract finds the (encoded) elements of the intersection and distributes the parties’ deposit
according to the number of elements it finds. This approach is simpler, as we do not need the involvement
of (i) the extractors and (ii) the three counter collusion contracts. Nevertheless, it is costlier, because the
contract itself needs to factorise the unblinded resulting polynomial and find the roots, which would cost it
O(d2) for each bin, where d is the size of each bin. Our proposed approach however moves such a computation
off-chain, leading to a lower monetary computation cost.

The reason each client uses the hash-based padding to encode each encrypted element ei as ēi = ei||H(ei)
is to allow the auditor in the counter collusion contracts to find the error-free intersection, without having
to access to one of the original (encrypted) sets.

Compared to JUS, there is a minor difference in finding the result in ANE. Specifically, because in ANE

each set element si is encoded as (i) ei = PRP(mk′, si) and then (ii) ēi = ei||H(ei) by a client, then when the
client wants to find the intersection it needs to first regenerate ēi as above and then treat it as a set element
to check if φ′(ēi) = 0, in step 12(b)iii of JUS.

In ANE, each extractor uses double-layered commitments (i.e., it first commits to the encryption of each
element and then constructs a Merkle tree on top of all commitments) for efficiency and privacy purposes.
Constructing a Merkle tree on top of the commitments allows the extractor to store only a single value in
SCANE would impose a much lower storage cost compared to the case where it would store all commitments
in SCANE. Also, committing to the elements’ encryption allows it to hide from other clients the encryption
of those elements that are not in the intersection. Recall that encrypting each element is not sufficient to
protect one client’s elements from the rest of the clients, as they all know the decryption key.

To increase their reward, malicious clients may be tempted to insert “garbage” elements into their sets
with the hope that those garbage elements appear in the result and accordingly they receive a higher reward.
However, they would not succeed as long as there exists a semi-honest client (e.g., dealer D) which uses actual
set elements. In this case, by the set intersection definition, those garbage elements will not appear in the
intersection.

In ANE, for the sake of simplicity, we let each party receive a fixed reward, i.e., l̈, for every element it
contributes to the intersection. However, it is possible to make the process more flexible/generic. For instance,
we could define a Reward Function RF that takes l̈, an (encoded) set element ei in the intersection, its
distribution/value valei , and output a reward rewei that each party should receive for contributing that

element to the intersection, i.e., RF (l̈, ei, valei)→ rewei .

8.4 Proof of ANE

In this section, we prove Theorem 9, i.e., the security of ANE.

Proof. We prove the theorem by considering the case where each party is corrupt, at a time.

Case 1: Corrupt extractors {A1, A2} and m − 3 clients in {A3, ..., Am}. Let set G include extractors
{A1, A2} and a set of at most m − 3 corrupt clients in {A3, ..., Am}. Let set Ĝ be a set of honest clients
in {A3, ..., Am}. Also, let SimANE

A be the simulator. We let the simulator interact with (i) active adversary
A′ that may corrupt m − 3 clients in {A3, ..., Am}, and (ii) two rational adversaries A′′ := (A1,A2) that
corrupt extractors (A1, A2) component-wise. In the simulation, before the point where the extractors are
invoked to provide proofs and results, the simulator directly deals with active adversary A′. However, when
the extractors are involved (to generate proofs and extract the result) we require the simulator to interact
with each rational adversary A1 and A2. We allow these two subroutine adversaries (A′,A′′) to internally
interact with each other. Now, we explain how SimANE

A , which receives the input sets of honest dealer D and
honest client(s) in Ĝ, works.

1. constructs and deploys two smart contracts (for JUS and ANE). It sends the contracts’ addresses to A′.
It also simulates CT and receives the output value, mk, from its functionality, fCT.
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2. deposits Smin · v̈ amount to SCANE if buyer Am is honest, i.e., Am ∈ Ĝ. Otherwise, SimANE

A
checks if A′ has

deposited Smin · v̈ amount in SCANE. If the check fails, it instructs the ledger to refund the coins that every
party deposited and sends message abort1 to TTP (and accordingly to all parties); it outputs whatever
A′ outputs and then halts.

3. constructs and deploys a (Prisoner’s) contract and transfers ẅ = Smin · r̈ amount for each extractor.
SimANE

A ensures that each extractor deposited d̈′ = d̈+Smin · f̈ coins in this contract; otherwise, it instructs
the ledger to refund the coins that every party deposited and sends message abort1 to TTP; it outputs
whatever A′ outputs and then halts.

4. encrypts mk under the public key of the dispute resolver; let ctmk be the resulting ciphertext. It also
generates a commitment of mk as follows: commk = Com(mk, PRF(mk, 0)). It stores ctmk and commk in
SCANE.

5. simulates CT again and receives the output value mk′ from fCT.
6. receives from A′ a Merkle tree’s root g′ for each extractor.
7. simulates the steps of 3–11 in JUS. For completeness, we include the steps that the simulator takes in

this proof. Specifically, SimANE

A
:

(a) simulates ZSPA-A for each bin and receives the output value (k, g, q) from f ZSPA-A.
(b) deposits in the contract the amount of ÿ′ = Smin · v̈+ c̈h for client D and each honest client in Ĝ. It

sends to A′ the amount deposited in the contract.
(c) checks if A′ has deposited ÿ′ · |G| amount (in addition to d̈′ amount deposited in step 3 above). If the

check fails, it instructs the ledger to refund the coins that every party deposited and sends message
abort1 to TTP (and accordingly to all parties); it outputs whatever A′ outputs and then halts.

(d) picks a random polynomial ζ of degree 1, for each bin. SimANE

A , for each client C ∈ {A1, ..., Am}
allocates to each bin two degree d random polynomials: (ω(D,C),ρ(D,C)), and two degree 3d + 1
random polynomials: (γ(D,C), δ(D,C)). Also, SimANE

A for each honest client C ′ ∈ Ĝ, for each bin, picks
two degree d random polynomials: (ω(C′,D), ρ(C′,D)).

(e) simulates VOPR using inputs ζ ·ω(D,C) and γ(D,C) for each bin. It receives the inputs of clients C ′′ ∈ G,
i.e., ω(C′′,D) · π(C′′), from its functionality f VOPR, for each bin.

(f) extracts the roots of polynomial ω(C′′,D) ·π(C′′) for each bin and appends those roots that are in the
sets universe to a new set S(C′′).

(g) simulates again VOPR using inputs ζ · ρ(D,C) · π(D) and δ(D,C), for each bin.
(h) sends to TTP the input sets of all parties; specifically, (i) client D’s input set: S(D), (ii) honest clients’

input sets: S(C′) for all C ′ in Ĝ, and (iii) A′’s input sets: S(C′′), for all C ′′ in G. For each bin, it
receives the intersection set, S∩, from TTP.

(i) represents the intersection set for each bin as a polynomial, π, as follows. First, it encrypts each
element si of S∩ as ei = PRP(mk′, si). Second, it encodes each encrypted element as ēi = ei||H(ei).

Third, it constructs π as π =
|S∩|∏
i=1

(x− si) ·
d−|S∩|∏
j=1

(x− uj), where uj is a dummy value.

(j) constructs polynomials θ(C′)
1 = ζ ·ω(D,C′) ·ω(C′,D) ·π+γ(D,C′),θ(C′)

2 = ζ ·ρ(D,C′) ·ρ(C′,D) ·π+δ(D,C′), and

ν(C′) = θ(C′)
1 + θ(C′)

2 + τ (C′), for each bin and each honest client C ′ ∈ Ĝ, such that τ (C) =
3d+2∑
i=0

zi,c · xi

and each value zi,c is derived from key k generated in step 7a. It sends to A′ polynomial ν(C′) for
each bin and each honest client C ′ ∈ Ĝ.

(k) receives ν(C′′) from A′, for each bin and each corrupt client C ′′ ∈ G. It checks whether the output
for every C ′′ has been provided. Otherwise, it halts.

(l) if there is any abort within steps 7e–7k, then it sends abort2 to TTP and instructs the ledger to
refund the coins that every party deposited. It outputs whatever A′ outputs and then halts.

(m) constructs polynomial ν(D) = ζ · ω′(D) · π −
Am∑
C=A1

(γ(D,C) + δ(D,C)) + ζ · γ′ for each bin on behalf of

client D, where ω′(D)
is a fresh random polynomial of degree d and γ′ is a pseudorandom polynomial

derived from mk.
(n) sends to A′ polynomials ν(D) and ζ for each bin.
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(o) computes polynomial φ′ as φ′ =
∑

∀C′′∈G
ν(C′′)− ∑

∀C′′∈G
(γ(D,C′′)+δ(D,C′′)), for every bin. Next, it checks if

ζ divides φ′, for every bin. If the check passes, it sets Flag = True. Otherwise, it sets Flag = False.
(p) if Flag = True, then instructs the ledger to send back each party’s deposit, i.e., ÿ′ amount. It sends

a message deliver to TTP. It proceeds to step 8 below.
(q) if Flag = False:

i. receives |G| keys of the PRF from A′, i.e.,
#»

k ′ = [k′1, ..., k
′
|G|], for every bin.

ii. checks if k′j = k, for every k′j ∈
#»

k ′. Recall, k was generated in step 3. It constructs an empty list
L′ and appends to it the indices (e.g., j) of the keys that do not pass the above check.

iii. receives from f ZSPA-A the output containing a vector of random polynomials, #»µ ′, for each valid key.
iv. sends to A′, L′ and #»µ ′, for every bin.
v. for each bin of client C whose index is not in L′ computes polynomial χ(D,C) as χ(D,C) = ζ ·
η(D,C) − (γ(D,C) + δ(D,C)), where η(D,C) is a fresh random polynomial of degree 3d+ 1. Note that
C includes both honest and corrupt clients, except those clients whose index is in L′. SimANE

A sends
every polynomial χ(D,C) to A′.

vi. given each ν(C′′) (by A′ in step 7k), computes polynomial φ′(C
′′)

as follows: φ′(C
′′)

= ν(C′′) −
γ(D,C′′) − δ(D,C′′), for every bin. SimANE

A checks if ζ divides φ′(C
′′)

, for every bin. It appends the
index of those clients that did not pass the above check to a new list, L′′.

vii. if L′ or L′′ is not empty, then instructs the ledger: (a) to refund ÿ′ amount to each client whose
index is not in L′ and L′′, (b) to retrieve c̈h amount from the adversary (i.e., one of the parties
whose index is in one of the lists) and send the c̈h amount to Aud, and (c) to reward and

compensate each honest party (whose index is not in the two lists) m′·ÿ′−c̈h
m−m′ amount, where

m′ = |L′|+ |L′′|. Then, it sends message abort3 to TTP.
viii. outputs whatever A′ outputs and halts.

8. for each I ∈ {1, 2}, receives from AI (1) a set E(I) of encoded encrypted elements, e.g., ēi, in the
intersection, (2) each ēi’s commitment comi,j, (3) each comi,j’s opening x̂′, (4) a proof hi that each
comi,j is a leaf node of a Merkle tree with root g′ (given to simulator in step 6 above), and (5) the
opening x̂ of commitment commk.

9. encrypts each element si of S∩ as ei = PRP(mk′, si). Then, it encodes each encrypted element as ēi =
ei||H(ei). Let set S′ include all encoded encrypted elements in the intersection.

10. sings a SCTC with AI , if AI decides to be a traitor extractor. In this case, AI , provides the intersection
to SCTC. SimANE

A checks this intersection’s validity. Shortly (in step 16b), we will explain how SimANE

A acts
based on the outcome of this check.

11. checks if each set E(I) equals set S′.
12. checks if comi,j matches the opening x̂′ and the opening corresponds to a unique element in S′.
13. verifies each commitment’s proof, hi. Specifically, given the proof and root g, it ensures the commitment

comi,j is a leaf node of a Merkle tree with a root node g′. It also checks whether the opening x̂ matches
commk.

14. if all the checks in steps 11–13 pass, then instructs the ledger (i) to take |S∩| ·m · l̈ amount from the
buyer’s deposit and distributes it among all clients, except the buyer, (ii) to return the extractors deposit
(i.e., d̈′ amount each) and pay each extractor |S∩| · r̈ amount, and (iii) to return (Smin− |S∩|) · v̈ amount
to the buyer.

15. if neither extractor sends the extractor’s set intersection (E(A1), E(A2)) in step 8, then instructs the ledger
(i) to refund the buyer, by sending Smin · v̈ amount back to the buyer and (ii) to retrieve each extractor’s
deposit (i.e., d̈′ amount) from SCPC and distribute it among the rest of the clients (except the buyer and
extractors).

16. if the checks in step 14 fail or in step 15 both A1 and A2 send the extractors’ set intersection but they
are inconsistent with each other, then it tags the extractor whose proof or set intersection was invalid as
a misbehaving extractor. SimANE

A instructs the ledger to pay the auditor (of SCPC) the total amount of c̈h
coins taken from the misbehaving extractor(s) deposit. Furthermore, SimANE

A takes the following steps.
(a) if both extractors cheated and there is no traitor, then instructs the ledger (i) to refund the buyer

Smin · v̈ amount, and (ii) to take 2d̈′ − c̈h amount from the misbehaving extractors’ deposit and
distribute it to the rest of the clients except the buyer and extractors.
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(b) if both extractors cheated, there is a traitor, and the traitor delivered a correct result (in step 10),
then instructs the ledger (i) to take d̈′ − d̈ amount from the other misbehaving extractor’s deposit
and distribute it among the rest of the clients (except the buyer and dishonest extractor), (ii) to
distribute |S∩| · r̈ + d̈′ + d̈− c̈h amount to the traitor, (iii) to refund the traitor c̈h amount, and (iv)
to refund the buyer Smin · v̈ − |S∩| · r̈ amount.

(c) if both extractors cheated, there is a traitor, and the traitor delivered an incorrect result (in step
10), then instructs the ledger to distribute coins the same way it does in step 16a.

(d) if one of the extractors cheated and there is no traitor, then instructs the ledger (i) to return the
honest extractor’s deposit (i.e., d̈′ amount), (ii) to pay the honest extractor |S∩| · r̈ amount, (iii) to
pay this extractor d̈ − c̈h amount taken from the dishonest extractor’s deposit, and (iv) to pay the
buyer and the rest of the clients the same way it does in step 16b.

(e) if one of the extractors cheated, there is a traitor, and the traitor delivered a correct result (in step
10), then instructs the ledger (i) to return the other honest extractor’s deposit (i.e., d̈′ amount), (ii)
to pay the honest extractor |S∩| · r̈ amount, taken from the buyer’s deposit, (iii) to pay the honest
extractor d̈− c̈h amount, taken from the traitor’s deposit, (iv) to pay to the traitor |S∩| · r̈ amount,
taken from the buyer’s deposit, (v) to refund the traitor d̈′ − d̈ amount, (vi) to refund the traitor c̈h
amount, (vii) to take |S∩| ·m · l̈ amount from the buyer’s deposit and distribute it among all clients,
except the buyer, and (viii) to return (Smin − |S∩|) · v̈ amount back to the buyer.

(f) if one of the extractors cheated, there is a traitor, and the traitor delivered an incorrect result (in step
10), then instructs the ledger (i) to pay the honest extractor the same way it does in step 13(b)iiA,
(ii) to refund the traitor c̈h amount, and (iii) to pay the buyer and the rest of the clients in the same
way it does in step 16b.

(g) outputs whatever A outputs and then halts.

Next, we show that the real and ideal models are computationally indistinguishable. We first focus on
the adversary’s output. The addresses of the smart contracts have identical distribution in both models. In
the real and ideal models, the adversary sees the transcripts of ideal calls to fCT as well as the functionality
outputs (mk,mk′). Due to the security of CT (as we are in the fCT-hybrid world), the transcripts of fCT in
both models have identical distribution, so have the random outputs of fCT, i.e., (mk,mk′). Also, the deposit
amounts Smin · v̈ and ẅ have identical distributions in both models. Due to the semantical security of the
public key encryption, the ciphertext ctmk in the real model is computationally indistinguishable from the
ciphertext ctmk in the ideal model. Due to the hiding property of the commitment scheme, commitment
commk in the real model is computationally indistinguishable from commitment commk in the ideal model.
Moreover, due to the security of JUS, all transcripts and outputs produced in the ideal model, in step 7 above,
have identical distribution to the corresponding transcripts and outputs produced in JUS in the real model.
The address of SCTC has the same distribution in both models. The amounts each party receives in the real
and ideal models are the same, except when both extractors produce an identical and incorrect result (i.e.,
intersection) in the real model, as we will shortly discuss, this would not occur under the assumption that
the extractors are rational and due to the security of the counter collusion smart contracts.

Now, we show that an honest party aborts with the same probability in the real and ideal models. As
before, for the sake of completeness, we include the JUS in the following discussion as well. Due to the
security of CT, an honest party, during CT invocation, aborts with the same probability in both models; in
this case, the adversary learns nothing about the parties’ input set and the sets’ intersection as the parties
have not sent out any encoded input set yet. In both models, an honest party can read the smart contract
and check if sufficient amounts of coins have been deposited. Thus, it would halt with the same probability
in both models. If the parties halt because of insufficient amounts of deposit, no one could learn about (i) the
parties’ input set and (ii) the sets’ intersection because the inputs (representation) have not been dispatched
at this point. Due to the security of ZSPA-A, an honest party during ZSPA-A execution aborts with the same
probability in both models. In this case, an aborting adversary also learns nothing about the parties’ input
set and the sets’ intersection.

Due to the security of VOPR, honest parties abort with the same probability in both models. In the case
where a party aborts during the execution of VOPR, the adversary would learn nothing (i) about its counter
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party’s input set, and (ii) about the rest of the honest parties’ input sets and the intersection as the other
parties’ input sets remain blinded by random blinding factors known only to client D. In the real model,
client D can check if all parties provided their encoded inputs via reading the state of the smart contract.
The simulator can perform the same check to ensure A′ has provided the encoded inputs of all corrupt
parties. So, in both models, an honest party with the same probability detects if not all encoded inputs have
been provided. In this case, if an adversary aborts and does not provide its encoded inputs (i.e., polynomials
ν(C′′)), then it learns nothing about the honest parties’ input sets and the intersection, for the same reason
explained above.

In the real model, the contract sums every client C’s polynomial ν(C) with each other and with client
D’s polynomial ν(D), that ultimately removes the blinding factors that D initially inserted (during the VOPR

execution), and then checks if the result is divisible by ζ. Due to (a) Theorem 7, (b) the fact that the smart
contract is given the random polynomial ζ in plaintext, (c) no party (except honest D) knew polynomial ζ
before they send their input to the contract, and (d) the security of the contract (i.e., the adversary cannot
influence the correctness of the smart contract’s verifications), the contract can detect if a set of outputs of
VOPR were tampered with, with a probability at least 1 − ε(λ). In the ideal model, SimANE

A (in step 7o) can
remove the blinding factors and it knows the random polynomial ζ. So, SimANE

A can detect when A′ tampers
with a set of the outputs of VOPR (sent to SimANE

A ) with a probability at least 1 − ε(λ), due to Theorem 7.
Therefore, the smart contract in the real model and the simulator in the ideal model would abort with a
similar probability.

Due to the security of ZSPA-A, the probability that in the real model an invalid ki ∈
#»

k is appended to

L is similar to the probability that SimANE

A detects an invalid k′i ∈
#»

k′ in the ideal model. In the real model,
when Flag = False, the smart contract can identify each ill-structured output of VOPR (i.e., ν(C)) with a
probability of at least 1 − ε(λ) by checking whether ζ divides ι(C), due to (a) Theorem 6 (i.e., unforgeable
polynomial), (b) the fact that the smart contract is given ζ in plaintext, (c) no party (except honest client D)
knew anything about ζ before they send their input to the contract, and (d) the security of the contract. In
the ideal model, when Flag = False, given each ν(C′′), SimANE

A can remove its blinding factors from ν(C′′) which

results in φ′(C
′′)

and then can check if ζ divides φ′(C
′′)

, in step 7(q)vi. SimANE

A can detect an ill-structured ν(C′′)

with a probability of at least 1− ε(λ), due to Theorem 6, the fact that the simulator is given ζ in plaintext,
and the adversary is not given any knowledge about ζ before it sends to the simulator the outputs of VOPR.
Therefore, the smart contract in the real model and SimANE

A in the ideal model can detect an ill-structured
input of an adversary with the same probability. The smart contract in the real model and SimANE

A in the ideal
model can detect and abort with the same probability if the adversary provides an invalid opening to each
commitment comi,j and commk, due to the binding property of the commitment scheme. Also, the smart
contract in the real model and SimANE

A in the ideal model, can abort with the same probability if a Merkle tree
proof is invalid, due to the security of the Merkle tree, i.e., due to the collision resistance of Merkle tree’s
hash function.

Note that in the ideal model, SimANE

A can detect and abort with a probability of 1, if AI does not send to
the simulator all encoded encrypted elements of the intersection, i.e., when E(I) 6= S′. Because the simulator
already knows all elements in the intersection (and the encryption key). Thus, it can detect with a probability
of 1 if both the intersection sets that the extractors provide are identical but incorrect. In the real world, if
the extractors collude with each other and provide identical but incorrect intersections, then an honest client
(or the smart contract) cannot detect it. Thus, the adversary can distinguish the two models, based on the
probability of aborting. However, under the assumption that the smart contracts (of Dong et al. [18]) are
secure (i.e., are counter-collusion), and the extractors are rational, such an event (i.e., providing identical
but incorrect result without one extractor betraying the other) would not occur in either model, as the
real model and (A1,A2) rational adversaries follow the strategy that leads to a higher payoff. Specifically,
as shown in [18], providing incorrect but identical results is not the preferred strategy of the extractors;
instead, the betrayal of one extractor by the other is the most profitable strategy in the case of (enforceable)
collusion between the two extractors. This also implies that the amounts that the extractors would receive
in both models are identical.
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Now, we analyse the output of the predicates Q̄ := (QInit, QDel
R , QUF-A

R , QF-A) in the real and ideal models.
In the real model, all clients proceed to prepare their input set only if the predefined amount of coins have
been deposited by the parties; otherwise (if in steps 2,4,5 of ANE and step 4 of JUS there is not enough
deposit), they will be refunded and the protocol halts. In the ideal model, the simulator proceeds to prepare
its inputs only if enough deposit has been placed in the contract. Otherwise, it would send message abort1 to
TTP, during steps 2–7c. Thus, in both models, the parties proceed to prepare their inputs only if QInit(.)→ 1.
In the real model, if there is an abort after the parties ensure there is enough deposit and before client D
provides its encoded input to the contract, then all parties can retrieve their deposit in full. In this case, the
aborting adversary cannot learn anything about honest parties’ input sets, as the parties’ input sets have
been blinded by random blinding polynomials known only to client D. In the ideal model, if there is any
abort during steps 7e–7k, then the simulator sends abort2 to TTP and instructs the ledger to refund every
party’s deposit. In the case of an abort, within the above two steps, the auditor is not involved, and paid.
Therefore, in both models, in the case of an abort within the above steps, we would have QF-A(.)→ 1.

In the real model, if Flag = True, then all parties can locally extract the intersection, regardless of the
extractors’ behaviour. In this case, each honest party receives ÿ′ amount that it initially deposited in SCJUS.
Moreover, each honest party receives at least |S∩| · l̈ amount as a reward, for contributing to the result. In this
case, the honest buyer always collects the leftover of its deposit. Specifically, if both extractors act honestly,
and the intersection cardinality is smaller than |Smin|, then the buyer collects its deposit leftover, after
paying all honest parties. If any extractor misbehaves, then the honest buyer fully recovers its deposit (and
the misbehaving extractor pays the rest). Even in the case that an extractor misbehaves and then becomes a
traitor to correct its past misbehaviour, the buyer collects its deposit leftover if the intersection cardinality
is smaller than |Smin|. In the ideal model, when Flag = True, then SimANE

A can extract the intersection by
summing the output of VOPR provided by all parties and removing the blinding polynomials. In this case, it
sends back each party’s deposit placed in SCJUS, i.e., ÿ′ amount. Also, in this case, each honest party receives
at least |S∩| · l̈ amount as a reward and the honest buyer always collects the leftover of its deposit. Thus, in
both models in the case of Flag = True, we would have QDel

R (.)→ 1.
In the real model, when Flag = False, only the adversary can learn the result. In this case, the contract

sends (i) c̈h amount to Aud, and (ii) m′·ÿ′−c̈h
m−m′ amount, as compensation and reward, to each honest party, in

addition to each party’s initial deposit. In the ideal model, when Flag = False, SimANE

A sends abort3 to TTP
and instructs the ledger to distribute the same amount the contract distributes among the auditor (e.g., with
address adrj) and every honest party (e.g., with address adri) in the real model. Thus, in both models when
Flag = False, we would have QUF-A

R (., ., ., ., adri)→ (a = 1, .) and QUF-A
R (., ., ., ., adrj)→ (., b = 1).

We conclude that the distribution of the joint outputs of the honest client C ∈ Ĝ, client D, Aud, and the
adversary in the real and ideal models are computationally indistinguishable.

Case 2: Corrupt dealer D. In the real execution, the dealer’s view is defined as follows:

ViewANE

D

(
S(D), (S(1), ..., S(m))

)
=

{S(D), adrsc, Smin · v̈, 2 · d̈′, rD,ViewJUS

D ,View
CT

D, (com1,j, ē1, q1, h1)..., (comsz,j′ , ēsz, qsz, hsz), g, x̂ := (mk, z′), S∩}
where ViewCT

D and ViewVOPR

D refer to D’s real-model view during the execution of CT and VOPR respectively. Also,
rD is the outcome of internal random coins of D, adrsc is the address of contract, SCANE, (j, ..., j′) ∈ {1, ..., h},
z′ = PRF(m̄k, 0), sz = |S∩|, and hi is a Merkle tree proof asserting that comi,j is a leaf node of a Merkle tree
with root node g. The simulator SimANE

D , which receives all parties’ input sets, works as follows.

1. generates an empty view. It appends to the view, the input set S(D). It constructs and deploys a smart
contract. It appends the contract’s address, adrsc, to the view.

2. appends to the view integer Smin · v̈, and 2 · d̈′. Also, it appends uniformly random coins r′D to the view.
3. extracts the simulation of JUS from JUS’s simulator for client D. Let SimJUS

D be the simulation, that also
includes a random key mk. It appends SimJUS

D to the view.
4. extracts the simulation of CT from CT’s simulator, yielding the simulation SimCT

D that includes its output
mk′. It appends SimCT

D to the view.
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5. encrypts each element si,j in the intersection set S∩ as ei,j = PRP(mk′, si,j) and then encodes the result
as ēi,j = ei,j||H(ei,j). It commits to each encoded value as comi,j = Com(ēi,j, qi,j), where j is the index of
the bin to which ēi,j belongs and qi,j is a random value.

6. It constructs (com′1,1, ..., com
′
d,h) where each com′i,j is a value picked uniformly at random from the

commitment scheme output range. For every j-th bin, it sets each com′
i′,j to unique comi,j if value comi,j

for j-th bin has been generated in step 5. Otherwise, the original values of com′
i′,j remains unchanged.

7. constructs a Merkle tree on top of the values (com′1,1, ..., com
′
d,h) generated in step 6. Let g be the resulting

tree’s root.
8. for each element si,j in the intersection, it constructs (com′

i′,j, ēi,j, qi,j, hi,j), where com′
i′,j is the commit-

ment of ēi,j, com
′
i′,j ∈ com, (ēi,j qi,j) is the commitment’s opening generated in step 5, and hi,j is a Merkle

tree proof asserting that com′
i′,j is a leaf of a Merkle tree with root g. It appends all (com′

i′,j, ēi,j, qi,j, hi,j)
along with g to the view.

9. generates a commitment to mk as commk = Com(mk, z′) where z′ = PRF(mk, 0). It appends (mk, z′)
along with S∩ to the view.

Now, we will discuss why the two views are computationally indistinguishable. D’s input S(D) is identical
in both models, so they have identical distributions. The contract’s address has the same distribution in
both models. The same holds for the integers Smin · v̈ and 2 · d̈′. Also, because the real-model semi-honest
adversary samples its randomness according to the protocol’s description, the random coins in both models
(i.e., rD and r′D) have identical distribution. Due to the security of JUS, ViewJUS

D and SimJUS

D have identical
distribution, so do ViewCT

D and SimCT

D due to the security of CT. The intersection elements in both models
have identical distributions and the encryption scheme is schematically secure. Therefore, each intersection
element’s representation (i.e., ēi in the real model and ēi,j in the deal model) are computationally indistin-
guishable. Each qi in the real model and qi,j in the ideal model have identical distributions as they have been
picked uniformly at random. Each commitment comi,j in the real model is computationally indistinguishable
from commitment com′

i′,j in the ideal model.
In the real model, each Merkle tree proof hi contains two leaf nodes (along with intermediary nodes that

are the hash values of a subset of leaf nodes) that are themselves the commitment values. Also, for each
hi, only one of the leaf node’s openings (that contains an element in the intersection) is seen by D. The
same holds in the ideal model, with the difference that for each Merkle tree proof hi,j the leaf node whose
opening is not provided is a random value, instead of an actual commitment. However, due to the hiding
property of the commitment scheme, in the real and ideal models, these two leaf nodes (whose openings
are not provided) and accordingly the two proofs are computationally indistinguishable. In both models,
values mk and z′ are random values, so they have identical distributions. Furthermore, the intersection S∩
is identical in both models. Thus, we conclude that the two views are computationally indistinguishable.

Case 3: Corrupt auditor. In this case, the real-model view of the auditor is defined as

ViewANE

Aud

(
⊥, S(D), (S(1), ..., S(m))

)
=

{ViewJUS

Aud, adrsc, Smin · v̈, 2 · d̈′, (com1,j, ē1, q1, h1)..., (comsz,j′ , ēsz, qsz, hsz), g, x̂ := (mk, z′)}
Due to the security of JUS, Aud’s view ViewJUS

Aud during the execution of JUS can be easily simulated. As
we have shown in Case 2, for the remaining transcript, its real-model view can be simulated too. However,
there is a difference between Case 3 and Case 2; namely, in the former case, Aud does not have the PRP’s
key mk′ used to encrypt each set element. However, due to the security of PRP, it cannot distinguish each
encrypted encoded element from a uniformly random element and cannot distinguish PRP(mk′, .) from a
uniform permutation. Therefore, each value ēj in the real model has identical distribution to each value ēi,j
(as defined in Case 2) in the ideal model, as both are the outputs of PRP.

Case 4: Corrupt public. In the real model, the view of the public (i.e., non-participants of the protocol)
is defined as below:
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ViewANE

Pub

(
⊥, S(D), (S(A1), ..., S(Am))

)
=

{ViewJUS

Pub, adrsc, Smin · v̈, 2 · d̈′, (com1,j, ē1, q1, h1)..., (comsz,j′ , ēsz, qsz, hsz), g, x̂ := (mk, z′)}

Due to the security of JUS, the public’s view ViewJUS

Pub during JUS’s execution can be simulated in the
same way which is done in Case 4, in Section 6.3. The rest of the public’s view overlaps with Aud’s view in
Case 3, excluding ViewJUS

Aud. Therefore, we can use the argument provided in Case 3 to show that the rest of
the public’s view can be simulated. We conclude that the public’s real and ideal views are computationally
indistinguishable. 2

9 Evaluation

In this section, we analyse the asymptotic costs of ANE. We also compare its costs and features with the fastest
two and multiple parties PSIs in [2,34,38,41]) and with the fair PSIs in [15,17]. Tables 2 and 3 summarise
the result of the cost analysis and the comparison respectively.

Table 2: Asymptotic costs of different parties in ANE. In the table, h is the total number of bins, d is a bin’s capacity

(i.e., d = 100), m is the total number of clients (excluding D), |S| is a set cardinality, and ξ̄ is OLE’s security parameter.

Party Computation Cost Communication Cost

Client A3, ..., Am O
(
h · d(m+ d) + |S|( d2+d

2 )
)

O
(
h · d2 · ξ̄

)
Dealer D O

(
h ·m(d2 + d) + |S|( d2+d

2 )
)

O
(
h · d2 · ξ̄ ·m

)
Auditor Aud O

(
h ·m · d

)
O
(
h · d

)
Extractor A1, A2 O

(
h · d(m+ d) + |S|( d2+d

2 )
)

O
(
|S∩| · log2 |S|

)
Smart contract SCANE & SCJUS O

(
|S∩|(d+ log2 |S|) + h ·m · d

)
—

Overal Complexity O
(
h · d2 ·m

)
O
(
h · d2 · ξ̄ ·m

)

Table 3: Comparison of the asymptotic complexities and features of state-of-the-art PSIs. In the table, t is a parameter
that determines the maximum number of colluding parties, κ is a security parameter, and c is a set cardinality.

Schemes
Asymptotic Cost Features

Computation Communication Fairness Rewarding Sym-key based Multi-party Active Adversary

[2] O(h · d2 ·m) O(h · d ·m) × × X X ×
[15] O(c) O(c) X × × × X

[17] O(c2) O(c) X × × × X

[34] O(c ·m2 + c ·m) O(c ·m2) × × X X ×
[38] O(c · κ(m+ t2 − t(m+ 1))) O(c ·m · κ) × × X X X

[41] O(c) O(c · κ) × × X × X

Ours: ANE O(h · d2 ·m) O(h · d2 · ξ̄ ·m) X X X X X
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9.1 Computation Cost

In step 1, each client’s cost is O(m) and mainly involves an invocation of CT. In steps 2–5, the clients’
cost is negligible as it involves deploying smart contracts and reading from the deployed contracts. Step 6
involves only D whose cost in this step is constant, as it involves invoking a public key encryption, PRF, and
commitment only once. In step 7, the clients’ cost is O(m), as they need to invoke an instance of CT. In
step 8, each client invokes PRP and H linear with its set’s cardinality. In the same step, it also constructs h
polynomials, where the construction of each polynomial involves d modular multiplications and additions.
Thus, its complexity in this step is O(h · d). It has been shown in [2] that O(h · d) = O(c) and d = 100
for all set sizes. In step 9, each extractor invokes the commitment scheme linear with the number of its set
cardinality |S| and constructs a Merkle tree on top of the commitments. Therefore, its complexity is O(|S|).

In step 10, each client A1, ..., Am: (i) invokes an instance of ZSPA-A which involves O(h ·m) invocation
of CT, 3h ·m(d+ 1) invocation of PRF, 3h ·m(d+ 1) addition, and O(h ·m · d) invocation of H (in step 3 of
subroutine JUS), (ii) invokes 2h instances of VOPR, where each VOPR invocation involves 2d(1 +d) invocations
of OLE+, multiplications, and additions (in steps 6 and 7 of JUS), and (iii) performs h(3d+2) modular addition
(in step 8 of JUS). The dealer D: (a) invokes 2h ·m instances of VOPR (in steps 6 and 7 of JUS), (b) invokes
PRF h(3d+ 1) times (in step 9 of JUS), and (c) performs h(d2 + 1) multiplications and 3h ·m · d additions (in
step 10 of JUS). In the same step, the subroutine smart contract SCJUS performs h ·m(3d+ 1) additions and
h polynomial divisions, where each division includes dividing a polynomial of degree 3d+ 1 by a polynomial
of degree 1 (in step 11 of JUS). Moreover, if Flag = True, then each client invokes PRF h(3d+ 1) times, and
performs h(3d+1) additions, and performs polynomial evaluations linear with its set cardinality, where each

evaluation involves O(d) additions and O(d
2+d
2 ) multiplications (in step 12 of JUS). If Flag = False, then

(a) Aud invokes PRF 3h ·m(d + 1) times and invokes H O(h ·m · d) times, and (b) D performs O(h ·m · d)
multiplications and additions (in step 13 of JUS).

In step 11, each extractor invokes H linear with its set cardinality |S|; it also performs polynomial eval-
uations linear with |S|. In step 12a, SCANE invokes the commitment’s verification algorithm Ver once, H at
most |S∩| times, and PRF |S∩|(3d + 1) times. In step 12b, SCANE invokes Ver at most |S∩| times, and calls
H O(|S∩| · log2 |S|) times. In the same step, it performs polynomial evaluation |S∩| times. Thus, its overall
complexity is O(|S∩|(d+ log2 |S|)).

9.2 Communication Cost

In steps 1 and 7, the communication cost of the clients is dominated by the cost of CT which is O(m). In
steps 2–6, the clients’ cost is negligible, as it involves sending a few transactions to the smart contracts, e.g.,
SCJUS, SCANE, and SCPC. Step 9 involves only extractors whose cost is O(h) as each of them only sends to
SCANE a single value for each bin. In step 10, the clients’ cost is dominated by VOPR’s cost; specifically, each
pair of client and D invokes VOPR O(d2) times for each bin; therefore, the cost of each client (excluding D) is
O(h ·d2 · ξ̄) while the cost of D is O(h ·d2 · ξ̄ ·m), where ξ̄ is the subroutine OLE’s security parameter. Step 11
involves only the extractors, where each extractor’s cost is dominated by the size of the Merkle tree’s proof
it sends to SCANE, i.e., O(|S∩| · log2 |S|), where |S| is the extractor’s set cardinality. In step 13, Aud sends h
polynomials of degree 3d+ 1 to SCJUS; thus, its complexity is O(h ·d). The rest of the steps impose negligible
communication costs.

9.3 Comparison

Below we show that ANE offers various features that the state-of-the-art PSIs do not offer simultaneously
while keeping its overall overheads similar to the efficient PSIs.

Computation Complexity. The computation complexity of ANE is similar to that of PSI in [2], but is
better than the multiparty PSI’s complexity in [34] as the latter’s complexity is quadratic with the number
of parties. Also, ANE’s complexity is better than the complexity of the PSI in [38] that is quadratic with
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parameter t, i.e., the total number of parties that may collude. Similar to the two-party PSIs in [15,41], ANE’s
complexity is linear with c. The two-party PSI in [17] imposes a higher computation overhead than ANE

does, as its complexity is quadratic with sets’ cardinality. Hence, the complexity of ANE is: (i) linear with the
set cardinality, similar to the above schemes except the one in [17] and (ii) linear with the total number of
parties, similar to the above multi-party schemes, except the one in [34]. Hence, the computation complexity
of ANE is linear with the set cardinality and the number of parties, similar to the above schemes except for
the ones in [34,17] whose complexities are quadratic with the set cardinality or the number of parties.

Communication Complexity. ANE’s communication complexity is slightly higher than the complexity of
the PSI in [2], by a factor of d · ξ̄. However, it is better than the PSI’s complexity in [34] as the latter has
a complexity quadratic with the number of parties. ANE’s complexity is slightly higher than the one in [38],
by a factor of d. Similar to the two-party PSIs in [15,41,17], ANE’s complexity is linear with c. Therefore,
the communication complexity of ANE is linear with the set cardinality and number of parties, similar to the
above schemes except the one in [34] whose complexity is quadratic with the number of parties.

Features. ANE is the only scheme that offers all the five features, i.e., supports fairness, rewards participants,
is based on symmetric key primitives, supports multi-party, and is secure against active adversaries. After
ANE is the scheme in [38] which offers three of the above features. The rest of the schemes support only two
of the above features.

10 Conclusion and Future Direction

Private Set Intersection (PSI) is a crucial protocol with numerous real-world applications. In this work,
we proposed, Justitia, the first multi-party fair PSI that ensures that either all parties get the result or if
the protocol aborts in an unfair manner, then honest parties will receive financial compensation. We then
upgraded it to Anesidora, the first PSI ensuring that honest parties who contribute their private sets receive
a reward proportionate to the number of elements they reveal. Since an MPC that rewards participants for
contributing their private inputs would help increase its real-world adoption, an interesting open question is:

How can we generalise the idea of rewarding participants to MPC?
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A Hash Tables

We set the table’s parameters appropriately to ensure the number of elements in each bin does not exceed
a predefined capacity. Given the maximum number of elements c and the bin’s maximum size d, we can
determine the number of bins by analysing hash tables under the balls into bins model [8].

Theorem 10. (Upper Tail in Chernoff Bounds) Let Xi be a random variable defined as Xi =
c∑
i=1

Yi,

where Pr[Yi = 1] = pi, Pr[Yi = 0] = 1− pi, and all Yi are independent. Let the expectation be µ = E[Xi] =
h∑
i=1

pi, then Pr[Xi > d = (1 + σ) · µ] <
(

eσ

(1+σ)(1+σ)

)µ
,∀σ > 0

In this model, the expectation is µ = c
h , where c is the number of balls and h is the number of bins. The

above inequality provides the probability that bin i gets more than (1 + σ) · µ balls. Since there are h bins,
the probability that at least one of them is overloaded is bounded by the union bound:

Pr[∃i,Xi > d] ≤
h∑
i=1

Pr[Xi > d] = h ·
( eσ

(1 + σ)(1+σ)

) c
h

(4)

Thus, for a hash table of length h = O(c), there is always an almost constant expected number of
elements, d, mapped to the same bin with a high probability [39], e.g., 1− 2−40.

B Enhanced OLE’s Ideal Functionality and Protocol

The PSIs proposed in [23] use an enhanced version of the OLE. The enhanced OLE ensures that the receiver
cannot learn anything about the sender’s inputs, in the case where it sets its input to 0, i.e., c = 0. The
enhanced OLE’s protocol (denoted by OLE+) is presented in Figure 6.
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1. Receiver (input c ∈ F): Pick a random value, r
$← F, and send (inputS, (c−1, r)) to

the first FOLE.
2. Sender (input a, b ∈ F): Pick a random value, u

$← F, and send (inputR, u) to the
first FOLE, to learn t = c−1 · u+ r. Send (inputS, (t+ a, b− u)) to the second FOLE.

3. Receiver: Send (inputR, c) to the second FOLE and obtain k = (t+ a) · c+ (b− u) =
a · c+ b+ r · c. Output s = k − r · c.

Fig. 6: Enhanced Oblivious Linear function Evaluation (OLE+) [23].

C Counter Collusion Contracts

In this section, we present Prisoner’s Contract (SCPC), Colluder’s Contract (SCCC), Traitor’s Contract (SCTC)
originally proposed by Dong et al. [18]. As we previously stated, we have slightly adjusted the contracts. We
will highlight the adjustments in blue. For the sake of completeness, below we restate the parameters used
in these contracts and their relation.

• b̈: the bribe paid by the ringleader of the collusion to the other server in the collusion agreement, in SCCC.
• c̈: a server’s cost for computing the task.
• c̈h: the fee paid to invoke an auditor for recomputing a task and resolving disputes.
• d̈: the deposit a server needs to pay to be eligible for getting the job.
• ẗ: the deposit the colluding parties need to pay in the collusion agreement, in SCCC.
• ẅ: the amount that a server receives for completing the task.
• ẅ ≥ c̈: the server would not accept underpaid jobs.
• c̈h > 2ẅ: If it does not hold, then there would be no need to use the servers and the auditor would do

the computation.
• (pk, sk): an asymmetric-key encryption’s public-private key pair belonging to the auditor.

The following relations need to hold when setting the contracts in order for the desirable equilibria to hold:
(i) d̈ > c̈+ c̈h, (ii) b̈ < c̈, and (iii) ẗ < ẅ − c̈+ 2d̈− c̈h− b̈.

C.1 Prisoner’s Contract (SCPC)

SCPC has been designed for outsourcing a certain computation. It is signed by a client who delegates the
computation and two other parties (or servers) who perform the computation. This contract tries to incen-
tivize correct computation by using the following idea. It requires each server to pay a deposit before the
computation is delegated. If a server behaves honestly, then it can withdraw its deposit. However, if a server
cheats (and is detected), its deposit is transferred to the client. When one of the servers is honest and the
other one cheats, the honest server receives a reward. This reward is taken from the deposit of the cheating
server. Hence, the goal of SCPC is to create a Prisoner’s dilemma between the two servers in the following
sense. Although the servers may collude with each other (to cut costs and provide identical but incorrect
computation results) which leads to a higher payoff than both behaving honestly, there is an even higher
payoff if one of the servers manages to persuade the other server to collude and provide an incorrect result
while itself provides a correct result. In this setting, each server knows that collusion is not stable as its
counterparty will always try to deviate from the collusion to increase its payoff. If a server tries to convince
its counterparty (without a credible and enforceable promise), then the latter party will consider it as a trap;
consequently, collusion will not occur. Below, we restate the contract.

1. The contract is signed by three parties; namely, client D and two other parties E1 and E2. A third-party
auditor will resolve any dispute between D and the servers. The address of another contract, called SCANE,
is hardcoded in this contract.

2. The servers agree to run computation f on input x, both of which have been provided by D.
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3. The parties agree on three deadlines (T1, T2, T3), where Ti+1 > Ti.

4. D agrees to pay ẅ to each server for the correct and on-time computation. Therefore, D deposits 2 · ẅ
amount in the contract. This deposit is transferred from SCANE to this contract.

5. Each server deposits d̈′ = d̈ + Ẍ amount in the contract.

6. The servers must pay the deposit before T1. If a server fails to meet the deadline, then the contract would
refund the parties’ deposit (if any) and terminates.

7. The servers must deliver the computation’s result before T2.

8. The following steps are taken when (i) both servers provided the computation’s result or (ii) deadline T2

elapsed.

(a) if both servers failed to deliver the computation’s result, then the contract transfers their deposits
to SCANE.

(b) if both servers delivered the result, and the results are equal, then (after verifying the results) this
contract must pay the agreed amount ẅ and refund the deposit d̈′ to each server.

(c) otherwise, D raises a dispute with the auditor.

9. When a dispute is raised, the auditor (which is independent of Aud in JUS) re-generates the computation’s
result, by using algorithm resComp(.) described shortly in Appendix C.1. Let yt, y1, and y2 be the result
computed by the auditor, E1, and E2 respectively. The auditor uses the following role to identify the
cheating party.

• if Ei failed to deliver the result (i.e., yi is null), then it has cheated.

• if a result yi has been delivered before the deadline and yi 6= yt, then Ei has cheated.

The auditor sends its verdict to SCPC.

10. Given the auditor’s decision, the dispute is settled according to the following rules.

• if none of the servers cheated, then this contract transfers to each server (i) ẅ amount for performing
the computation and (ii) its deposit, i.e., d̈′ amount. The client also pays the auditor c̈h amount.

• if both servers cheated, then this contract (i) pays the auditor the total amount of c̈h, taken from
the servers’ deposit, and (ii) transfers to SCANE the rest of the deposit, i.e., 2 · d̈′ − c̈h amount.

• if one of the servers cheated, then this contract (i) pays the auditor the total amount of c̈h, taken
from the misbehaving server’s deposit, (ii) transfers the honest server’s deposit (i.e., d̈′ amount) back
to this server, (iii) transfers to the honest server ẅ + d̈ − c̈h amount (which covers its computation
cost and the reward), and (iv) transfers to SCANE the rest of the misbehaving server’s deposit, i.e., Ẍ
amount. The cheating server receives nothing.

11. After deadline T3, if D has neither paid nor raised a dispute, then this contract pays ẅ to each server
which delivered a result before deadline T2 and refunds each server its deposit, i.e., d̈′ amount. Any
deposit left after that will be transferred to SCANE.

Now, we explain why we have made the above changes to the original SCPC of Dong et al. [18]. In the
original SCPC (a) the client does not deposit any amount in this contract; instead, it directly sends its coins to
a server (and auditor) according to the auditor’s decision, (b) the computation correctness is determined only
within this contract (with the involvement of the auditor if required), and (c) the auditor simply re-generates
the computation’s result given the computation’s plaintext inputs. Nevertheless, in ANE, (1) all clients need
to deposit a certain amount in SCANE and only the contracts must transfer the parties’ deposit, (2) SCANE
also needs to verify a part of the computation’s correctness without the involvement of the auditor and
accordingly distribute the parties deposit based on the verification’s outcome, and (3) the auditor must be
able to re-generate the computation’s result without being able to learn the computation’s plaintext input,
i.e., elements of the set. Therefore, we have included the address of SCANE in SCPC to let the parties’ deposit
move between the two contracts (if necessary) and allowed SCPC to distribute the parties’ deposit; thus, the
requirements in points (1) and (2) are met. To meet the requirement in point (3) above, we have included
a new algorithm, called resComp(.), in SCPC. Shortly, we will provide more detail about this algorithm.
Moreover, to make this contract compatible with ANE, we increased the amount of each server’s deposit by
Ẍ. Nevertheless, this adjustment does not change the logic behind SCPC’s design and its analysis.
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Auditor’s Result-Computation Algorithm. In this work, we use SCPC to delegate the computation
of intersection cardinality to two extractor clients, a.k.a. servers in the original SCPC. In this setting, the
contract’s auditor is invoked when an inconsistency is detected in step 13 of ANE. For the auditor to recompute
the intersection cardinality, we have designed resComp(.) algorithm. The auditor uses this algorithm for every
bin’s index indx, where 1 ≤ indx ≤ h and h is the hash table’s length. We present this algorithm in Figure
7. The auditor collects the inputs of this algorithm as follows: (a) reads random polynomial ζ, and blinded
polynomial φ from contract SCJUS, (b) reads the ciphertext if secret key mk from SCANE, and (c) fetches
public parameters (desH, h) from the hash table’s public description.

Note that in the original SCPC of Dong et al. [18], the auditor is assumed to be fully trusted. However, in
this work, we have relaxed such an assumption. We have designed ANE and resComp(.) in such a way that
even a semi-honest auditor cannot learn anything about the actual elements of the sets, as they have been
encrypted under a key unknown to the auditor.

resComp(ζ,φ, sk, ctmk, indx, desH)→ R

– Input. ζ: a random polynomial of degree 1, φ: a blinded polynomial of the form ζ ·(ε+γ′)
where ε and γ′ are arbitrary and pseudorandom polynomials respectively, deg(φ)−1 =
deg(γ′), sk: the auditor’s secret key, ctmk: ciphertext of mk which is a key of PRF, indx:
an input of PRF, and desH: a description of hash function H.

– Output. R: a set containing valid roots of unblinded φ.

1. decrypts the ciphertext ctmk under key sk. Let mk be the result.
2. unblinds polynomial φ, as follows:

(a) re-generates pseudorandom polynomial γ′ using key mk. Specifically, it uses mk to
derive a key: k = PRF(mk, indx). Then, it uses the derived key to generate 3d + 1
pseudorandom coefficients, i.e., ∀j, 0 ≤ j ≤ deg(φ) − 1 : gj = PRF(k, j). Next, it

uses these coefficients to construct polynomial γ′, i.e., γ′ =
deg(φ)−1∑
j=0

gj · xj .

(b) removes the blinding factor from φ. Specifically, it computes polynomial φ′ of the
following form φ′ = φ− ζ · γ′.

3. extracts roots of polynomial φ′.
4. finds valid roots, by (i) parsing each root ē as (e1, e2) with the assistance of desH and

(ii) checking if e2 = H(e1). It considers a root valid, if this equation holds.
5. returns set R containing all valid roots.

Fig. 7: Auditor’s result computation, resComp(.), algorithm

C.2 Colluder’s Contract (SCCC)

Recall that SCPC aimed at creating a dilemma between the two servers. However, this dilemma can be
addressed if they can make an enforceable promise. This enforceable promise can be another smart contract,
called Colluder’s Contract (SCCC). This contract imposes additional rules that ultimately would affect the
parties’ payoffs and would make collusion the most profitable strategy for the colluding parties. In SCCC, the
party who initiates the collusion would pay its counterparty a certain amount (or bribe) if both follow the
collusion and provide an incorrect result of the computation to SCPC. Note, SCCC requires both servers to
send a fixed amount of deposit when signing the contract. The party who deviates from collusion will be
punished by losing the deposit. Below, we restate SCCC.
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1. The contract is signed between the server who initiates the collusion, called ringleader (LDR) and the
other server called follower (FLR).

2. The two agree on providing to SCPC a different result res′ than a correct computation of f on x would
yield, i.e., res′ 6= f(x). Parameter res′ is recorded in this contract.

3. LDR and FLR deposit ẗ+ b̈ and ẗ amounts in this contract respectively.
4. The above deposit must be paid before the result delivery deadline in SCPC, i.e., before deadline T2. If

this condition is not met, the parties’ deposit in this contract is refunded and this contract is terminated.
5. When SCPC is finalised (i.e., all the results have been provided), the following steps are taken.

(a) both follow the collusion: if both LDR and FLR provided res′ to SCPC, then ẗ and ẗ+ b̈ amounts are
delivered to LDR and FLR respectively. Therefore, FLR receives its deposit plus the bribe b̈.

(b) only FLR deviates from the collusion: if LDR and FLR provide res′ and res′′ 6= res′ to SCPC respec-

tively, then 2 · ẗ+ b̈ amount is transferred to LDR while nothing is sent to FLR.
(c) only LDR deviates from the collusion: if LDR and FLR provide res′′ 6= res′ and res′ to SCPC respec-

tively, then 2 · ẗ+ b̈ amount is sent to FLR while nothing is transferred to LDR.
(d) both deviate from the collusion: if LDR and FLR deviate and provide any result other than res′ to
SCPC, then 2 · ẗ+ b̈ amount is sent to LDR and ẗ amount is sent to FLR.

We highlight that the amount of bribe a rational LDR is willing to pay is less than its computation cost
(i.e., b̈ < c̈); otherwise, such collusion would not bring a higher payoff. We refer readers to [18] for further
discussion.

C.3 Traitor’s Contract (SCTC)

SCTC incentivises a colluding server (who has had signed SCCC) to betray its counterparty and report the
collusion without being penalised by SCPC. The Traitor’s contract promises that the reporting server will not
be punished by SCPC which makes it safe for the reporting server to follow the collusion strategy (of SCCC),
and get away from the punishment imposed by SCPC. Below, we restate SCTC.

1. This contract is signed among D and the traitor server (TRA) who reports the collusion. This contract
is signed only if the parties have already signed SCPC.

2. D signs this contract only with the first server who reports the collusion.
3. The traitor TRA must also provide to this contract the result of the computation, i.e., f(x). The result

provided in this contract could be different than the one provided in SCPC, e.g., when TRA has to follow
SCCC and provide an incorrect result to SCPC.

4. D needs to pay ẅ + d̈′ + d̈ − c̈h amount to this contract. This amount equals the maximum amount
TRA could lose in SCPC plus the reward. This deposit will be transferred via SCANE to this contract. TRA
must deposit in this contract c̈h amount to cover the cost of resolving a potential dispute.

5. This contract should be signed before the deadline T2 for the delivery of the computation result in SCPC.
If it is not signed on time, then this contract would be terminated and any deposit paid will be refunded.

6. It is required that the TRA provide the computation result to this contract before the above deadline
T2.

7. If this contract is fully signed, then during the execution of SCPC, D always raises a dispute, i.e., takes
step 8c in SCPC.

8. After SCPC is finalised (with the involvement of the auditor), the following steps are taken to pay the
parties involved.
(a) if none of the servers cheated in SCPC (according to the auditor), then amount ẅ + d̈′ + d̈ − c̈h is

refunded to SCANE and TRA’s deposit (i.e., c̈h amount) is transferred to D. Nothing is paid to TRA.
(b) if in SCPC, the other server did not cheat and TRA cheated; however, TRA provided a correct result

in this contract, then d̈′ + d̈ − c̈h amount is transferred to SCANE. Also, TRA gets its deposit back
(i.e., c̈h amount) plus ẅ amounts for providing a correct result to this contract.

(c) if in SCPC, both servers cheated; however, TRA delivered a correct computation result to this contract,
then TRA gets its deposit back (i.e., c̈h amount), it also receives ẅ + d̈′ + d̈− c̈h amount.
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(d) otherwise, ẅ + d̈′ + d̈− c̈h and c̈h amounts are transferred to SCANE and TRA respectively.
9. If TRA provided a result to this contract, and deadline T3 (in SCPC) has passed, then all deposits, if any

left, will be transferred to TRA.

TRA must take the following three steps to report collusion: (i) it waits until SCCC is signed by the other
server, (ii) it reports the collusion to D before signing SCCC, and (iii) it signs SCCC only after it signed SCTC

with D. Note, the original analysis of SCTC does not require SCTC to remain secret. Therefore, in our smart
PSI, parties TRA and D can sign this contract and then store its address in SCANE. Alternatively, to keep
this contract confidential, D can deploy a template SCTC to the blockchain and store the commitment of
the contract’s address (instead of the plaintext address) in SCANE. When a traitor (TRA) wants to report
collusion, it signs the deployed SCTC with D which provides the commitment opening to TRA. In this case,
at the time when the deposit is distributed, either D or TRA provides the opening of the commitment to
SCANE which checks whether it matches the commitment. If the check passes, then it distributes the deposit
as before.

D Proof of Theorem 2

Below, we restate the proof of Theorem 2, taken from [3].

Proof. Let P = {p1, ..., pt} and Q = {q1, ..., qt′} be the roots of polynomials p and q respectively. By the

Polynomial Remainder Theorem, polynomials p and q can be written as p(x) = g(x) ·
t∏
i=1

(x − pi) and

q(x) = g′(x) ·
t′∏
i=1

(x − qi) respectively, where g(x) has degree d − t and g′(x) has degree d′ − t′. Let the

product of the two polynomials be r(x) = p(x) · q(x). For every pi ∈ P , it holds that r(pi) = 0. Because
(a) there exists no non-constant polynomial in Fp[X] that has a multiplicative inverse (so it could cancel
out factor (x− pi) of p(x)) and (b) pi is a root of p(x). The same argument can be used to show for every
qi ∈ Q, it holds that r(qi) = 0. Thus, r(x) preserves roots of both p and q. Moreover, r does not have any
other roots (than P and Q). In particular, if r(α) = 0, then p(α) · q(α) = 0. Since there is no non-trivial
divisors of zero in Fp[X] (as it is an integral domain), it must hold that either p(α) = 0 or q(α) = 0. Hence,
α ∈ P or α ∈ Q. 2
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